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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation concerns the tasks of planning of the districts of North 

Bengal· with aim of establlshing a highly advanced milk complex catering_ to the 

needs of vast areas beyond and neighbouring foreign countries using with sea 

and land routes. 

In pursuance of an idea expressed in P.C. Sarkar's The Planni~g of 

Agriculture in India published in 1966 strengthened by ·decades of grass root 

studies in terms of M.Phil, Ph~D. programmes and research projects, the key -

note is that massive preparation for take-off in the countryside of this vast 

country is possible on the basis of inter area division of labour in terms of 

specific but different land endowments. Accordingly the districts of the North 

Bengal Division of the state of West Rengal are adjudged as the most suitable for 

integrated milk and milk processing zone. This, however, can only be done after 

a full-scale preparation for take-off. The actual take-off, according to Rostow, 

centres for two to three decades during which the economy get fully transformed 

and after which the development and growth is more or less automatic. Rostow 

mistook the export of cotton texti1e as an indication of the completion of the pre . 

take-off stage. i 7\- 1 rn.c:L!O-· , 

As a matter of fact, ·the growth of output per capita disguises· heavily 

massive unemployment and poverty of our countryside. We have found that all 

the people living in the villages surveyed are living.under poverty line, using the 

dollar equivalent of per capita family income. According to a reasonable method 

of measurement we used, we fmd that the pres_ent low level of exploitation_ofthe 
. /..u;~I~W!' 

highly valuable land resource can give some sort of full employment to c~~; one-

third of those who would like to depend on rural level enterprises. 
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We have made both non-mathematical and mathematical regressiOn 

function methods to analyze the various productive units,' more especially, crop 

and milk units. All production is limited by demand. As the lack of demand is the 

cause of the hopelessly low level of exploitation of the infinitely productive 

resource, the smaller units take the initiative of being not only employing more 

labour but also making the best combination of inputs. 

Of the total milk produced in these villages, 70% is sold as non

pasteurized fresh milk to consumers mostly outside the villages, 24% to primitive 

processors of Bengali sweets ghee and dahi and only 6% to pasteurization 

agents. 

So far reforms are blindly centered on the continuous increase of direct 

foreign investment. There is no urge of reforms in the interest of raising an 

efficient band of productive workers and raise their level of employment and 

productivity to the height of institutional level and in the process raise the level 

of global economy to an unprecedented peak. In other words, an amendment of 

the Vajpaee-Sinha type of contip.UOJ!S reductio11 of the. rate of interest and the 
Cf{ab~'.s-=-ilV"f\ • 6/)\k."'<_IJ1'-C-~,. • . 

IMF-World Bank type of; · ,\ .. · ~ ·· -~ mcreasmg/\~Irect foreign mvestment m 

developing countries might be disastrous for the whole of world economy. 

A great means of ushering in preparation for take-off in the countryside is 

the Raiffeisen type of cooperative covering such number of villages so that 

members have no difficulty to come on foot for the general meetings to exercise 

supremacy over their board. The Raiffeisens of the villages may form a voluntary 

association of all such Raiffeisens throughout a district. 

The government accountants may check their accounts but may not 

interfere in any way. 

In addition, the cooperation of the government sector is essential in many 

respects. (1) They must install a basic agency of extension (advice) in designing 

newer activities. (2) They must also make sure that rural Raiffeisens have no 
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difficulty · to choose their technologists and managerial experts for . their 

multifarious activities of getting numerous products and services produced. (3) 

· The public sector has also the responsibility of appointing autonomous business 

houses to produce such services, as the association of Raiffeisens of the district 

needs. ProduCtion and distribution of electricity and setting up of district circular 

.railways might be examples. (4) Restructuring in terms of new sets of legislation 

in consultation with the Raiffeisens would be necessary on some fronts. One 

such front is the proportional ·employment of men and women on newer oru::t 
additional activities. (5) But the most important thirig is that the state government 

and all governments must balance their budgets reducing their internal debt to 

zero. 

One advantage of the Raiffeisens cooperatives as purely private sector is 

that there would be built-in checks against any deviation from transparency of 

the cooperation between the government and the business. 

We find that income-elasticity of milk is consistently higher than that for 

cereals and cereal· products as well as vegetables. Income-elasticity of demand 

for education and healthcare are still greater. 

We fit Leontief system for possible special and general solutions. The 

model can be widened also for dynamisation in intervals of years . to help the 

Raiffeisen cooperatives plan and develop newer activities maximizing the use of 

local resources. 

Being relatively under-developed of all areas the districts of the North 

Bengal Division of the state of West Bengal have an advantage in that diversion 

of the lands from one use to other uses, say installing kilometers of pastures · 

when necessary for the purpose of cooperative processing of milk under 

professional managenJCnt, will be possible if only some of the Raiffeisens of the 

area covered for pasturing and processing cooperative join into a pact for the 

· ·purpose and members of each ofRaiffeisens approve and control such activity. 



1.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER-I 
THE PROBLEM 

IV . . . 
Milk is Avery important item of food for humans. Even though some of 

the lagging regions of the world witness more massive investments in 

automobile industry there remains a marked absence of state investments and 

infrastructures for production of milk and milk processed products. Yet in 

ancient civilization milk was recognized as a yery useful food and was given 

the highest priority among· all foodstuffs. In ancient Indian system of medicine 

the milk was regarded as a food that lengthened life. 

Godhan or the wealth named cow was sought to be owned for supply of 

milk to family member. In the Indian epic of the Mahabharata the want of cow 

determined the alliance of a teacher of weapons against a king who denied him 

'godhans' for his children: 

Thus it is no wonder that the Mahabharata regarded cow as the best 

among the quadrupeds. And a cow that gave so much of life - giving strength 

was eventually worshipped as a sacred animal in India. Even now some people 

continue this tradition of worshipping the cow and do the frenzied shouting on 

the Gopastami day 'Gomata ki jay'. The cow was worshiped not only in India, 

it was equally worshipped in Egypt and Babylonia two thousand years before 

the birth of Christ. The promised land of the 'Old Testament' was depicted as a 

country that was surplus in milk and honey. 

Some people say that, the soldiers of the Mongol conqueror: Genghis 

Khan had to carry milk in dried from as their ration. It is al~o said about the 

Vikings that their sea voyages incluJed cheese. It is also said that the 

Mayflower that brought the first colonists to America did not bring cattle and 

so want of milk accounted for high rate of death among the early settlers. 
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For many centuries in India the households of some big villages and 

later during the British period in some small towns kept their own cattle for 

home supply of milk. Foreign rule upto the end of the nineteenth century 

impoverished and deadened the productive activities. Sincere efforts of the 

British in the twentieth century and elite oriented national policy under the new 

republic of 1950 failed to restore the supply of milk for consumption of every 

Indian mouth. 

Table 1.1 

Nutrient Contents of Milk Per 100 grams of Milk 

Protein 4.0 Grams 

Fats 4.1 Grams 

.. 

Lactose . 4.8 Grams 

Vitamin A 47Jl Grams 

Calcium 120 mg 

Phosphorous 90mg 

Iron 0.2mg 

Sodium 73.0 mg 

Potassium 140.0mg 
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Table 1.2 

Protein Contents of Some Well-Known Food Articles 

Food Protein per I 00 grams of edible portion 

Soya bean 43.2 

Fowl 25.9 

Ground nut 25.3 

Ground Nut Roasted 26.2 

Cashew Nut 21.2 

Almond 20.8 

Lentel (Masur) 25.1 

Green Gram (Moog) 24.5 

Black Gram 24.G -

Bengal gram 20.8 

Peas Roasted 22.9 

Fowl 25.9 

Mutton 18.5 

Pork 18.7 

Fish 16.6 

Eggs 13.5 

Wheat 12.1 

Rice 6.8 

Different kinds of milk, such as cow milk, buffalo milk and goat milk 

has their own case in respect of nutrients. We here speak only about cow milk 

which this country has to produce in abundant qualities to nourish its entire 

people, make them energetic and long-Jiving. 
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Cow milk has significant quantities of protein, fats, vitamin A and 

minerals. The following table shows the distribution of some (not all) nutrients 

per 100 grams of milk, even though estimates of authorities differ substantially. 

There is no doubt that plenty of proteins are found in very large number 

of non-milk food. The following tables show some very important sources of 

protein, even though all foodstuffs contain some amount of protein. Experts 

give high priority to protein as a nutrient. Scientists have shown that animals 

can live for a long period without consuming carbohydrates or fats. But they 

can hardy live even for short periods without any protein .It is said that protein 

makes up 15 per cent of a human body. A man needs 60 to 100 grams of 

protein. But experts also want balancing of food through balanced intake of 

elements. 

Tables 1.3 

Costs of milk and Non-milk proteins 

Items Cost of 1 Gram of Protein Item Cost ofJ Gram of Protein 
(Rs.) (Rs.) 

Cow Milk 0.31 Green Gram 0.11 

Eggs. 0.30 Black Gram 0.10 

Fish 0.36 Lentil 0.09 

Fowl 0.37 Roasted Peas 0.1 I 

Mutton 0.43 Wheat 0.07 

Pork 0.37 Rice 0.15 

Soya bean· 0.20 Bengal Gram 0.07 

Banana (Ripe) 0.83 Apple . 1.5.00 
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Milk protein, however, has three· principal advantages over proteins of 

other foods. Firstly, milk protein becomes multiple as a result of combinations 

with rich minerals and, therefore, becomes great as food value. Secondly, 

d. · · £,.\I(\ b-· · ~h . h . I d h .c. "lk accor mg to sctentistsJ oi com mattons •J)~,;: nc mmera s an , t ere1ore m1 
f\ 

become great as food value. Secondly, according to scientists, of the 23 .amino 
- ·~U<. ~h::1-... t'nnS o-.Ll fi..t e..S'i>~'h'c-<. a.m-.,·"f'(j o....e£ct~ , 

acids found in prot~inAFinally, these amino acids in milk protein are greater in 

amount than in proteins of eggs, meats and beans. 

On the basis of- the data on the ·quantity of protein obtained from 

Gopalan and others and the market prices we obtain in course -of our field 

investigations we prepare a picture of comparative costs of protein from milk 

and nun-milk item. Here we find that milk proteins are cheaper than protein of 

fish, fowl and mutton. 

So far we have sought to show that protein obtained from milk is not 

only versatile but also less expensive than some important sources of protein 
' ' 

such as fish, fowl and mutton. But the great merit of milk is that minerals 

obtained from milk are of unique quality. Calcium and phosphorous and a little 

of magnesium make up and nourish the skeletons of animals and humans. The 

consumption of these minerals is essential for right functioning of the body 

system of humans. Besides we need some amounts of such minerals as sodium, 

potassium, iron, chlorine, copper and iodine. They are necessary- for various 

sorts of functioning of the body system of the humans. Experts even insist that 

not only the intake of these minerals but also the ratio in which they are 

consumed is important. 

The scientists_ have emphasized that the ratio of calcium and potassium 

to magnesium and sodium in milk as we find in cow milk approximates the 

ratio of these minerals in the human system. Calcium and phosphorous are also 

available from leafy portions of vegetables and fruits. Iron, potassium and 

iodine are found abundantly in fruits and vegetables. But calcium which is 

important. not only for the building of the skeleton but also for the functioning 

of muscle including that of heat muscle is found abundantly in milk. Some 
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scientists' say that calcium content of cow milk is four times more that of 

human milk. 

With these massive benefits consumption of cow milk bestows upon 

humans, it is but natural that with the growth of incomes of millions of low

income people of the country more and more people will consume more and 

more of milk.. So publicity campaign with the help of mobile teams will 

contribute to greater consumption of milk at every phase of c!evelopment in this 

country. In· this process of development the sector of milk and milk based 

complexes might take a key role. 

1.2 INDIA'S MILK EFFORTS 

Around the tum of the century, milk was produced privately in the 

towns and villages by m~lk inen. Non producer bought milk from them for 

consumption. In the urban areas very small number of families had their own 

system of production for consumption. With the growth of population in urban 

areas, consumers had to depend on milk sellers who kept cattle in these areas. 

As a result, several cattle sheds came into existence in different cities. 

The first official move for organized dairying in the country was· taken 

during the pre-independence era when the military dairy creameries were 

established towards the end of the nineteenth century to meet the demands of 1 

the armed forces and their families. 

As the requirement of butter and cheese for British troops increased, 

private entrepreneurs were induced to manufacture table butter at the different 

towns of the country. 

On the basis of the· recommendations of the Royal Commission on 

Agriculture (1928), cooperative milk uni?ns were set up in Lucknow and other 

places since 1927. In 1943 in a bid to ensure fresh milk to major cities, milk 

collected f~om Kaira district was pasteurized and transported by rail for 

distribution in Bombay. As fresh milk was not sufficient in supply, milk 

powders were imported for the entire hotel business. During forties milk 

colonies were set up in metropolitan cities like Bombay, Calcutta and Madras 
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and Cooperative Dairy Complex was set up with producer's societies in the 

villages around Anand. 

In a bid to.improve milch animals the first two five-year plan provided 

for 'Key Village Scheme', 'Gosadan Scheme' and 'Goshala Development 

Scheme'. During this time the Amul Dairy has been converted into a large milk 

processing plant with sufficient infrastructural facilities. Eventually within this· 

period Amul also took the lead in producing milk powder and baby food from 

buffalo milk. 

The third five year plan (1961-66) got separate Dairy Development 

Departments, fresh milk plants and pilot schemes established in the states. 

During the period of this plari the production of milk got further boost with the 

introduction of 'Intensive Cattle Development Programme' (ICDP) with the 

provision for necessary inputs and services. The fourth plan carried forward 

this programme with stress on procurement, processing and marketing. 

About the same time the first 'Open~tion Flood' was initiated in July, 

1970. In effect Amul model of Dairy was replicated with the village level 

(1970-81), district level and state level cooperatives. The 'Second Operation 

Flood' (1981 - 85) was aimed at extending and intensifYing the first phase 

operation flood (1985-1996). World Bank and EEC provided fmancial and 

commodity help respectively. 

The third phase of the 'Operation Flood'(1985-l996) was strengthened 

by increased financial help from the World Bank, commodity and case · 

assistance from the EEC and internal resources of the National Dairy 

Development Board (NDDB). Professionalisation of dairies increased. Embryo 

Transfer Technology allowed faster multiplication of high yielding superior 

germplasm in cattle and buffalo to boost up production. 

The fourth phase of the 'Operation Flood' operated during the 7th and 

8th plan period. As a result of these different phases of the Op~ration Flood a 

good amount of infrastructure in the form of animal resource development 

department offices at the district and block levels and milk collecting and 

processing cooperatives and marketing centres have been set up. 
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The results of these efforts are still unsatisfactory. This is despite the 

fact that milk production increased on average at the rate of 4. 75 per cent per 

annum (from 1970-71 to 1989-90). The rate of growth of milk production was 

significantly higher in Kerala and Tamilnadu (Patel : 1993). As India is a very' 

big country it is possible that with some efforts the total production may soon 

be more than other countries. 

But in respect of per capita availability of milk India ranks 57th in the 

world and her rank is lower than that of Pakistan. 

Within India the per capita availability is high in Punjab and Haryana. 

1.3. THE PROBLEM 

With this background of India's milk efforts and their general result the 

problem we choose_ for investigation relates to the present state and prospects 

of milk economy in the. North Bengal Division of the state of West Bengal. We 

shall naturally be led, therefore, also to investigate . into the conditions the 

planners maybe expected to provide for the success of increased production 

and marketing of milk. The production of milk in this division might be sought 

to cater to needs of the whole of West Bengal and beyond. In the following 

section we ·shall have the occasion to explain why we select the Division of the 

North Bengal and we expect that this Division has the potential to specialize in 

milk production for catering to the needs of vaster area. 

The investigation will cover the roles of the village milk farmers as well 

as those of the Government in heightening the milk economy of the region. 

Especially important is the question of provision of sufficient infrastructures 

and complementary activities so that milk is produced and processed; arid 

·elaborate network of input markets and output markets are set up. 

What form and ramifications the infrastructures and complementary 

activities are expected to take will be understood when we have a full-scale 

picture of the milk economy vis-a-vis other non-animal husbandry activities. 

The problem under investigation is, therefore, manifold. It is necessary to . -

understand the present-day productivity of milk production vis-:a-vis crops and 

other commodities. 
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With a change in the structure of the regional economy, say, with 

change in structure with growing increase in income and consequent change in 

demand pattern and! or with change in proeessing, storing or use of t;tewer · 

technology or use of unused technologies in these fields, the relative 

productivity and profitability of milk may change. 

Thus the right planning of the milk economy of the region requires 

knowledge and factual information not only under the existing conditions but 

also that of future demand and of future multi-dimensional needs to support 

increased production. 

The aspect we have already stressed is that we indeed investigate into 

· the problem of inter-area division of labor on the basis of a plan of producing 

enough fresh milk and processed milk products within the Division of North 

Bengal for the .remaining Division of West Bengal and beyond. This means that 

with further growth of income and employment in those divisions there is the 

possibility of enhanced production of milk and processed mil.t.: products and so 

the task of planning for the network of facilities of purchase of productive 

services and of marketing finished goods is a part of the problem. 

There is no denying that with the successful planning of the setting up of 

a sound milk economy in the Division of North Bengal income and 

employment will increase also in this Division. So when we mention change in 

structure we mean that concept covering both this Division and the Divisions o u..t:skt(. 

that the milk economy of this Division will provide with supplies of fmished 

goods of fresh. milk and ·processed milk products. Both aspects might be 

covered by fmding general income elasticity of demand for milk or milk 

pnlducts. 

1.4. EARLIER WORK 

To the best. of our knowledge and belief, the problem we seek to 

investigate in this study was not investigated by any investigator or agency. · · 

Not only milk economy and its planning in the North .Bengal Division was not 

attempted by anyone before but · also · such a work must be fusion of 
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multifarioUs work done by a number of. master economists as well as 

researchers of various fields. 

First we begin With ( 1) Mishr~ S.N & Sharma, R.K., Livestock 

Development in lnd~ New Delhi 1990, (2) Vaidyanath~ A: Bovine 

Economy of India, New Delhi 1988, (3) Nair, K.N., White Revolution in India· 

- An Appraisal, New Delhi 1985, ( 4) George Shanti, Operation Flood, An 

Appraisal of Current Indian Dairy Policy, Delhi, 1985 (S) Dandekar,V.M., The 

Cattle Economy of India, New Delhi 1980, (6) Indian Society of Agricultural 

Economies, Livestock Economy of India, New Delhi 1989. 

Apart from these books on the generallivesta<:k economy articles have 

also been published in various journals . We have been seen many. But we 

mention only a few. ( 1) Pate~ R.K.: Present Statues and Promise of Dairying in 

India, (2) Khanna, R.S: A Historical Perspective of Dairy Development in 

India, Indian Dairyinan, October, 1989, (3) Singal, S.P. An Overview of 

Productive and Reproductive Management of Dairy Ani~ls for ·Higher 

Production, Indian Dairyman, October, 1994, (4) Gandhi. R.S., Singh. A., 

Joshi. B.K: Current. Scenario and Future Prospects of Sustainable Animal 

Production in India, Indian Dairyman, October 1998, (5) Reddy, K.P. 

Measuring Performance of Dairy Cooperatives, Indian Dairyman, October 

1993, (6) Mishra, S.N and Shanna, R.K: Demand for Milk in 2000 A.D., Dairy 

India, 1992, (7) Saxena, R.: Demand for Milk and Milk. Products, Dairy 

India,1997, (8) Subramanyam, S and Rao, R.N.: Bovine Sector in 

Agriculturally Prosperous and Backward Regions: A Comparative Study,· 

Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics, July-Sep.,l995, (9) Gandhi, U.P. 

and Mani, G.: Are Livestock Products Rising in Importance. A Study of the 

Growth and Behaviour of their Consumption in India, Indian Journal of 

Agricultural Economics, July- Sept. 1995, (10) Rames~ B. Trends, Patterns 

and Effects of Diffusion and Adoption of Cross-breeding. of Technology: An 

Assessment in the Context o-.~ Kerala, Indian Journal of Agricultural. 

Economics, July- Sept. 1995, (11) Pandey, U.K.: The Livestock EcOnomy of 

India: A Profile, Indian Journal of Agriculturat Economics, July- Sept.l99S. 
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Some previous studies in respect of demand in general have been of use 

in the investigation and analysis of our problem ( 1) Food and Agriculture . 

Organization of the Uriited Nations, 1972 Income Elasticities of Demand for 

Agricultural Products. (2) Klein L.R: An Introduction to Econometrics, 

Prentice Hall of India Private Limited, New Delhi, 1969, (3) Wold H. and 

J~n, L.: Demand Analysis, J. Wiley and Sons, New York .1953 (4) 

Mahalanobis, P.C: Note on Studies Relating to Planning for National 

Development now being conducted at the Indian Statistical Institute in 

collaboration with the Central Statistical Organization Studies. Relating to 

Planning for National DeVelopment, No 1; Indian Statistical Institute 1954 (5) 

Roy, J. and Laha, P .G (1960): Preliminary Estimates of Relative Increase in 

Consumer Demand in Rural " and Urban India, Studies in Consumer 

Behaviour, Indian Statistical Institute, 1960. (6) Roy, J. Chakravarty, I.M ... 

and Laha, R.G. A Study of Concentration Curves as Description of 

Consumption Pattern, Studies in Consumer Behaviour, Indian Statistical 

Institute, 1960 (7) Bhattacharyya, N: An Application of the Linear Expenditure 

System to Consumer Behaviour in India, an unpublished paper of the Indian 

Statistical Institute. Calcutta, 1966. (8) Sarkar, P.C.: A New Method of 

Forecasting Demand for Rice in· India, Conference Volume of the Indian 
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1.5 SUITABILITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

· On the basis of topography the whole of the North Bengal Division can 

be divided into three main natural divisions, viz. ( l) the hills, (2) upper plains 

and Dooars and (3) plains. These divisions of physical features can be seen 

from the map no.l. 

The map no.2 describes the rivers of North Bengal Division of West 

Bengal. In the northern district the slope is from the north - east to south - west. 

This is confinned by such rivers as the Teesta, the Jaldhaka the Torsa, the 

Kaljani and the Raidak all falling into the Brahmaputra thus making up a part 

of Brahmaputra River system. In the ~them districts of the Division the 

slope is very roughly from the north-east to south-west and the river Atrai, the 

Ganga as well as on the Brahmaputra, the Mahananda before falling on the 

Ganga via Murshidabad (outside North Bengal) is joined by the rivers 

Purnabhaba, Kulik, Tangan and Kalindi. 
. . . ' C\.U.. 

The map no.J describes the rainfall zones or·~~~: Division_sand the no. 4 
ot NwOJI?.t"'6-ll-{_ 1 

illustrates the temperature zones ,tamp8red to other Divisions of West Bengal 

kU the districts of the Division of North Bengal enjoy much higher rainfall and 

groundwater is also, in our estimate, much more copiously available in various 

layers·. 

The temperature zones of this Division exhibit a wider varietY compared 

to the other Divisions of the state and many other areas of the country. This 

offers relatively more scope for the rearing of different kinds of breed than in 

other areas. 

The state of agriculture is still now relatively undeveloped and since the 

region lacks .optimal heat for paddy. in . every part of the year, the region is fit 

diversion of areas for the· building of expansive pastures and intensive culture 

of special products and cr-ops in the remaining cultivable areas. So the North 

Bengal Division is ideally suitable for making it an area of specialization of 

animal husbandry and its complementary agricultural and other activities. We 

168795 
2 2 DeC 2004 
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do not get such rich natural endowments for animal husbandry not only in the 

rest of the state but also in much of the country. 

1.6 THEMETHOOOLOGY 

1.6 (a) SELECTION OF A REPRESENTATIVE AREA 

We have elaborated in the Preceding section how the natural 

endowments of the six districts of the North Bengal Division of the state of 

West Bengal have favoured this Division as an area of specialization for cow 

husbandry for the whole state. For an individual investigator, however, this is 

too vast an area for intensive fieldwork .. This circumstance makes it imperative· 

to select only one district for intensive collection of data at the farm level. 

This naturally leads us to a choice of criteria for selecting a district for 

this purpose. Naturally the chosen district must represent on average the 

qualities which make the whole of NOrth Bengal Division an ideal area for 

specialization in milk productk'1 for the whole state of West Bengal. Of the six 

districts of the North Bengal Division the highest annual rainfall occurs in the 

district of Jalpaiguri. This is because the highlands of the Upper Dooars cause 

relatively maximum precipitation from monsoon currents comin2 both from the 
. atru.\fya'I'I1J,..~uii; {..ry{:. 

Arakan AkyabrouteJ ~t~e straight from the Bay of Benga~ In respect of annual 

rainfall there is a sort of competition between Darjeelfug and Koch Bihar. If we 

average the annual total rainfall. of four years from 1995 to I 998 we find that 

annual rainfall is higher in Koch Bihar (3167~5 millimeters) than in Dar,ieeling 
. '~~d.L~ . 

(3087 .25). In respect of annual rainfall th5\ order of the six districts of North 

Bengal is: Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling, Koch Bihar, Uttar Dinajpur, . Dakshin 
· i'J\ Tu 4!...~~~ owl .. e:( 

Dinajpur and Maida. In respect of heat rank of these distric_t F as follows: 

Darjeelin& Jalpaiguri, Koch Bihar, ;Uttar. Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur and· 

Maida. Koch Bihar. has one advantage in respect of topography. The area 

monotonously plain. 

In the preceding section we mentioned that one advantage of the North 
. ~we . 

Bengal Division of West Bengal is;\some cultivable areas can be diverted for 

the building ofhigh quality pastures. This is because in winter the heat is low 
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and HYV paddy cannot be grown in this area in contrast to, say, Burdwan and 
. r 

Hughly. It is needless to say such diversion in the interest of high class pastures 

can be done onJy in case we set up simultaneously aU the necessary infra

structures for a complete milk complex in the area. However, the point is Koch 

Bihar has in many respects the representative advantages which make the entire 

North Bengal Division an ideal area for specialization for milk complex for the 

whole of West Bengal. Some of the areas adjacent to the North Bengal 

Division have no natural advantages for the building up pastures as heat 

conditions make such areas suitable for crop and vegetable fanning. One 
. example is Dbubri area of Assam. In some adjacent areas of Bihar also the heat 

condition57 do not pose any difficulty for crop, vegetable farming and 

horticulture. Even though C()W and buffalo rearing is traditional occupations 

there, the area does . not offer scope for large-scale diversion to pastures. So 

well developed milk complex in North Bengal will cater to the needs of quite a 

few adjacent areas. . 

The district of Koch Bihar, thrrough watered by good· river systems, 

offerS scope for setting up of circular railway for transport of milk products and 

fresh pasteurized milk to outside areas. Of all the areas of North Bengal 

Division, Koch Bihar for this reason offers good scope for the building up of 

the proper transport system. 

Despite these very valid reasons for choice of Koch Bihar district for 

collection of fann level data, there should be no denying the district provides 

the investigator with certain advantages for the purpose of collection of data. 

Traveling in Koch Bihar is easy for him, as he has many acquaintances in the 

district and his present place of work is very near the district. 

1.6 (b) THE DATA FRAME 

We lay bare in the preceding section our motivation in choosing Koch 

Bihar as the district, of all. the districts of the North Bengal Division, for the 

purpose of collecting data at the level of operators of e~terprises and 

· consumers. Here our task is to choose one, two or three blocks of this district 

for the same purpose. The district whose administrative head is the District 
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Magistrate bas in all five sub--divisions which each are headed by sub-:

divisional officer, these five sub-divisions are: (l) Mekliganj (2) Mathabhanga 

(3) Koch Bihar (4) Tufanganj and (5) Dinhata~ The Meldiganj sub--division has · 

two police stations: Haldibari and Mekliganj. The Mathabhanga sub-division 

has two police stations. Mathabhanga and Sitalkuchi. The Koch Bihar sub

division has one police station. Viz., Koch Bihar Police Station. The TufQllganj 

sub-division also has one police station only, viz., Tufanganj. The Dinhata sub

division has two police stations: (1) Dinhata and (2) Sitai. Thus Koch Bihar has 

8 police stations~ Barring Mathabhanga, Koch Bihar, Tufanganj, and Dinhata 

police stations, the other four police stations are co-tenninus respectively with 

the four blocks. A block is an administrative unit ·below a sub-division. F0'·· 

· each of Mathabhanga, Koch Bihar, Tufanganj and Dinhata there are two 

blocks. So within Mathahabhanga police station we have two blocks viz., 

Mathabhanga I and Mathabhanga II. Within Koch Bihar police station the two 

blocks are Koch Bihar I and Koch Bihar II. Similarly within Tufanganj and 

Dinhata police stations the two blocks are Tufanganj I, Tufangang II and 

Dinhata I and Dinhata II ·respectively. For each of Haldibari, Mekliganj, 

Sitalkuchi and Sitai, the boundaries of police stations and blocks are the same. 

Thus we have eight police stations but twelve blocks .As a first step we choose 

three blocks. The considerations for this choice are two. In the first place, the 

consumer units and the units of operation should be such as to exhibit 

maximum possible variation in their . behaviour. Secondly, the work · and 

traveling of the investigator should be free from hazards. These two 

considerations seal the choice to three blocks, viz., Koch Bihar II, Tufanganj I 

and Tufanganj II. 

The level of inigation in these blocks is fount to be low at the time of 

the swvey for this study. Yet before selecting the villages we have collected 

infonnation of the le' · _·l of inigation of each gram panchayat. A gram 

. pancbayat is the lowest level of administrative unit. Each of a gram panchayat · 

includes in the district of Koch Bihar a number of mouzas. A gram pancbayat 

is also lowest from of local level democratic institution in the sense that only 
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elected members sit on the assembly of the gram panchayat and work under the 

leadership of a Gram ~ At the block level the next level democratic 

institution in the district is the Panchayat Samity the elected m~bers of which 

work under a President. The Block Development Officer who is the 

administrative officer of block executes developmental work in consultation 

with the President of the Panchayat Samity. In this system we collected 

irrigation data for different gram panchayats from these local level republics. 

The level of irrigation in most of these gram Panchayats in ~ch of the three 

blocks is very low. Of th~ three villages selected in each of the three blocks, we 

select just one village from the gram panchayats where the system of irrigation 

is only slightly better . Two other villages for a block were taken from gram 

panchayats with very low level of irrigation. 

It is necessary to write about our defmition of village. We enter a dense 

settlement of a gram pancbayat and fix an arbitrary point. Around this point in 

a circular area we pick up 20 households who raise both crops and milk. Each of o, 
village)defmed in these way is given a name by a capital letter .such as(A.B.C.-b 

.... I)vide Map No. S. We have not thus included any family who raises only 

crops or only milk. What kind of· data we collect and important conceptual 

points find elaboration in the next section. 

Apart ft:om the wtits of o~tion we study also consumption behaviour .. 

For this purpose we have collected data from covering Koch Bihar town area 

and other villages covered by the survey. In this combined area we list initially 

a large number of families with their respective monthly incomes. The families 

surveyed for family budget studies are divided into a large number of income 

groups. The details are explained in the seventh chapter of the dissertation. 

L6 (c) CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK . 

The productive activities of a household are divided into sectors. Tl)ese 

are pure agricultural productive activities, animal husbandry, non-agricultural 

productive activities, dis~ of household labour. The household schedules 

used for the purpose of collection of data have been divided into four parts for· 

entering the entries for these four types of productive activities. Besides, the 



household schedules have each an initial parL for identification of members, 

sex, education, occupations - · primary and secondary, agricultural land 

holdings, homestead lands and other demographic details. 

The division of the productive activities into mutually exclusive 

enterprises is an important element of the conceptual framework of this study. 

This division is used in several ways. 

One of the uses finds itself in the production function analysis. The 

lagging rural economies which provide us with the data frame do not have 

much of non-agricultural productive activities. The production function 

analysis, therefore, is made for agriculture and animal husbandry. An analysis 

is also made· of whatever data are found for non-agricultural productive _ 

activities. 

Since, however, resorting to any one method for this purpose may get us 

bogged down to its pitfalls, we also look for scientific explanation for output 

variati<:n from farm-size-wise tables of inputs and outputs. Thus the causal 

relation of inputs and outputs is sought from one sort of crude production 

schedules. Multiple regression production function is then used to see if the 

finding through the crude. method tallies with what it suggests. 

With the availability of inputs only the producers cannot expand 

production. They must be able to sell as much as they like at a pre-fixed fair 

price. ·A community has the option to accomplish this through a variety of 

alternative means. 

In this study we compare the marketing of crops and that of milk by the 

comparative profitability ·of the two types of activities of the farmers. In the 

rural economies which provide the data frame for this study are in a poor shape 
(M'.,..Ict~ 

because there is a thoroughly insufficient understandingA.in all levels of 

.: - _ · · -, l\,.. - _:-. of the true scientific process of development 

planning~-There is masshf~shortage of complementary activities. 

Milk has one advantage. Those who value its qualities will not hesitate 

to buy. Hence a study of the comparison of profitability of crops and milk on 

the basis of the existing level of markets has been spurred by the vision that the 
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setting up of a ·fuJI .. fledged set of complementarities for milk would enhance 

substantially the margin of relative profitability for milk and has, therefore, 

entered into the conceptual framework for this study. 

A sort of study of relative demand for milk is an essential content of the 

conceptual framework of the planning of the milk economy of North Bengal 

Division of West Bengal. In this study of demand we compare the income 

elasticities of demand for milk and other commodities. 

A Leontief type of Dl8CI'O-mathematical model of interdependence is a 

special feature of the conceptual framework. This will bring to the existing 

condition or colossal absenee of complementary activities and provide the basis 

for planning in stages of required complementary activities of all sorts. 

The required planning pattern, ~ly, may need installing 

properly conceived institutional framework and reforms of existing institutions. 

1.6 (d) TESTING OF HYPOlHESES 

Scientific investigations in social sciences begin with one or more 

tentative hypotheses. In social sciences experiments cannot usually be 

conducted. Data are collected scientifically to test a particular hypothesis. 

When the data support particular hypothesis, this hypothesis is accepted. But if 

the data do not support this hypothesis but support a rival hypothesis then the 

rival hypothesis is accepted. 

An important hypothesis around which this dissertation is being 

prepared is that the North Bengal Division of the state of west Bengal is ideally 

suited to develop as a specialized area of dairy complex for the whole state of 

West Bengal and beyond. We have already hinted at some special endowments 

of the area which arc even rare in the rest of the country as a whole. On the 

basis of whatever data we collect and analyze in the process, we shall look for 

an opportunity to give a verdict on the testing of this hypothesis. The thesis that 

the North Bengal Division of the state of West B~ngal holds an exceptional 

promise as an area of specialization of milk economy is the central thrust of 

this dissertation. 
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A second hypothesis to be tested is farmers have a great role both as 

producers of fresh milk and cooperative producers of processed milk. Data 

collected would test that whenever oppc»1Unities exist the f8l'Jtlers will not fail 

to produce and sell fresh milk. If the data do not support this hypothesis, such 

rejection of the hypothesis would support the altemative hypothesis that· aU 

these farmers are instinctively inefficient. On the contrary if we can sustain the 

. hypothesis that the fanners are efficien~ whenever they are given the proper 

setting, we are entitled to build· up the further hypothesis that legal, social and 

state promoted infrastructures might raise them to the statuS of cooperative 

producers of high quality processed modem milk products and ensure their sale 

throughout the country. 

A third hypothesis is that as a result of interdependence of activities a 

restructuring of agricultural and horticultural activities would boost up both 
milk fanning, crop farming, village industries, service sector like private health 

care services with provision for service to the vjllage poor who after 

implementing our type of local level planning would not remain poor .. On the 

contrary they might appear as small industrialists of businessmen. Some test 

will be devised. 

In this process of restructuring, as ·milk fanning and. milk processing 

advances through professional management cooperative processing units, more · 

and more rice Lands can be ·converted into pastpres. Data collected might be 

. used to test the hypothesis of this possibility. 

1. 7 AN OVERVIEW 
~(!..~~ 

The second chapter deals with the crude forms of productions lor milk 

and crops. An analysis of production functions is made to have an idea of scope 

of enlarged production or additional productive wtdertakings for a possible 

praportional employment of both males and females. Numerical production 

schedules of three different size groups of fanns provide the subject of analysis 

for productivity of inputs. 
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Regression multiple production fun<:tion are subjects of analysis in the 

third chapter. The third chapter provides additional support for the second 
. . 

chapter, while the second chapter provides the same for the third. 

An analysis of the relative profitability of milk is carried out in the 

· fourth chapter. The fifth chapter elaborates existing opportunities of marketing 

of milk. The sixth chapter is reserved for maa'ri • mathematical models fitted to 

- the data of\- ~~.-t(Q_s;_f:--..:.. . .: ~;-~J..: ···_:;-~fthe blocks. They will demonstrate 
·•• l 

the present backwardness of the rural economies and will merely point to the 

basic requirement of setting up simultaneously many complementary activities. 

The seventh chapter is concerned with the measurement of incomes 

elasti"ity of demand for milk· and other commoditie: . This will be helpful in 

determining the S:COPC of a sound milk complex covering the most areas of 

Division of North Bengal of the State of West Bengal. Different aspect of the 

pattern of planning of the milk complexes and required reforms for the 

Division of North Bengal will be considered in the eighth chapter. 

A Summary of the study will be given in the concluding chapter. This 

chapter will end with a short conclusion. 
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CHAPTER II 

PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS : CRUDE PRODUCTION SCHEDULES . 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Production Functions are of great use both for the farms as well as for 

the planning of both local-level and aggregate national economy. In this 

scheme of functions we are here interested only in a general measurement of 

productivities of specific inputs. We are also interested the measurement of 

farmers' margin or income in different activities. Production, in the present 

context. is regarded as a function of a number of inputs say 

y = f(Xt ......... Xn) 

Where x1 to Xn are n number of inputs. 

In this chapter we analyse the crude production schedules. Chapter - III 

is reserved for a discussion of statistical regression production functions. The 

insights we obtain on the productivities of different inputs will be of great use 

in planning the production as a whole and especially of milk our main concern 
d.i.-vtitj. 

in this stUdy. The need of right planning in productionA'turally our attention to 

the required complementarities. 

1be set of inputs are not same for both crops and animal husbandry. 

They are named in respective sections of this chapter. In case of inputs for 

animal husbandry the numbers of inputs are different for HYV cows and 
. . 

traditional cows. Both production schedules and statistical regression 

production functions are derived from cross-section data as has been explained 

in Chapter- I. 

One difficulty in deriving and interpreting production schedules or 

functions is that the data 0n which they are based is collected at one point of 
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time, though this point of time may cover a number of days together. It is often 

possible that some fanners may be prone to conceal a part of their output. 

These production schedules are prepared by farm sizes. The different 

fann sizes for which inputs and outputs are given are (l) Upto 2 acres, (2) 2-5 

acres, (3) above S acres and (4) as a whole. They are given for villages, blocks 

and for the entire surVey. 

2.2 PRODUCTION OF CROPS 

We have hinted at sufficiently in the preceding Chapter that the rural 

economies, which provide the data for our basic analysis, are all lagging rural 

economies of our country. In our view, they are amenable to aliil{)st infmite 

developme~1t if and only if we are able and willing to build up a proper theory 

and policy for an ever-increasing process of heightening the efficiency of these 

economies. The basis for such optimism is the intrinsic resetves of land and 

labour reserve of these rural economies. 

Thus all the three blocks each of which gives us a sum of three vHlages 

are all lagging economies. One test of these lagging economies- is that the best 

of these lagging economies, viz., Tufanganj I .block economy produces only 

1.566 metric tons of paddy equivalent per acre. This block economy records the 

highest perfonnance in respect of overall total output (in Rs.) per acre. The 

Koch Bihar II rural economy stands as the close second. The performance of 

the Tufanganj II rural economy is the worst .. The main tables for these block 

rural economies as well as for the villages under them are all presented in the 

Appendix to this Chapter. 

It is an universal phenomenon of the per acre output and per acre input 

data of these block and village economies :s that labour is the most dominant 

input. In Tufailganj I block rural economy as a whole the laoour input is 1.63 

times as large as the non-Jabo~ inputs. The corresponding figure for Koch 

Bihar II block rural economy is 1.4. 

One nonpally expects in these circumstances that farms usi!lg relatively 
\ greater amount of labour may have relatively more output per acre. Even 

though the smallest size fanns use· relatively more labour input compared to 
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other size farms and even though these fanns produce more output per acre, the 

fact remains that . mese lower size farms usc also relatively more of 

reproducible capital compared to other size fanns. There is, therefore, on 

average no substitution of labour for non·labour inputs in the smallest size 

fanns. 

On the whole the small size fanners use relatively more of both 
. . ~ 

reproducible capital as well as labour mput. It. is but natural~e tiny fanners 

will put in relatively more of family labour. But since in these rural economies 

they use more of both sorts of inputs, it is worthwhile to look into the data a 

little more intensively. 

The tables on paddy equivalents per acre describe all output in kilos. As 

for pure paddy there is no confusion about kilos of paddy. Values of non-paddy 

outputs are summed and divided by price per kilo of monsoon paddy to get the 

paddy equival~ts ojlnon-paddy crops. · 

From the tables of paddy equivalents per ac~e we find, that apart from 

paddy' the paddy equivalents o_fnon paddy crops, in column 4 of the respective 

block tables, are consistently higher in the fann size group upto 2 acres. This 

means that the value of non-paddy crops is higher for the tiny fanns. 

A question, natUrally, arises if these tiny fanns have more cropped area 

or gross acres relatively compared to the highest size fann groups in the three 

blocks. Even though all the main tables of this Chapter are presented in the 

Appendix io this Chapter we present in the main body of this Chapter some of 

the derived tables. 

These derived tables show conclusively that the tiny farms have 

produced relatively larger output ·through relatively greater intensive use of 

land. Even this 'relatively greater intensive use of land reserve is not great 

enough to warrant the nomenclature of non· lagging rural economy. 



Farm Size SumofNet 
Group Cultivable 
Acres Acres 

Upto2 19.54 

2-5 92.23 

Above 5 112.89 

Total 224.66 

Fann Size SumofNet 
Group Cultivable 
(Acres) Acres 

Upto2 33.62 

2-5 83.27 

Above5 43.99 

Total 160.88 

Table 2A 
Paddy Equivalents per Acre 

By Size Group · 
Tufanganj I Block Rural Economy 

(1995·96) 

Per Acre (in Kilos) 

Paddy Output Paddy Equivalent 
ofNoo·Paddy 

1136 1098 

830 769 

941 481 

913 653 

Table 2B 

Paddy Equivalents per Acre 
By Size Group 

Koch Bihar II Block Rural Economy 
(1995·96) 

Per Acre (in Kilos) 

Paddy Output Paddy Equivalent 
ofNon·Paddy 

1090 936 

714 897 

535 705 

744 853 

29 

Paddy Equiva-
lent of all crops 

2234 

1599 

1422 

1566 

Paddy Equiva-
lent of aU crops 

2026 

1611 

1240 

1597 
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Fann Size SumofNet 
Group Cultivable 
(Acres) - Acres 

Upto2 22.63 

2-5 93.59 

Above 5 52.81 
' 

Total 169.03 

Table 2C 

Paddy Equivalents per Acre 
By Size~group 

TufanganJ II Block Rural Economy 
(1995-96) 

Per Acre (in Kilos) 

Paddy Output Paddy Equivalent_ 
of Non~ Paddy 

970 665 

659 648 

588 527 

648 612 

Table 20· 
Extent of Use of Land Reserve 

Tufanganj I Rural Eoonomy 
(1995-96) 

30 

Paddy Equiva-
lent of all crops-

1635 

1307 

1115 

1260 

Farm-size Group _Total Cropped area as the number of times of Operational Holding 
(in acres} 

Upto2 1.67 

2-~ 1.27 
-. 

AboveS l.ll 

Total· .. 
1.23 

' 



Fann-size Group (in 
acres) 

Upto2 

2-5 

Above 5 

Total 
-

Fann-size Group 
(in acres) 

Upto2 

2-5 

Above5 
i. 

Total 

Table 2E · 
Extent of Use of Land Reserve 
Koch Bihar IlRw-al Economy 

(1995·96) 

T otaJ Cropped area as the number of times of 
Operational Holding 

1.22 

1.26 

1.19 

1.22 

Table 2F 
Extent of Use of Land Reserve 
Tufanganj fi Rural Economy 

(1995-96) 

. -

Total Cropped area as the number of times of 
Operational Holding 

1.80 

1.22 

1.03 

1.24 
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We need however an explanation why larger fanns, despite more assets 

at their disposal, did not care to make better use of land reserve. The tiny fanns 

or any lower size did not report about any receipt of any central assistance 

through the state government during the year in question. 

Under this circumstance it is but logical to view that the production of 

the larger fannstis limited by the size of the market. Without the setting up of 

new complementary activities, one improvement of the rural economies has 

occurred via the rice mills. These rice mills buy paddy from fanners and sell 

the rice to outsiders who send it to outSide the district or agents who follow the 

unofficial trade route to neighbouring countries. ·Unfortunately such demand 

creating rice mills have not yet been set up in the district concerned. One or . . \ . w~ 
· two small rice mills have recently been set up but they have not in anr,,ereated 

fresh demand for rice. They allow the farmers to de-husk their paddy in lieu· of 

dehusking fee. Such miPs do not buy paddy or sell rice. 

This lack of demand for rice is the basic reason why relatively larger 
\ . 

size farms are not motivated to increase the production of paddy. It is profitable 

for larger size fanns to engage in official or un-official trading through which 

they get fairer returns to their investible funds. Some of them own saw mills, 

timber depots and shops in market towns (where two days in a week are market 

days). A few of these businessmen work also as mo~ey lenders to the tiny 

farmers who have, in general, no source other than raising income through 

more intensive use of land. 

Even these tiny fanners who try in a pitiful way as much as they can 

earn ftom ·land are handicapped by lack of demand of their produce. We have 

presented in the Appendix A to this Chapter a table each for the respective 

block rural economies. For the one for Tufanganj I, for example, we notice that 

of the total cowdung produced nearly half ·is sold away by tbe tiny farmers for 

.cash. This valua~ le input for crops and vegetables would not h~ve been sold if 

the fanners were assured of selling as much of output they raised at a prefixed 
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·fair price. The picture of output and disposal of cowdung is portrayed by the 

tables in the Appendix A .. 

Even though smallest size fanners have recorded the largest value of · 

output per acre) ·111ey have not perfonned that well for individual crops. In 

respect of amount in kilos they have been surpassed by others and especially 

the highest group in particular in the raising of a number of crops. These crops 

are (1) traditional monsoon paddy, (2) pre-monsoon jute, (3) HYV winter 

paddy and even (4) winter mustard. 

Having discussed _sire as factor affecting the total output of a fann we 

want to discover if some inputs have been used to expand the fann output by 

those whc have relatively speaking larger farms. 

In the light of what we say in the paragraph preceding the last paragraph 

we are in a position to say that beyond the formal picture of inputs there is the 
oJ: . 

. questionAunseen bidden efficiency of operators. The crops in respect of which 

the largest size fanners have recorded superior output were given in an all· 
- .. 

round way lesser inputs compared to the lowest size fanners. So in respect of 

intelligence and efficienCy the largest size fanners have a lead over the smallest 

size farmers. So a lesson of the analysis of the crude crop production schedules 

is that intelligence is a great productive input. That means decision making in 

respect of combination of inputs is relatively higher for the largest size farmers. 

But in respect of increasing the cropped area tbe tiny farmers have the 

advantage. One vegetable, namely, potato, the larger fanners do not like to 

raise. Because it requires a lot of intensive application of labour. Potato also 

requires reproducible capital like organic manure~ inorganic manme and 

insecticide. It is for such vegetable crops that we find total inputs greater in the · 

lowest size farms. What these farms have a decisive advantage in is in respect 

of putting in higher amoWtt of home labour. 

So all in all the tiny .fanners have a big contribution in that they seek to 

maximise the~ total output in the agricultural year in a way ~ than the 

. relatively larger farins. Thus smaller fanns have a special kind of contribution, 
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which entitles them to a special place in any scheme of local level development 

planning. 

Larger fanners, however, as it appears from the data of these rural 

C(;onomies have better judgement in coordinating the productive services they . 

use. All size groups of farms would respond equally with better marketing 

facilities or with rise of new complementary rural activities. 

We must devise a system by which the farms of all existing size groups 

are allowed and induced to make a full use of their _land reserve through a 

required set of, gradually install~ of complementary enterprises including 

marketing enterprises for marketing outside the local level units for those units 

w~ose endowments and the nature of new enterprises installed are different. 

For the present the tiny farms with their good size of family labour has 

the prospect of making one hundred per cent utilization of their net cultivable 

acres. This assures the full coverage of lands throughout the agricultural year. 

This amounts to real upgradation of land resource, through prevention of 
. by h. fl ~ th hol f ·- ge_0-/)~5 . eroston SWlS me or water ows ,or e w e o oncommg ~" '-··: .~t:~· .. ~. . ,~ A 

There is still another way in which the land resource is upgraded. By using 

relatively more cowdung manure the tiny farms are having in them inputs a 

high ratio of organic manure to inorganic fertilizers. This strengthens the . 

·natural soil properties of the land resource and prevents pennanently multi 

pronged hannful effects of inorganic fertilizers. 

So the tiny fanns' role in the present productive processes is great. Their 

role for the future productive processes for the future generation is still greater. 

2.3 OUTPUT FROM TRADffiONAL COWS 

The traditional cows which were at one timer' called the manure cows 

are not held in large fl':_mber after the land refonns in this state, by farms 

owning above five acres of land. This is because they are traditionally left 

under cowboys to graze in the fields or road sides. With more cropping on the 

fields and cheap and reliabJe cowboys not being available in the scale of pre

land refonns days, relatively better off fanners do not hold these desi cows or 

hold them in relatively very small numbers. 
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With the present system of land distribution, in two of three blocks, the 

tiny fanners are seen to be most efficient. in respect of three-fold ·product, 

namely, milk, CQwdung and offspring. These blocks are Koch Bihar II and · 

Tufanganj II. There is, however, an exception in the case of Tufanganj I. The 

maintenance cost rises here with thC increase of size. Since the grazing cost per 

animal has been taken as unifonn, in the Tufanganj I rural economy the 

relatively better size fanns spend relatively more on hay and husks. However, 

in the other two block rural economies the tiny fanners have the highest 

quantity of milk per animal. 

In Tufanganj I tiny fmms do not record the highest output from 

traditional or desi cows. Here the output per animal from desi or traditional 

cows increases with the size of the fanns. Some of these fanns have here also 

own HYV cows and as they sell milk from HYV cows they also seiJ milk from 

desi or traditional cows. For feeding the traditional cows they spend relatively 

more on hay or husks. 

The behaviour of the relatively better size fanns of the Tufanganj l is 

moulded by the existence of the sub-divisional town of Tufanganj within 

almost walking distance. The · market place of this sub-divisional town is 

frequented by middlemen from other places, most especially. :from Assam. 

In fine, however, we must add that the advantage of output of the 

relatively larger fanns in the Tufanganj I is merely marginal. Considering the 

totality of the three block rural· economies, the tiny farms with their available 

home labour has an advantage in grazing over whatever area is available. 

In the Appendix B to this Chapter all the tables on the Per Animal 

Output (Rs.} from traditional cows are presented. 

2.4 OUTPUT FROM HYV COWS 

We have here to review two aspects of agents of productive services. In 

the first place, the size of fanns with more or less of family labour may have a 

bearing on production. In the s~ond place important inputs may appear crucial 

to detennining increase or decrease of output. 
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As for sizes, in all the three block rural economies, the small size fanns 

have raised the highest- output from· HYV cows. So when we combine the 

tables for these three block economies we naturally notice the same 

. phenomenon. The small size fann appear as the most efficient size in respect of 

output from animals. 

Why bas these been so ? The reasons are not very far to seek. The ability . 

to put in more home labour is defmitely is a major factor. Another important 

factor is good green grass. On this account the smallest size fanns · have an 

advantage. They often -collect grass from distant areas using their own family 

labour. In case of such labour we have imputed the cost of manhours for 

cutting grass as ~t on grass rather than on labow-. In respect- of concentrates 

also the tiny fanns have an advantage. On other items differences ainong fanns 

of different sizes ~ mostly marginal. On niedlcines or treatment of animals, it 

appears that cost on medicines varies directly with the size of farms. Here we 

must consider some essential point. It is important that calves need some 

protectional medicine against wonns in every month for six months from birth. 

If this is done rightly no much expensive treatment is warranted in subsequent 

stage. On the other ban~ if this initial protection is not taken, expensive 

treatment with the prescription of veterinary surgeons often does not bear fiuit. 

So the mere rise in the cost of medicines is no· guarantee for greater output 

from cows. Our is an item where there is unifonnity in the trend of the use. The 

minimum of 18 or 20 kilogram of gur per animal per annUm is not that bad. 

OJt;ertain items for which informants did not make submissions, 'cf1le item,_ for 

example, is skins of fruits. Tiny farms with more family labour available are 

free to collect these from market places or other conunon places where they are 

often left out by consumers. The relevwlt tables are produced in the Appendix 

C to this Chapter; 

2.5 N<CN-AGRICUL TURAL OUTPUT . 

An account of non-agricultural productive activities ·is f~d in four 

tables from 2.5.1 to 2.5.4. The three .of the tables relate to three block rural 

economies and the fourth to the sum of these three block rural economies. On 
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the whole these three blocks eXbif)it the same pattern. About half of the units in 

each block are run by landless persons. Except in case of one husking mill run 
by one person owning more than 2 acre but not more than 5 acres the income 

from these non-agricultural production units compare rather unfavourably with 

income per farm from agricultural productive activities. 

But one phenomenon is in common with the phenomenon noticed for 

agricultural producers . The per fann m8rgin of agricultural producers increase 

with the size of farm. The per unit production of non-agricultural production 

also rises with the increase of net cultivable acres. The composition of specific 

activities under different land holdings of the operators are found in Appendix 

D. In each of two blocks, namely, Tufanganj I and Kocb Bihar II one operator 

runs a husking mill. Each of the two husking mills earns for its ~wner more 

than what he earns from his farm. If the inco~s from these two huskit:~g mills 

are not taken into account, the non-agricultural production units suffer from 

incomes relatively lower th~ even low-level fanning. Poor non-agricultural 

producers face competition from outputs produced elsewhere under large-scale 

such as bottled or canned ghee, butter and chira. 

2.6 SUMMARYOF THE CHAPTER 

The rural economies that provide our baseS for this study exhibit, more 

or less, some unifonnity in respect of general causes of productivity. As for 

size, we fmd that both for crop fanns as well as. for milk fanns the tiny farms 

are better·~ as a result of more . family labour being. available for 

household productive activities, to exhibit relatively higher output. Secondly, it 

also happens that they do not have to suffer from lack of crucial reproducible 

capital to put in. relatively the best combination of inputs~ 

'-. 



Fann Net 
Size CultWablc 

(Aac:s) Area 
(A<mi) 

Upto2 19.64 

2....:5 92.33 

Above5 112.89 

Toeal 224.86 

~--------

APPENDIX-A 
TABLE 2.2.01 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TOTAL OUTPUT OF ALL CROPS (In Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ -I, BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Number Per Acre Per Acre Cost lRs.) on of Crop Output 
Farms (in Rs.) nepre.. . Sc:cd lni- Olgaoic lnolpDk: Insect- Home Hired 

ciation galion Mamurc Fenilizer iclde Labour Labour 

44 12.530.66 219.67 688.59 ~17.31 409.81 677.18 132.89 1134.41 1661.91 

80 9262.46 178.26 S80 148.11 232.42 396.18 19.94 826.59 1217.04 

~ 7624.8S 142.96 164.22 86.S4 149.88 234.38 69.13 727.16 1071.90 

174 8727.51 166.42 310.76 149.44 206.41 339.50 13.27 803.56 1182.73 

-~-

J 
Tolal 

4620.01 

3690.52 

2S47.32 

3197.17 
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Net Cui- Num 
F111111 liVIble bcrof 
Size Area ~ 

(in ~\au) (in Aaes) FIIIUIS 

Upto2 20.64 12 

2-5 92.23 29 

AbovcS 112.19 16 

Total 225.76 57 

TABLE 2.2.02 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY {In Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ- I BlOCK RURAL ECONOMY· 

(1995-96) 

Per Acn: Output (io Rs) · Per Aae Cost (in Rs.) 

Avesvae Ala MaiR By~ Toaal DepRd Seed lrri Orp- lnor- lmecti Home Hired 
FMm gi-10 duct Ilion p- Die: pnie cide l.abcu Ubour 
Sizlc t!Uscrop liaa MAnmc Fcrti-

(iD~aa) (aw:s) lizcr 

1.72 10.79 #S2.20 902.68 53S4.88 105.65 132.99 0 151.99 155.69 60.24. 544.02 m:n 

ToG! 

1720.57 

3.18 42.28 4723.98 874.17 SS98.1S 118.26 167.11 0 141.91 150.42 64.92 653.50 739.113 2124.41 

7.05 55.31 S472.24 1178.81 6651.05 ll7.88 176.73 0 93.65 116.07 50.26 621.05. 759.54 192().18 

3.96 108.38 5079.71 1032.48 6111.26 116.111 168.89 0 118.211 133.41 56.97 626.04 735.75 1979.93 

--- -------

i 
I 
j 

" 
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NccCid-
Farm tivlble 
Silc Amt 

(inACRS) (in Am:s) 

UpiD2 7.00 

2-5 48.64 

AbcMS 502S 

Total IOS.IIS 

- -- -------

Num 
berof 
Crop 
Farms 

4 

17 

8 

29 

TABLE 2.2.03 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (In Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ -I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (Rs) Per Ac:re Cost (Rs.) 

Avcnp Ala Main Bypro- Tcul llepla:i Seed lrri Orp- lnor- lnlccti Home Hirod Total 
Farm giVCIJ ro duc:a atioR p- nit; pnM: cide Llbour lAbour 
Silc thiiaop tion Manun: Felti-

(in llmS) (&ael) liJJer 

J.7S 3.15 3460.31 571.42 4031.73 111.11 IS0.79 0 184.12 266.S6 0 647.61 695.23 208129 

2.116 20.61 2530.32 . 4S0.79 2981.11 9S.S3 144.34 0 104.79 . l2S.111 0 439.81 ~51S2t 1549.42 

628 15.30 2803.91 315.62 3189.53 110.&2 135.21 0 133.33 134.63 0 476.48 639.93 1630~, 

.. 

3.6S 39.06 2712.41 434.99 3147.-47 102.57 141.31 0 122.36 140.28 b 470.96 S7B.61 1624.S6' 

.-1 I 
--~- '--

I 
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Fum Net Num 
Sio!c Cui- berof 

(Acres) tivable Crop 
Area Farms 

(Aaes) 

Upc.o2 26.98 13 

2-5 92.23 29 

-AboveS 107.05 16 

TOIIII 220.26 58 

TABLE 2.2.04 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADffiONAL JUTE (In Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ -I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (in Rs) Per Aa'e Cost (in Rs.) 

Avesqe Area Main Bypro- Total Dqlrcci Seed lrriga- Orp- ~- IIIIOCti Home Hired ToW 
Farm given to dw:t lllion tian Die ganic tide Labour Labour 
Sillc . thi:i crop Manure ~ 

(acres) (acres) liza' 

1.61 7.94 6311.96 1019.42 SOSI.OI 16'-44 121.54 8438 2'3.01 559.19 117.12 838.79 1517.13 3401.19 

3.18 23.S3 6816.39 1051.&4 7868.25 1611.Sl 114.11 46.75 163.69 453.88 112.62 901.39 1754.35 3284.23 

6.fll 29.3 6612.63 1037.71 7650.34 147.64 116.79 40.27 420.73 408.87 102.73 921.49 1729.01 3666.42 

3.79 60.n 6717.57 1049.94 n61.s1 157.92 116.37 48.54 297.99 445.93 108.44 902.90 1711.22 3413.87 
. - - ---- ---- --- -- -- --- --- - - . 
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Fllllll ·Net Num A"VCAgC 
SQ:e Cui-. berof Farm 

(Ams) livable Crop SiD: 
Arell F111111i (aaes) 

(Ami) 

Upto2 16.6j 8 2.08 

2-5 35.61 12 ·2.96 

AbcweS 69.31 9 7JI(). 

Tocal 12U7 29 <1.19 
-- --- -- ~ -- ·~ _ l__~ -- --

TABLE 2.2.05 

PER ACRE OUlPUT AND COST OF HYV WINTER PADDY (In Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ -I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (in Rs) Per Aae Cost (in Rs.) 

Area MaiD By Tobll Dqlreci Seed lrrip- Orp- IDor· lnsccti Home HRd 
PYa! SO pro- lllion tion '* giDic . cide Llbow- l..abaur 
dliscmp dact Mnlrc Ferti-

(KR:S) lizcr 

5.97 9447.23 737.00 10184.23 195.97 154.93 567.83 375.21 589.61 11222 713.56 10$8.62 

14.31 9f7S.S9 .tm.9S 10083.85 162&2 164.55 381.5S 252.97 S2S.29 JIS.29 667.40 820.14 

19.98 9S69.8S 74S.74 10315.30 119.68 lS0.04 345.34 213.51 492.SO IOI.IS 572.55 814.81 

40.26 9SIS.30 69'-47 t0213.S9 111.07 ISS.92 391.20 232.91 518.98 107.63 626.40 "286 
------ ---- ---- ----~ -- L __ . -- ··- ---- -------

Taal 

' 

I 
! 

! 

36T1.55 

311S.M 

3573.71 

3426.29 
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Farm Net Nmn Avcrap 
sm: Cui- berof Farm 

(Acns) tivllble Crop sm: 
Area Flli1IIS (aaeJ) 

(AcRs) 

Upto2 7.66 4 1.91 

2-S 41.28 13 3.17 

Abovt: S -47.32 6 7.88 

TOCIII 96.26 23 4.11 

TABLE 2.2.06 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF HYV WINTER MUSTARD (In Rs.) 
. TUFANGANJ- I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (in Rs) Per Acre Cost (in Rs.) 

An:a MaiD By Tocal llepqlci SCICd brip- Orp- lnaf- IDso:ri Holnc Him1 
pvcaiO JliO" !Ilion tioD Die pnie c:ide Labour Labour 
lbisaop clutt MIDure Feni-

(IICI'CS) lizer 

2.M 31-47.17 0 31-47.17 99.55 14.52 20.l76 256.59 332.07 0 539.62 562.26 

8.27 3434.09 0 3434.09 97.34 90.01 141.47 171.96 29i.-41 0 .532.04 .5.58.64 

.5.32 3204.67 0 3204.67 109.96 116.27 rn.73 140.96 124.05 0 368.41 -449.21 

16.24 3312.11 0 3312.11 101.13 87.92 137.31 179.11 243.22 0 479.67 .523.31 
- - - L___ --~--- '------------

TOial 

2071.31 

1906.89 I 

' 
' 

1316.61 

1760.03 
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Farm Net Num AVISIF Area 
Sin: CD1- ~of Fann JiYell to 

(.Acres) livable Crop Sil.e thisaop 
Ami Fanm (ams) (ams) 

(Am:s) 

Upcio2 533 3 1.77 2.32 

2-5 31.3 II 33 9.64 

Above5 0 6 0 0 

Total 41.63 14 2!» 11.96 
--

TABLE 2.2.07 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF POTATO (In ·Rs.) 
TUFANGANJ -I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per ACR Output (in Rs) Per Acre Cost (in Rs.) 

Maio By Total DqJre Seed lrrip- Orp- IDor- lnlecli Honlc 
pro- ~ tiaD nil; ganic Cidc labour 
duct Manure Feni-

lizlcr 

' 
21-467.06 0 21437.06 241.97 4094.11 -413.78 422.40 136.20 ISS.I6 870.68 

20549.78 0 20S49.711 247.92 3910.711 419.07 422.19 725.10 130.69 906.63 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20731.!19 0 20731.59 246.65 3946.411 418.0t 422.23 746.65 13H4 899.66 
-- - -----

~ T«aa 
Llbollr 

1560.34 8594..82 

1330.90 11227.17 

0 0 

1375.41 11298.49 
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Farm Number of Animals 
Size 

(Aa'e) 
Desi HYV Dcsi 
Cow Cow Bullock 

Upto2 17 2S 16 

2-S 31 66 49 

AboveS 29 23 38 

Total n 94 93 

.TABLE 2.2.08 

ANNUAL OUTPUT AND DISPOSAL OF COWDUNG (In QUINTAL) 
TUFANGANJ - I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

To1al Amowit Consumption in a Year of Cowdung (m Quintals) 
ofCowdung 

Produced Traditional TraditioDal· Winm' PrMton Winter Winter All 
(Quintal) Monsoon Pre- HYV Sooo Potato Mus1ard Crop 

Priddy Monsoon Peddy Jute 
Plddy 

1306.80 81.89 28.98 111.99 96.-47 48.99 33.97 302.29 

2414.51 299.77 107.99 180.88 192.48 203.40 73.93 1058.45 

t826;s9 2S8.85 101.90 213.19 616.18 0 37.45 1227.57 

SS41.90 640.53 238.66 468.63 904.17 252.48 14S.3S 2321.45 

Amount Amount of 
of Cow- Cow-

dung l>un3uscd 
Sold as fuel 

(Quintal) (quiotal) 

I 

I 

669.67 334.84 

904.()4. 452.02 

399.3S 199.67 

2150.97 1075.48 

--
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Farm Net 
Size Cultivable 

(Aae) Arcs 
(AI:res 

Upto2 33.62 

2-5 83.27 

AboveS 43.99 

Total 160.88 

TABLE 2.2.09 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TOTAL OUTPUT OF ALL CROPS (IN RUPEES) 
KOCH BIHAR - U BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Number Per Acre Cost (in Rs) 
of 

farms Acre ~ Seed lrri- Organic Inorganic Insect· Home Hired 
Output ciatioo ption Manure Fcrtilizcr icide Labour Labour 
(Rs.) 

S6 9351.65 166.93 653.71 82.09 171..54 451.41 136.60 922.21 1319.45 

86 8849.56 . 143.31 643.20 90.36 157.17 562.81 160.19 1~26.18 1533.40 

22 8451.43 147.47 172.97 67.91 131.19 336.74 130.46 947.24 1431.90 

164 8840.96 149.28 516.82 82.49 153.07 477.71 ' 151.31 1138.15 1460.94 

Total 

3981.56 

4143.45 

3335.46 

3888.69 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
s~ tivable berof 

(Aaa) Am~ Crop 
(Acres) flliiilJ 

Uplo2 3).62 24 

2-S 83.27 28 

AboveS 41.99 s 

ToQI I SUS 57 

TABLE' 2.2.10 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per, Acre Output (Rs) Per Aae Cost (Rs.) 

AYCAF Area Main By Tcllal DqlRQ Seed !nip- Orp- Jaor. b1IICCti Home Hired Ta&al 
Farm given to PIG- llioll tioo oic pnic cidc Labour l..abour 
Size driscrop ... ,..._ Feni-

(lla15) (.aes) ~ 

1.40 20.05 4052.10 &SO.S4 4902.64 IOS.86 143.27 0 53.67 S3.84 89.78 674.56 fH1.17 1100.41 : 

2.'fl 43.92 ~71.51 774.90 ~252.47 106.44 IS4.S9 0 .S9.19 S0.36 114.92 726.32 703.77 'iii64.2S 

1.39 23.32 3825.91 127.61 40Sl . .S9 16.71 149.66 ,0 36.75 43.21 61J.98 720.41 731.S6 1176.67 

2.78 88.35 4155.30 806.1111 4852.43 101.()9 151.77 0 51.91 49.30 82.14 712.39 7f:8.67 1835.39 
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Fum Net Cui Nurn 
Size tMble bcrof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Aaa) FitiiiS 

Upto2 6.fiS 6 

2-.5 21.3.5 6 

AbuveS 21.33 2 

Total 49.13 14 

TABLE 2.2.11 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

. - ( 1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (Rs) Per. Aae Cost (Rs.) . 
Avttqe Area Main By TOial DepRci Seed !nip- Orp- !nor- lmecli Home Hired Tocal 

flltlll pvcn 1o pro- atiGn tiaa nic pnic c:idc Labour Llbour 
Sizle thisaop duct MlnuR: Ferti-

(a:rcs) (ac:n:s) 
·~ 

' 

1.10 3.16 2658.22 .nut 3172.-46 107.57 148.73 0 1~.76 142.40 0 674.04 620.2S 1718.3.5 

3.62 S.J6 2496.12 .546.50 3042.62 IOO.n ISUl6 0 124.03 116.27 0 503.87 .589.13 1.566.8S 

' 

10.66 333 3387.3& SIO.SO 3W1.89 IOS.IO 150.1S 0 120.12 162.16 0 S40.S4 600.60! 1678.67 

-

3.50 11.65 2794.84 S27.4S 3322.29 103.8S 1.51.49 0 138.30 136.47 0 560.50 600.84 1639.90 

--- ---- ---- -- ---

\ 

I 

I 
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I 

.· 

Farm Net Cui Nwn 
Size livable bc:rof 

(Acres) AKa Crop 
(Acres) Fams 

Uplo2 25.79 18 

2-S 83.27 30 

AboveS RIS 12 

Total 160.21 60 

TABLE 2.2.12 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST PRE- MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
. KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Aae Output (Rs) Per Aae Cost (Rs.) 

A veRge Area MaiD 8ypr&- Total Or:preci Seed lrrip- Orp- lnor· ID5ecti Home 
fiii'BI giventD duct Ilion lion me pnic cide Labour 
Sill: lbisaup Manure Fcrti· 

(acres) (am:s) lizu 

·• 

1.43 11.63 6925.19 1092.00 8017.19 158.64 117.79 0 "153.05 1103.25 214.96 909.71 

2.n 41.58 7383.87 942.75 8326.62 14S.86 lli.OO 0 125.29 19s.n 169.78 910..29 

4.26 20.13 7909.59 lln.3s 9086.94 140.29 116.49 0 76.50 481.80 145.05 903.62 

2.67 73.3-4 7544.43 104S.69 1001.12 146.3S 113.SI 0 116.30 711.56 l?O.IS 908.36 

-- :_~------ ------- ~-

Hired TIICII 
Llbour 

1m.n 41SI.76 I 

I 

1789.01 317.5.14 I 
i 

' 

1144.50 3708.25 

1804.87 3971.17 
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farm Net Cui Num 
Sin: livable: bcrof 

(Aaes) Ala Crvp 
(Acres) fiiDIIS 

Upo2 0 0 

2-~ 8.5 3 

AboveS IS.33 2 

Total 23.83 s . 

--· -~ - L_______ - --

TABLE 2.2.13 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF HYV WINTER PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
KOCH BIHAR II BlOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

.· (1ggs..gs) 

Per Acre Output (lls) Per Aae c. (Rs.) 

Aveqgc Area Main Bypro- Tocal Dqnci Seed krip- Orp- lJior. IDsccti HolDe 
Farm givcolo diJc:t Ilion tioa nil: pnic; c;icSc ~ 
Sin: tbisaop MIIIUn: Fati-

(aaes)' (acres) liJer 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.83 2.S 9319.99 799.99 10119.99 195.99 160 Sll.99 384 704 163.99 804 

7.66 2.00 93.00 8.SO IOI.SO ISS ISS 390 370 4SO ISS S90 

4.76 4.5 931YT.n 822.22 10129.99 1n.n 157.76 4S7.71 , Jn.SS 591.11 159.99 708.114 

--~--

I 

' 

Hired Tueal 
Labour 

.. 
0 0 

903.99 . 3429.99 

82.5 3090 

868.88 Jm.11 
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fann Net Cui Num 
Size tivBblc berof 

(Aaes) Ana Crop 
(AI:rcs) Fanns 

UJI'02 H3 3 

2-S "2.33 I 

AhoveS 1533 I 

Total 22.99 5 

TABLE 2.2.14 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (Rs) Per Acre Cost (Rs.) 

A\'1::1'9 ARa Main Bypro- Total Depreci Seed lnip- Orp- loor- IIIICdi Home 
Farm given to duct atioa tian nic pUc dde Leboar 
Size temJp Moure Feni-

(KillS) (am:~) llzer 

1.71 1.83 3191.2S 0 3191.2!1 IOI.ot! 90.16 IS3.0 21&.S8 240.44 0 491.10 

2.33 1.00 320S 0 320:5 127 110 I:SS 189 137 0 4.22 

15.33 1.00 3600 0 101.50 100 87 0 140 120 0 3tiO 

4.S9 3.13 3301.56 0 3301.56 107.57 94.52 113.57 19054 1111.99 0 43:5.16 

--------- ------- ------- -----

~ 

Hinld TOial 
Labour 

-

612.02 1907.10 

64& 1718 

480 1287 .· 

S86.74 . 1714.09 
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. 

fiiJift Net Cui NIDR Avera&e 
Size tMblc berof Fann 

(Acres) Area Crop Size 
(Amlt) fllmlll (IIUC6) 

UplD2 9.48 5 1.89 

2-S 41.95 Ill 2.33 

Above s 0 0 0 

Toea! R43 23 223 

TABLE 2.2.15 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES). 

Aiel 
Jivmto 
dlisaop 
(~) 

4.65 

11.32 

0 

15.97 

KOCH BIHAR tl BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 
(1995-96) 

Per Acre Output (Rs) .Per Acre Cost (Its.) 

Main By Total llqlreci Seed lrrip- aq. loor- lnsccti 
pro- atioo tiaD Ric ~ cidc 
dud ..._ Feni-

IIZIII 

23010.75 0 23010.75 240.86 36!5.91 S33.33 417.20 818.7a 207.52 

21840.09 0 21140.00 230.56 3601.75 537.93 .301.39 861.23 189.64 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

" 

221,10 0 221.110 233.S6 3622.41 S36.6J 339.62 106.34 194.13 

Home 
Labour 

132,26 

849.82 

0 

144.71 

Hired Taeal 
Labour 

1314.94 8SS3.78 

14S2.29 7390.45 

0 0 

1432.68 7729.17 

·-
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TABLE 2.2.16 

ANNUAL OUTPUT AND DISPOSAL OF COWDUNG (IN QUINTAl) 
. KOCH B~ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-98) 

Farm No. of Animals Amoum ofCowduag 
TCIIII CCMRwnptioa iu Year ofCowdung Amouot AIIIOUill 

Sizt Procb:ed farms (Qt.) Bmouutof (in Quialals) of of 
(Aaes) Cowdung Cowdung Cowclllll$ 

Desi HYV Desi Desi HYV Dcsi produced ADIIIl Aus Bolo Jute WiDtcr Wima All sokt used a 
Caw Cow Bul c- Cow Bul (Quiotal) (Tilldi (Tr.di- (HYV) Pn> Pmldo MU5Iard Crop5 (Qaiftbsl) • I fUel 

led. lock ticnl) tioRII) Momoon (QuinQI} 

I 

I 

Upto2 21 22 IS 507.15 1672 .&61.16 2647.31 32.22 79.13 88.o1 109.S3 62.33 3921 410.-13 149t.2S 7-15.63 i 

2-S 26 23 4S S62.90 1679 71"-311 ~.21 64.56 82.99 72.34 130.14 127.59 69.13 547.3S 1800 6011.93 • 

.. 

AboveS 6 s 14 117.00 3SO 450.72 917.72 26.22 46.41 38.4-1 49.04 96.30 17.11 273.52 soo 144.20 

Totll 53 so 77 1117.05 3701 1633.26 6521.31 123 203.53 198.74 218.71 2&5.84 126.05 1231.30 3191.2S 1491.76 

- -----'---
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Fann 
Size 

(Aaes) 

U!*J2 

2-S 

Abo\le . 
s 

Total 

TABLE 2.2.17 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TOTAL OUTPUT OF ALL CROPS {IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ H RURAL BLOCK ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

HetCIII Num Per Am~ Per Acre Cost (Rs.) Oo 
1iwbll: bcrof Oucpd 
Area Crop (ill Rs. ·, 

(Aaa) Farms llepn> Seed Iniga- Orp- IDor- lnsc:cti- Home Himl 
cia tioa Die: gasic cidc Labour Labour 
tioll MIJue Fcrti-

li7.er 

22.63 32 96Sa.54 241.32 374.28 172.34 416.48 471.68 ' .145.33 1054.13 1174.41 

93.S9 67 7438.4S 187 416.19 69.13 246.50 Jl6.~ 29.11 741.74 1206.16 

52.81 29 6108.31 142.71 298.29 102.63 123.65 313.29 39.19 S69.02 1021.40 

169.03 128 7320.12 IIK).72 375.32 93.41 230.17 342,66 47.33 729.60 1108.93 

-- -- --

Toc.l I 
i 

! 

4501.11 

3332.68 

2628.45 

- ·i 

3269~ 
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/ 

farm Net Oil 
Size livable 

(Aaes) Area 
(Ams) 

Upto2 22.61 

: 

2-5 49.56 

Abo\'e S 52.81 

Total 169.03 

TABLE 2.2.18 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Per Acre Output (Rs) Per Aae Cost (Rs.) 
ber.of .. 
Crop Main By~ TOIII Depro- Seed lrrip- Orp- lnorpnic III!ICICti- Home HiJcd 
Farms duct ciatioD tim Die Feni- cide Labour Labclur 

Maftwoe ·~~ 

14 4162 736 4893 1111.43 170.49 0 143.98 61.7~ 0 516.23 736.94 

21 3143.28 700.43 4S43.71 113.04 116.71 0 128.84 10.03 0 44.5.7.5 551.25 

7 4315.90 892 5201.90 128.75 147.39 0 27.81 215.79 0 625.14 631.26 

49 401-4.88 752.22 4717.82 117.79 162.69 0 106.83 109.95 0 513.47 606.02 

-- --- -- - L___________. ___ 

Total 

.. 

1191.13 

1582.71 

I 

' 18a7.01 ~ 

169().15 
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TABLE 22.19 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
. TUFANGANJ H BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Faam Net Cui Num A\'Cft&C ARlB PER ACRE OUTPUT -PER ACRE COST 
s~ tiYJible bcrof farm given to (IaRs) (lnRs) 

(Acta) Area Cnlp si2Je tbctrq~ 
(Ams) fii'IIIS (Aaes) (Aaes) Maia By Tocal llqlrccia Seed lrrip- Orp- lnorpnic ·Wccti- Home I lim! TOial I 

Pro- tioo ticln nic; Ferti- cide . lAbour Labour 
I 

Dua Maniac liD:r 

Upfo2 22.63 14 1.61 10.29 2614.18 408.16 302234 86.29 1.51.~ 0 1.5.5.97 . 121.47 0 418.4.5 669.68. 1613 . .59 
.. 

2·.5 49 . .56 26 3..59 41.91 2111.90 322.11 2434.01 90.09 150.04 0 104.50 73.64 ·o 3.50.911 .530.54 1311)9_ 

Abovc.5 2.5.96 4 6.49 11.66 2006.84 317.32 2324.16 92.62 150.01 0 111.49 48.81 0 332.75 .530 . .54 1308.74 

TOia1 198.11 " 3.23 63.86 2173.6S 33.5.10 2.508.7.5 89.93 150.29 0 114.06 80.08 0 3.58.00 .560.06 13~.60 

-- --~ - - ·--
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Farm Net Cui 
Size tivlble 

(Ac:rcs) Afel't 
(Acres) 

Uplo2 22.~2 

2-5 29.59 

Above5 S:Z.IU 

Tolal 1@.03 

, TABLE 2.2.20 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAl JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(199~96) 

Hum A~ Area PER ACRE OUTPliT ', PER ACRE COST 
bcrof fmn jivaa to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Cnlp size the I:I'Op 

F111111 (Aaes) (Aaa) MaiA By Total l)epnx:ia Seed 1rrip- Orp- IDorpnic: lnaedi- Home 
Pro- tion 1ioll nic fab- tide Labour 
Duct Maule lizer 

\ 

14 1.61 8.61 6315.69 843.02 7138.02 177.S6 116.27 0 229.06 SJI.62 53:49 823.25 

Z7 3.46 18.75 5130.95 1138.216 ~21 179.89 ' 110.60 0 196.84 496.34 311.2$ 771.43 

7 1.S4 13.63 6672.78 671.30 6044.08 161.5S 112.2S 0 134.99 497.79 3228 597.~ 

48 3.52 S0.98 6137.79 794.42 693221 174.59 111.99 0 185.73 499.30 3922 737.73 

.i 
---~- -- -

Hired Tollll 
Ubour 

I 

1717.21 3523.14 

' 

1767.02 3669.&5 

t907.S6 34&7.45 

18011.00 3SU.ll 
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) 

Fann ~Cul Num 
Size tivable bel of 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) FlUIDS 

Uplo2 9.11 7 

2-5 21.77 7 

AbovcS 20.16 3 

Total S1.24 17 

TABLE 2.2.21 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF HYV WINTER PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
lilrm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size !be crop 

(Acres) (Acres) Main By TOial llq>recia Seed lrriga- Orp- lnorpnic lnsedi-
Pro- tim tion nic Ferri- c:ide 
Duct .Manure liler 

1.33 3.97 1833.15 981.40 8821.15 196.47 166.24 770.78 549.11 730.47 154.91 

3.11 5.30 9283.01 641.50 9924.51 166.02 162.25 569.80 332.67 513.20 127.35 

6.72 4.66 7296.13 815.45 8927.03 171,69 IS6.S7 944.20 242.48 789.69 112.40 

3.01 13.93 &lOS.OI 741.26 8946.28 176.59 -161.49 752.33 363.96 667.62 153.62 

·.~') 

Home Hir ' e. .. TOIIII I 

Labour Labour i 

i 

574.30 1136.20 4.303.25 

471.70 1141.~ 3134.90 
~ 

489.27 909.117 388S.I9 

527.26 986.61 31!68.85 

-- ----- -- --~---
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Farm Net Cui Num Ayerqe 
Size livable b«of' finn 

(Al:rcs) Area Crop size 
(Ac:n:s) FllftiS (Ac:m) 

Upto2 15.3 9 1.70 

2-5 33.95 23 3.65 

AboveS 40.44 6 6.74 

TcMal 139.69 38 3.67 

TABLE 2.2.22 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Area PER .ACRE OlJTIIUT PER ACRE COST 
given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
tbecrop 
(Acres) Main By Total DqJrcc;ia Seed lrrip- Orp- lnorpllic h!scc:ti-

Pro- lion tion nic Fc:rti- cide 
Duct Mamm: lizer 

4.63 3211.66 0 3211.66 96.97 19.19 95.03 218.1. 129.58 0 

19:93 3160.$6 0 3160.S6 95.83 35.89 49.67 181.09 138.43 0 

3.31 :WS.S9 0 28SS.S9 89.0S 83.64 36.10 134.52 68.S9 0 

32.17 3091.66 0 3091.66 94.2! &5.79 52.63 174.54 119.56 0 

~ 

__ L_ 

Home . ! Hired ToGII 
Labour L.ahour 

485.96 m.21 t734.n 

365.43 S93.27 1453.43 I 
I 

397.10 478.74 1270.15 

390.41 Sl6.S6 1446.72 

------- ---
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} 

Farm Net Cui Num Averqe 
Size livable berof farm 

(Acres) Area Crop sm, 
(Ai:fes) FllltnS (Actes) 

UJ*o2 3.66 2 1.83 

2·S 3U4 6 5.19 

Atxwc5 13.32 2 6.66 

Total 48.12 10 .. .29 

TABLE 2.2.23 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY _ 

(1995-96) 

Area PER ACRE ot.riPUT 
'·· 

PER ACRE COST 
given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
die crop 
(Acres) Maia By ToW Deproci& SCilCI &rip- Orp- lnorpnic lnse<:ti-

Pro- tion lion lllc . Fati- cide 
Duct Mamlle liJlcr 

0.66 21118.18 0 21818.18 253.5 4090 606.06 '636.36 11)60.60 0 

5.32 16456.13 0 16456.73 113.50 3703 462.40 392.8S 763.1S 112.18 

2.33 17210.29 0 17210.29 171.67 3605.1~ 309.01 247.67 454.93 103.00 

8.31 1.1093.84 0 17093.84 183.47 3706.30 399.99 430.80 100.3S 101.08 

- ---- ~---

Home HiRd Total 
Labour Labouf 

969.69 1363.63 8984.84 . 

7.40.60 936.09 7290.41 

Sl5.02 901.28 6334.76 

695.54 971.57 7157.03 
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Fann No. of Animals 
Si:al 

(Acres) 

Desi HYV Desi 
Cow Cow Bullodc 

Upto2 9 2S 10 

2·5 9 66 so 

AboveS 10 3 16 

Total 28 94 76 

TABLE 2.2.24 

ANNUAL OUTPUT AND DISPOSAL OF COWDUNG (IN QUINTAL) 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Amowlt of Cowdung TOIII Consumption in a year of cowdung (Quintal) 
produced ftom -ofaJW· Tnditianll Tl'ldi1ionll Willtcr Pre- Winter Winler 

dq Moasoon ProMauooo HYV MCllliiOOII Poclm Musllrd 
Desi HYV Desi (Quiral) P1lddy P1lddy Paddy Jute 
Cow Cow BuJiodc 

220 2f11S 200 2495 90.99 &0.24 98.61 108.99 41.92 50.49 

361 S214 840 641S 187.54 256.87 2J.I.S3 127.99 136.11 210.45 

210 225 280 715 81.99 60.99 87.99 S0.64 30.99 49.119 

791 7514 1320 962S 360.52 398.10 421.13 217.62 310.83 209.02 

Amount Amount 
or of Cow-

AJI cow ·nuna 
Crop Duna Ulledas 

sold . fuel 
(Qunal) (QwnmJ) 

471.25 1349.17 674.59 

1153.49 3~.67 1753.84 

362.49 234.94 117.47 

1987.22 5091.78 2S45.90 
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Fann NetCIII 
Size tiwble 

(Acres) Area 
(Ams) 

Upco2 9.12 

2-S 22.48 

Above' 30.33 

TC!Ial . 62.63 
-- -

TABLE 2.2.25 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Aveqp ARII PER. ACRE OUlPUT PER ACRE COST 
bet of fann &Muco (In Rs) (lnRs) 
Crop tm the crop 
F1011S (Acres) (Acres) MaiD By Tocal Deprecia Seed lrrip- Orp- . lnorpnic ~ Home 

Pro- tion 1icJn Die Ferti- cide Labour 
Duct Man~ liza" 

9 1.09 6.42 4397.38 B92.7S 5290.13 114.19 16S.I9 0 ' 27.78 30.09 04.26 703.70 

7 3.21 12.98 3S48.S3 661.01 4486.90 103.23 163.32 0 43.91 42.65 137.q 734.W 

3 10.11 18.00 3712.77 81:1.17 4540.44 87.22 146.11 0 34.98 38.2S 61.11 720 

19 3.34 37.4 3773.29 796.49 46S0.34 97.4 155.48 0 36.66 38.38 IOO.OS 722.39 
-- --- ----- -------- - --- - -- --------- -- -

Hired Total 
Labour 

I 
I 
I 

722.22 
. I 

1911.27 : 
! 

! 

741.91 1967.14 

734.44 1822.11 

734.93 1887.75 
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T r'9LE 2.2.26 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADmONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY -

(1995-96) 

Farm NctCIII Num Avaaac Ala PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
Size tivable bcrof fann -&ivmto (In Ra) (In Rs) 

(AQI:I) Area Crup size the crop .. 
(Acm) Farms (Aac!) (AI:m) Milia By Total Depnlcia Seed Iniga- erp. IDoqpDic INec.ii- Hqmc Hired Tolar 

1'10- tiOR ticlll nil: Ferti- eidc Labour Labour 
Duel Manure lizcr 

I 

I 

! 

Upto2 4.99 s 0.998 2.50 2040 490 3130 104 148 0 148 132 0 536 616 16114 
i 
' 

I 

2-5 17.15 s 3.43 4.16 2471.15 SS?.fiJ 3028.84 100.96 155.04 0 125 120.19 ·() 509.61 605.76 1614.18 ' 

Abow5 21.33 :z 10.66 3.33 3387.38 SIO.SO 3897.89 IOS.IO lSO.IS 0 120.12 162.16 0 S40.S4 600.60 1678.67 
' 

Tlllal 43.47 12 3.62 9.99 2&11.81 S2S.02 3343.13 103.10 ISI.64 0 129.12 137.13 0 526.52 606.60 1653.14 

--- -
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Si2lC tiVIIble berof 

(Acres) A~ Ctop 
(ACR!I) Farms 

UptD2 11.49 9 

2-S 22.48 7 

AboveS 30.33 3 

TOIII 64.3 19 

TABLE 2.2.27 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
. VILlAGE 'A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

AVCfi!F Area PER ACRE OUIPUT PER ACRE COST 
Wm given&o (In Rs) . (In Rs) 
size dlcaop 

(Acres) (Aaes) 
Main By Tolal Dcpeda Seed lrrip- Orp- IDOrgllllic IDicc:ti· 

' Pro- tion tion llic Ferti- cido 
Duct ~ Iiller 

1.27 us n1s.M ll!M.JO 8415.39 169.89 116.12 0 167.74 817.20 221.50 

3.21 6.99 6788.26 106S.80 7839.77 156.65 118.74 0 104.43 715.30 201.71 

10.11 10:99 7499.SS 882.62 8382.17 113.74 116.47 0 40.04 222.02 109.19 

3.38 22.63 7221.39 100S.29 8221.46 138.S3 117.09 0 116.16 496.611 160.8S 

- ·--

Home Hired TOIII 
Labour Labour 

I 
! 

903.22 . 1838.70 4182.79 
I 

I 

961.37 . 1728.18 4016 . .U 

900.82 1828.94 3322.11 

920.02 1799.82 3713.43 
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Fann Net Cui Num 
Size tiVllble bcror 

(Ac:res) Area Clop 
(Ac:res) F1111111 

U~2 0 0 

2·S 2.33 I 

AbovcS 9.00 I 

Total 11.33 2 

-~ -- --- ~~ . 

TABLE 2.2.28 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

AVer8Jil Area PER ACRE OUTPUT .PER ACRE COST 

tlum given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the~ 

(Acres) (Aaes) 
MaiD By Total Deprocia Scod lrrip- Orsa- lnorprlic lnsccti· 

f'r&. tioa tioil Die Fcrti- c:ide 
Duct Manme lizer 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.33 1.00 8liOO 600 9400 180 160 411o 240 S60 ISO 

9.00 1.00 9000 300 9800 ISO ISO 340 320 -420 ISO 

S.66 2.00 8900 700 9600 16S IS$ 410 280 -490 ISO 

Home Hin:d Total 
labour Labour 

0 0 0 

810 900 3480 

640 140 3010 

72S 870 3245 
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TAal.E 2.2.29 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
. VILLAGE 'A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY· 

(1995-96) 

Farm Net Cui Num A venae Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
Si2:c livable berof &rm aiYellto (In Rs) (In Rs) 

(Aaes) Area Ctup sizz: the crop 
(Aaes) FII'IIU (~) (Am:s) 

Moia By Total Depm:ia s,c,d Iniga- Orp- IDolpDic lnsccti- Home Him! Total 
Pro- tion Tion Ric . Fati- cidc Labour Labour 
Duct Manwe lizer 

I 

I 
I 

Upto2 3.33 2 1.66 0.83 3421.68 0 3421.611 IOHO 90.36 168.67 265.06 240.96 0 .578.31 650.60 2096.36 

2-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Above.S 15.33 I U.33 1.00 .3600 0 3600 roo 87 0 140 120 0 360 ~ 1287 

Total 18.66 3 6.22 1.83 3519.12 0 3519.12 93.98 88 92.16 196.n 174.86 0 459.01 .S.S7.37 1654.09 

- ---- - ---- -- -- ~ 
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Fum Net Cui 111111'11 Avaa&e 
Si:tll uwblo b«of f&nn 

(Acres) Area Oup Size 
(Aaes) fii'IIIS (AI:ra) 

Uptol 1.33 I 1.33 

2-S 19.92 6 3.30 

AboveS 0 0 0 

Tolal 21.15 7 3.02 

TABLE 2.2.30 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'A' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

AJU PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 

JIWAk» (In Rs) (In Rs) 

die Clq) 

(Acres) 
t.t.iD By Total Deprccia Soed lrrip- (kp- lnorpnic lnl«d· 

Pro- tion tion nil: fcrti· c:ide 
Duct fdamln: I~ 

0.66 24242.42 0 24242.42 242.42 3484.84 606.06 393.93 1118.11 1119.39 

5.99 19707.84 0 19107.84 218.69 3606.01 510.85 m.ts S2S.81 1.51.91 

-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6.65 20157.18 0 20157.88 221.04 3593.98 520.29 302.25 SS4.88 ISS.62 

.. 

\ 

Home Hired To&al 
Labour Labour 

1000 1118.18 8553.03 

,. 

904.84 1459.09 7669.44 

0 0 0 

914.21 1494.72 ns7.1J 
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F- Net Cui 
Sblc tivable 

(Aael) Area 
(Acm) 

Upto2 14.64 

2-.5 20.6.5 

AboweS 11.66 

Totai 46.9.5 

----

TABLE 2.2.31 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE '8' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

NIDII Avcrqe Area PER. ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
berof tinD given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Qop sizt., die crop 
Fams (Aacs) (Acm) 

MaiD By TllUI lleprccia Sald 1nip- ()(p- 'loolpnic lnlccti- HDmc 
. Pro- lion tioa Jlic Ferti- cide Labour 

Ducc ~ lim" 

3 1.83 8.31 3497 . .59 84.2.3.5 4339.95 102.29 140.79 0 so.so 70 60.00 70J.W 

a 2..51 9.31 3536.$ 921.46 4464.98 114.39 133.72 0 30.07 46 70.00 718.51 

2 S.SJ .5.32 34.58.64 827.06 428.5.71 84.96 161.65 0 42.78 60 100.00 721.110 

18 2.60 22.94 3504.35 173.75 4378.11 103.15 142.76 0 40,42 . .57.94 73.33 714.03 

HiRld Total 
Labour 

736.46 1887.48 

?I 1.()6 1843.71 

721.80 1893.00 I 

722.7.5 1870.99 
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Farm Net Cui 
SillC livallkl 

(Acres) Aiel 
(Aaes) 

Up.o2 1.66 

2-S 4.00 

AboveS 0 

Total S.66 

TABLE 2.2.32 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'S' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num A venae Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
berof tiJrm &iYeiiiO (lnRs) (In Rs) 
Crop size tbccrup 
Pums . (Aael) (Aaes) 

MaiD By TOll! ~ia Socd lnip- Orp- Jaorpnic lnsocti- Home 
Pro- lion tMla nic Perti- cide lAbour 
Duct Manun: 1izcr 

I 1.66 0.66 27Z1IT 606.06 3333.33 121.12 ISI.Sl 0 121.21 181.11 0 636.36 

I 4.00 1.00 2600 500 3100 100 ISO 0 120 100 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2.83 1.66 26SO 542.16 3192.16 108.39 ISO.tiO 0 120.48 132.S2 0 S42.16 

Hind 
Labour 

636.36 

520 

0 

~:26 

-- --- -------- -

TOIII 

1848.4& 

1370 

0 

IS60.23 
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FlllDI Net Cui Nlllll 
Size tivlble berof 

(Aacs) Area clap 
(AI:n=s) flniiS 

Upto2 l4o30 9 

2-S 26032 9 

AboveS 11.66 2 

Total 51.71 20 

. TABLE 2.2.33 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE '8' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Avaqe Area PER ACRE OUfPUT PER ACRE COST 
finn given to (In Rs) (lnRs) 
size tbec::rop 

(Aaes) (Ac:tcs) 
Main By Total Derncia Seed lnip- Orp- lnorpmc IJisccli.. 

Jlro. ticll tion nic Fcrti- cidc 
Duct Manulc liar 

loSS 6098 673209 1017019 7749.23 151.14 118.91 0 143.26. 802029 210oti0 

2.98 14.97 6516.~ 9JS.20 7SS5.11 ll7.60 100020 0 1~11.98 ' 448069 UOo96 

5083 5032 9S48,87 1315°79 108640(/6 177044 116-'4 0 l~lo65 582071 131.S8 

0 
2o6l 2727 7201.67 l030o43 1250046 148.&4 l08.1& 0 IS5o48 S65o45 162044 

·- ---- -- - --- 1.---

Home RimS To&al 
Labour Labour 

91400. 1762.17 4131.08 

897.12 1790.24 J70S.41 

902.26 1879.69 3951.811 

902.45 10 1800.51 3862.45 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Size f.ivable berof 

(l\creS) ~ Crap 
(Acres) Farms 

Up!D2 0 0 

2-S 6.17 2 

AboveS 6.33 I 

Total 12.50 3 

TABLE 2.2.34 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
. VILLAGE •s• OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

i»ER. ACRE OUTPUT ' PER ACRE COST A\'UIIF Area 
flum given ID (lnRs) {In Rs) 
size die crop 

(Acres) (Aen:s) 
Main By Toal Deprflcia Seed lnip- Orp. IDolpnic IDsel;ti-

Pro- tiM lion oic Feni- c:ide 
Duct MINR lizer 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3.08 I. SO 9666.66 933.33 10599.99 206.66 160 S33.3j 
. 

480 800 173.33 

6.33 1.00 9600.00 900 10500 160 UiO 440 420 480 160 

4.16 2.SO 9639.99 919.99 10559.98 187.99 160 -495.99 4S6 672 167.99 

! j 
I 

Home Him! Total 
Labour Labour 

0 0 0 

800 906.66 9393.33 

S40 810.00 3110.00 

696 WJ7.99 3303.99' 
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Farm Net CUI Num 
Size livable bero( 

(Acres) Ala Crop 
(Acres) flnDI 

Upto2 2.00 I 

2-.5 2.33" I 

AboveS 0 0 

TcDI oi.ll 2 

TABLE 2.2.35 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'B' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

A venae Ala PER ACRE OUilVf PER ACRE COST 
(lnRs) (mRs) fllflll Jive~~ to 

size tbectq~ 
(Aaes) (Acres) 

Main II¥ Totlll Deprecla Seed lnip.. Orp- lnorpnil: lnsccli-
Pro- tion tion Die Feni- c:idc 
Duel Maaure li:i.u 

2.00 1.00 3000.00 0 3000.00 100.00 90.00 140.00 180.00 2-CO.OO 0 

2.33 1.00 3205.00 0 . 3205.00 127.00 110.00 ISS.OO 189.00 137.00 0 

' 

0 0 0 0 I> 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.16 2.00 3102.50 0 3102.$9 113.50 100.00 147.50 184.50 138.50 0 

-- -~ - ---- -- ----

Home Hircld TolaJ 
Labour Labour 

420.00 S80.00 1750.00 

422.00 648.00· 1788.00 

0 0 0 

421.00 614.00 1769.00 

---- -- ------'- ------~- - --~----
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Farm NctCul N11111 
Sizlo livable berof' 

(Acra) Area Crup 
(Aaes) Farms 

Upco2 6.911 4 

2·S 1<4.83 s 

Above$ 0 0 

ToQI 21.111 9 

A¥C~QC 
firm 
size 

(Aaes) 

1.74 

2.96 

0 

2.42 

tABLE 2.2.36 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'B' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 

Jiventu (In Rs) (ln Rs) 
lbecrop 
(Aaei) 

Mails By Total J:)qJRW SeCid lrrlp- Orp- lllcwpnic Wetti· 
Pro- lion bon nic: Fcrti- c:idc 
Duct ~ lizu 

3.99 221107.01 240.60 3614.21 S21.30 42l.OS 842.10 210.52 104.$1 13113.28 

S.33 : 1236.39 243.90 3611.63 568.48 326.45 1110.69 230.76 7~.99 1444.65 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9.32 23624.45 242.48 3642.70 548.28 366.94 99S.70 222.09 19S.06 1388.40 

--~ --- -~ 

Heme Hillld Toeal 
Lllbour Labour 

&SSJ.~ sao.oo 1750.00 ! 
i 
I 

' 
' 

7076.92 643.00 1188.00 

0 0 0 

7709.22 614.00 1769.00 
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Fann Net Cui 
Size tivlblo 

(Acnls) Area 
(Aaes) 

Upco2 9.16 

2-S ..0.14 

AboVeS 0 

Tolll 49.30 

. TABLE 2.2.37 

· PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAl MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILlAGE 'C' OF KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Nmn A venae Ala PER ACRE OliTPUT PER ACRE COST 
bcrof finn &ivai to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Crop ·= die c:tOp 

F11111S (&res) (Aaes) 
Mail! By TCJial Dqllecia Seed lrrip- Orp- IJiorpnic lnscai- Home 

Pro- tioo tion nic Ferti- c:idc Labour 
~ Manule liza' 

7 1.30 8.32 4432.33 859.02 5291.35 121.24 166.3S 0 100.24 67.66 99 719.92 

13 3.08 21.63 5273.69 707.81 6143.31 104.94 151.34 ·o 80.91 36.86 60.02 721.61 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 2.46 26.95 Sl07.!JO 737.65 514S.2S tOI.IS 159.92 0 84.72 5&.99 67.71 726.89 

- - -~--
L__. 

Hired Totlll 
l.abalu 

j 

738.72 2022.SS 

677.76 1836.93 

0 0 

686.08 1873.57 
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Flllll Net Cui Nlllll 
Size tiv~ bcrof 

(Acres) Area Cmp 
(Acres) Fanns 

Upeo2 0 0 

2-S 40.l-4 tS 

AboveS 9.16 7 

Total 2 

TABLE 2.2.38 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE ·c· OF KOCH BIHAR tl BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

AveRIC ARII PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
&rm pvenao (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size lhcc:rop 

(AI:R:s) (Acres) 
MaiR By TO!al Dqncia Seed lnip- Orp- lnorpnic lnsedi-

~ tim 1im nic. Fa1i- ciclc 
Duct Mmuc lim 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.676 19.62 8204.46 904.61 9ltl.14 150.61 121.69 0 107.03 751.78 172.78 

1.308 3.12 6106.21 1125.65 7931.9l 164.92 "116.49 0 62.82 1089 267,01 

2240 2.26 '1976.59 940.69 8920.64 152.94 . 126.70 0 81.49 806.74 108.14 

-- ~------ -- -----

Home HUed Toml 
Labour Labour 

0 0 0 

902.74 11!09.88 l9SO.OS 

913.61 1140.31 4506.54 

90t.Ol 1814.84 4040.74 

------- '-------- ----
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Farm Net Cui Num 
SiliC tiwble beroC 

(Am:s) Aiel Crop 
(Ac:res) f111!11 

Uplo2 3.66 2 

2-S 34.98 10 

Above5 4ll4 7 

local 80.88 19 

TABLE 2;2.39 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'D' OF TUFANGANJ .I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Avai&C. An:a PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
linn given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Ams) 
Main By Tdal [)epee Ia Seed lrrip- Orp- lnor&anic Jmec:ti. 

Plo-. tim lion ni: Fati- c:ide 
Duel ~ liar 

1.83 I.S 4600 1066.66 5666.66 120 166.66 0 240 126.66 46.66 

3.49 14.3 scm.JO 957.34 6049.65 120.97 163.91 0 139.86 IS2.44 .50.00 

6.03 17.99 5353.16 906.0$ 6259.58 126.73 141.97 0 106.72 11S.S9 41.68 

4.25 33.79 S209.70 934.89 6144.42 123.99 IS6.10 0 126.66 ll4.81 45.<40 

- L__ ------ ---

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour 

780 840 2386.66 

671.32 737.06 22114.26 

S91.43 7S6.53 1882.10 

633.61 751.99 2025.89 
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F111D Net Cui 
Size !Mille 

(Acres) Ala 
(Aaes) 

Upco2 3.66 

2-.5 3-4.98 

Above5 42.24 

Total 80.118 

TABLE 2.2.40 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE~NSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE '0' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num A'Ve18&C Ala PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
bcrof farm aiwnto (lnRs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
Fllnas (Aaes) (Aetas) 

Main By Total llqlRlcia Seed lttip- Orp- lnorpRic lascai- Home 
Pro- lion tiCJil nk: Fcrti- dde Labour 
Duct Manure lim" 

2 2.00 1.83 3879.78 546.44 4436.28 114.75 150.27 0 174.16. 273.22 0 688.52 

19 3.59 11.97 2464.49 412.77 2!XY1.26 98.91 144.94 0 101.92 ' 131.99 0 499.58 

7 6.03 12.97 289128 385.50 3276.711 110.10 132.60 0 138.78 129.52 0 476.48 

11 4.36 26.77 2781.02 -4011.69 3176.71 lll.67 147.59 0 132.17 148.78 0 531.06 

~---- -- -- --~~ ~-· 

Hm!d TOCII 
Labour 

737.70 2193.91 

494.S6 1560.45 

639.93 1630.53 

616.14 1134.92 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Size tivable berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 3.66 I 

2-5 34.98 10 

AboveS 42.30 7 

Total 79.94 18 

~ ~ . ----

TABLE 2.2.41 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE '0' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL. ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic lnsecti-

Pro- tion lion nic Feni- cide 
Duct ManUR: lizl:r 

2.00 1.00 75ro 1200 8760 190 120 0 210 sro 100 

3.49 11.28 6865.24 1081.56 7946.8 166.22 112.74 0 160.46 351.06 72.69 

6.04 9.98 8211.42 1092.18 9303.61 194.99 117.23 0 242.48 511.02 85.17 

4.40 22.26 7839.62 1091.14 8591.64 180.99 114.78 0 199.46 432.16 79.51 

~----- -~ 

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour 

900 1290 3370 

898.93 1876.48 3944.50 

909.82 1781.56 3956.54 

903.86 1777.18 3772.05 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Size livable bcrof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Fanns 

', 

Upto2 - -

2-5 - -

Above5 4224 I 

Total 42.24 I 

TABLE 2.2.42 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'D' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 

farm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic lnsecti-

Pro- tion lion nic Ferti- tide 
Duct Manure lizer 

- - - - - - - - - - -

- . . . - - - - - - . 

6.66 1.00 9000 1000 10000 200 150 360 280' 540 100 

6.66 1.00 9000 1000 10000 200 150 360 280 540 100 
--- ----- ------- ---

Home Hired Total i 

Labour Labour 

- - -

- - . 

720 1080 3430 

720 1080 3430 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Size livable berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 - -

2-5 . -

Above5 42.24 I 

Total 42.24 I 

TABLE 2.2.43 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'D' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

. (1995-96) 

Average An:a PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprccia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic Insecti-

Pro- lion tion nic Ferti- cide 
Duct Manure lizer 

- - - . . . . - . - -

. - - - . . - - - - . 

5.33 1.00 3800 0 3800 100 90 140 140 120 0 

5.33 1.00 3800 0 3800 100 90 140 140 120 0 

- - ------

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour 

- . -

- . -

360 450 1400 

360 450 1400 
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Farm Net Cui Num Average 
Size livable berof farm 

(Acres) Area Crop size 
(Acres) FIUIII5 (Acres) 

Upto2 3.66 2 2.00 

2·5 34.98 4 4,08 

Above5 42.24 2 6.16 

Total 80.88 8 8.08 

TABLE 2.2.44 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILlAGE 'D' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 

given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
the crop 
(Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed Iniga- Orga- Inorganic .lnsedi-
Pro- tion lion nic Feni- cide 
Duct Manure lizer 

1.66 22810.20 0 22810.20 228.91 4216.86 433.73 421.68 915.66 144.57 

4.33 23117.78 0 23117.78 249.42 3995.38 43R.79 364.89 764.43 147.80 

2.66 30075.18 0 30075.18 287.96 4135.33 428.57 481.20 872.18 150.37 

8.65 25197.95 0 25197.95 257.33 4080.92 411.55 411.55 826.58 147.97 

-- ------ ·-

Home Hired Total 
Labour ~..abo!¥ 

855.42 1638.55 8855.42 

896.07 . 1233.25 8090.06 

861.65 1180.45 8377.74 

8n.68 1294.79 8325.40 

- ----- ---- --- -- - --~ -----
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Farm Net Cui 
Size livable 

(Acres) Area 
(Acres) 

Upto2 10.32 

2-5 29.95 

Above5 12.33 

Total 52.6 

~ 

TABLE 2.2.45 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'E' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
berof fann given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
Farms (Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic Insecti· Home 
J'ro. tion tion nic Ferti- cide Labour 
Duct Manure liur 

6 1.72 5.98 4160.53 836.12 5013.38 100.33 127.<19 0 140.47 133.78 46.82 52S.08 

10 2.99 17.98 3900.44 723.58 4624.02 101.77 156.84 0 136.70 131.25 48.38 580.64 

2 6.16 7.33 4488.40 763.98 52S2.38 103.68 150.~6 0 98.22 130.96 39.56 678.03 

18 2.92 31.29 4087.88 754.55 4845.63 101.94 149.73 0 127.83 131.66 46.02 592.84 

--- -- -- ---- --

Hinid Total 
labour 

I 
' 

i 

596.99 1667.22 
' 

672.96 1836.48 

723.05 1942.01 

670.18 1828.85 
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Farm Net Cui 
Size livable 

(Acres) Area 
(Acres) 

Upto2 1.00 

2-5 8.32 

AboYe5 0 

Total 9.32 

---

TABLE 2.2.46 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'E' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
bcrof farm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
FIIItnS (Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrril!ll- Orga- Jnorpnic lnsecti· Home 
Pro- tion lion nic Fcrti· cide Labour 
Duct Manure I~ 

I 1.00 0.66 2727.T/ 606.06 3333.33 90.90 151.51 0 121.21 lSI 0 545.45 

3 2.77 2.65 2830.18 528.30 3358.48 94.33 128.30 0 135.84 150.94 0 535.84 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 3.77 3.31 2809.66 543.81 3353.47 94.17 132.93 0 132.92 150.95 0 537.76 
__ L_____ 

Hired Total 
Labour 

545.45 1606.06 

664.15 1709.43 

0 0 

640.48 1688.82 
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Farm Net Cui NIDII 
Size tivable berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 13.28 8 

2-5 29.90 10 

AboveS 12.42 2 

Total 55.6 20 

---- L_ 

TABLE 2.2.47 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'E' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
(ann given to (In Rs) (lnRs) 
size thetlq) 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprecia Seed liTiga- Orga- Inorganic Inseai- . 

Pro- tion lion nic Ferti- cide 
Duct Manun: lizer 

' 

1.66 4.96 6494.96 1038.31 7533.27 157.26 121.91 118.95 241.94 504.03 106.85 
-, 

2.99 5.29 6663.51 1086.95 7750.47 172.02 117.20 143.66 234.40 597.35 145.55 

6.21 3.33 7387.39 960.96 8384.35 159.16 120.12 102.10 120.12 456.46 60.06 

2.78 13.58 6779.45 1038.20 7817.75 163.48 119.66 124.44 209.13 528.72 110.45 

Home Hired Total 
Labour LaboUr 

798.39 1584.68 3632.06 

935.72 1797.73 413o.43 

900.90 1621.62 3468.47 

8n.02 1669.43 3786.08 
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farm Net Cui Num 
Size livable bcrof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Fanns 

Upto2 12.32 7 

2-S 26.9S 9 

AboveS 12.33 2 

Total 51.60 18 

TABLE 2.2.48 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'E' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
firm giveuto (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic lnsecti-

Pro- lion tion nic ferti- cide 
Duct Manure lizer 

1.76 5.64 9361.70 709.21 10070.91 193.26 155.14 551.41 36L70 578.01 104.60 

2.99 9.65 9098.44 611.39 9709.83 168.91 168.39 385.49 277.72 576,16 104.66 

6.16 2.99 8829.·h 668.89 879S.98 187.29 450.50 508.36 294.31 682.27 113.71 

2.6& 18.28 9135.66 650.98 9786.64 179.43 161.38 456.78 306.34 S94.69 106.12 

- -~-- ----

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour I 

! 

612.76 1056.73 3617.90 

718.13 843.13 3232.64 

602.00 762.54 3301.00 

697.48 895.85 3362.69 
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Fann NetCu1 Num 
Size tiwble bcrof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Fanns 

Upto2 5.66 8 

2-5 24.63 3 

AboveS 6.33 I 

Total 36.62 12 
------ -----

TABLE 2.2.49 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •e• OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
(In Rs) (In Rs) farm given to 

size the crop 
(Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrrip- Orga· Inorganic Insecti-
Pro- lion lion nic Ferti- cide 
Duct Manun: lizer 

·' 

1.88 2.32 3103.45 0 3103.45 94.32 83.62 198.27 241.37 301.72 0 

3.07 3.63 3493.11 0 3493.11 111.57 89.53 179.06 220.39 322.31 0 

6.33 0.33 3330.00 0 3330.00 151.51 90.90 0 181.81 121.21 0 

3.05 6.28 3340.58 0 3340.58 107.29 87.41 176.74 226.11 304.13 0 

'-----

Home Hired Total 
Labour labour 

525.86 551.72 2031.89 

S67.49 611.57 2140.49 

363.63 484.84 1393.93 

541.39 576.43 2061.14 
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Fann Net Cui 
Size livable 

(Acres) Area 
(Acres) 

Upto2 5.66 

2-5 27.3 

Above5 58.32 

Total 91.28 

TABLE 2.2.50 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Nwn Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
berof fann given to (lnRs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
Farms (Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed brip· Orga- lnorgllllic lnsccti- Home 
Pro- lion tion nic Ferti- tide Labour 
Duct Manure lim 

4 1.41 2.65 5079.2S 958.49 6037.74 958.49 6037.74 0 166.04 203.77 113.21 735.85 

9 3.03 12.33 4605.02 913.21 SSI8.23 913.21 55111.23 0 126.52 147.60 94.07 615.57 

7 8.33 39.32 4411.49 1101.22 5512.71 1101.22 5512.71 0 64.59 104.27 4425 476.60. 

20 4.56 54.30 4488.02 10Sl.S6 5539.59 97.23 153.67 0 83.60 118.96 58.93 520.80 

- -- ------- ------- L_____.. - ----

I 
Hired Total 

Labour 

' 

769.81 182S.85 

700.72 1597.42 

587.43 1523.65 

622.09 1637.32 
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Farm Net Cui 
Size livable 

(Acres) Area 
(Acres) 

Upto2 2.00 

2-5 16.31 

'AboveS 11.00 

Total 26.31 

TABLE 2.2.51 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
bet of farm given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
Farms ·(Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed Jrriaa- Orp- l.norpnic Jnsccti. Home 
Pro- tim tlon nic Ferti- cidc Labour 
Duct Manure lizer 

I 2.00 0.66 3030.30 606.06 3636.36 121.21 151.51 0 272.72 363.63 0 636.36 

5 3.26 5.99 2529.21 492.48 3021.69 .89.31 150.25 0 96.82 100.16 0 425.70 

I 8.00 2.33 2317.59 386.26 2703.85 174.58 150.21 0 103 163.09 0 476.48 

7 3.7S 8.98 2511.13 473.26 2984.39 97.43 150.33 0 111.35 135.8S 0 454.35 

- - -- -- ---- -~ ----~ 

Hired Total I 

Labour ! 

727.27 2272.72 

490.81 1456.59 

639.93 1630.53 

546.88 1561.70 

'-------- -
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Fann Net Cui Num 
Size tivable berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 5.66 4 

2-5 27.3 9 

AboveS 52.32 7 

Totlll 85.28 20 

TABLE 2.2.52 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

. (1995-96). 

Average Area PER ACRE OtiTPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm eiven to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Mt<'' By Total Deprecia Seed Iniga- Orga- lnOfl!llllic ln.secti-

Pro- lion tion nic Ferti- cide 
Duct Manure. li7.er 

1.41 1.98 7828.28 1161.61 8989.89 186.86 121.21 40.40 262.62 696.96 151.SI 

3.03 6.96 6853.44 mm 7830.45 169.54 114.94 48.85 115.17 511.49 IS2.29 

7.47 15.99 5453.41 1019.31 6466.54 115.69 125.08 52.53 594.59 . 335.21 122.58 

4.26 24.93 6032.89 1018.80 7047.73 136.38 121.94 50.54 434.38 . 413.16 133.17 

--~-
L__ ------

-

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour 

909.09 1515.15 2n2.72 

I 

! 

879.31 1620.68 3653.44 

933.08 1718.57 3526.58 

916.16 1675.08 3338.08 
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farm Net Cui Num 
Size livable berof 

(Acres) Ar!:a Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 4.33 I 

2-S 8.66 3 

Above5 50.32 6 

Total 63.31 10 

TABLE 2.2.53 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

. Avenge Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm giwnto (ln Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Aaes) (Acres) 
Main .By Total Deprccia Seed lrriga- Orga- lnorgaDic Jnsecti-

~ tion tion Die Forti- cide 
Duct Manun:: lim 

'. 

4.33 0.33 10909.90 1212.12 12112.12 242.42 1SI.S1 848.48 606.06 787.87 242.42 

2.88 4.66 10257.51 600.2S 10858.26 150.21 156.6 373.39 201.71 429.18 137.33 

8.38 1S.99 9743.58 744.21 10487.79 141.33 147.90 313.94 180.73 4S4.0S 98.87 

6.33 20.98 9863.26 719.73 10582.99 .
1 

144.89 149.89 341.43 192.08 453.78 109.67 

---~ 

L...______ ____ 

Home Hired Total 

I labour Labour 
! 

'I 

' 

727.27 1090.90 4696.96 

.. 
652.36 772.53 2873.39 

SS7.84 808.00 3833.33 

581.49 804.58 3633.69 
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Farm Net Cui Nwn Avernge 
Size livable berof farm 

(Acres) Area Crop size 
(Acres) Flll'lll!l (Acres) 

\ 

Upto2 2.00 I 2.00 

2-S 16.65 s 3.33 

AboYeS 35.66 "4 8.91 

Total S4.31 10 5.43 

TABLE 2.2.54 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Area ·PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
given to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
the crop 
(Acres) 

Main By Total Deprecia Seed lrriga- Orga- Inorganic lnsecti-
Pro- tioo · tioo nic Ferti- cide 
Duct Manun: lizer 

0.33 34S4.S4 0 34S4.S4 136.36 90.90 242.42 363.63 S4S.4S 0 

4.64 3387.93 0 3387.93 86.21 90.92 112.07 146.SS . 267.24 0 

3.99 · 304S.ll 0 3045.11 109.02 84.96 95.23 137.84 125.31 0 

8.96 32.37.72 0 32.37.72 98.89 87.96 109.26 150.51 214.14 0 
------ --

Home Hired Total I 

Labour Labour 
i 

636.36 636.36 2343.48 

504.31 S17.24 1724.14 

370.92 446.11 1369.42 

449.35 489.95 1589.17 
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Farm Net Cui Num Average 
Size livable berof farm 

(Acres) Area Crop size 
(Acres) Fanns (Acres) 

Upto2 0 0 0 

2-5 11.65 4 2.91 

AboveS 0 0 0 

Total 11.65 4 5.43 

'--

TABLE 2.2.55 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OFWINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'F' OF TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

- (1995-96) 

Alee PER ACRE OlTfPUT PER ACRE COST 
&ivento (In Rs) (In Rs) 
the crop 
(Aaes) 

Main By Total Deprec:ia Seed lrrip- Orga- Inorganic lnsecti-
Pro- tion lion nic Fertl- cidc 
Duct Manun: lizet 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3.66 16SS7.37 0 16557.37 224.04 3825.13 584.69 4S6.28 683.03 169.39 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3.66 16557.37 
'I 

0 16557.37 224.04 3825.13 584.69 4S6.28 683.03 169.39 

Home Hired Total 
Labour Labour 

0 0 0 

·128.96 1428.96 8300.54 

0 0 0 

928.96 ·1428.96 8300.54 
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Fann Net Cui 
Size livable 

(Acres) Area 
(Acres) 

Upto2 6.32 

2-5 22.32 

AbovcS 20.32 

Total 48.96 

TABLE 2.2.56 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Average rue. PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE cOST 
berof farm siven to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
Crop size the crop 
Farms (Acres) (Acres) 

Main By Total Dcprccia Seed IJTip. Orga- Inorganic lnsecti- Home 
Pro- tion lion nic Ferti- cidc Labour 
Duct Mantm: lim" 

4 1.58 3.99 3558.89 664.16 4223.05 103.SO 165.41 0 140 60 0 488.72 

7 3.18 7.31 3527.35 725.03 4525.99 118.19 173.73 0 '129.95 16.41 0 507.52 

-
3 6.77 S.32 2894.73 629.69 2S24.43 112.78 136.27 0 41.35 270.67 0 657.14 

14 3.49 16.62 3332.41 679.89 4132.67 112.93 152.22 0 104.09 108.30 0 614.92 

Hired Total 
Labour 

632.83 1626.06 

775.64 1749.65 

627.06 1949.62 

757.82 ° 1757.18 
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Fll"!l 
Size 

(Acres) 

Upto2 

2-S 

Above.S 

Total 
L__ _____ -

~ 

Net Cui 
tiVablc 
Area 

(Acn:s) 

9.6 

34.9 

20.31 

64.81 

TABLE 2.2.57 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num Avenge Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
berof fann &iven to (In Rs) (lnRs) 
Crop sizu the crop 

f1111113 (Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Deprecia Seed lnip- ¥ IDorpnic Jnsccti- Home 

Pro- tion tion rue fcrti. c:ide Labour 
Dud Manure lim 

6 1.60 4.64 2370.68 280.17 26S0.85 83.62 1S0.86 0 110.99 34.48 0 358.83 

10 3.49 19.63 2010.18 300.56 2310.74 83.03' 147.98 0 79.97 38.71 0 358.63 

3 6.n 9.33 1929.26 300.10 2229.36 -.. 90.03 ISO.OS 0 109.32 38.58 0 312.96 

19 3.41 33.60 2037.49 . 297.62 2335.11 85.06 148.95 0 92.40 38.09 0 345.98 
-~- '------ L___ ___ ------ ---- ------ --- -- ---- - -- - -- ------ ------- --

Hired TOial 
Labour 

I 

I 

836.20 1580.10 

564.18 1266.93 

568.06 1269.02 

602.82 1310.83. 
._____:.__:__ ____ 
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Farm 1 Net Cui Num 
Size livable· berof 

(Ac:res) Area Crop 
(Acres) Farms 

Upto2 7.95 s 

2-S 3J.9S 9 

Above5 20.32 3 

Total 60.21 17 

tABLE 2.2.58 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Average Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm eivento (In Rs) (In Rs) 
size the crop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By Total Depn:cia Seed lrrip- Orp- Inorganic Jnsetti. 

Pro- tion tion nic Fern· cide 
Duct Manure lizu 

' 

I.S9 3.31 6706.94 7SS.28 . 7462.22 183.08 120.84 0 120.114 302.11 0 

3.SS 9.96 4834.33 632.33 5466.86 173.89 108.43 0 237.9S 237.9S 0 

6.n 7.32 6092.89 491.80 6.584.69 l6S.S1 109.29 0 491.80 491.80 0 

' ' 

3.S4 20.59 5582.80 602.23 6185.Q3 172.41 145.69 0 338.S1 338.51 0 

Home Hired Toml I 

Labour Labour I 
I 

888.21 2072.5 3232.02 

737.95 1932.73 3320.48 

478.14 2042.35 3396.18 

669.74 1994.17 3333.17 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
sw u~ bci'Of 

(Atm!) Ala Crop 
(A~) Farms 

Uplo2 0 0 

2-.S 2.66 9 

AboveS (j 0 

·. TOCII 2.66 17 

TABLE 2.2.59 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VIllAGE 'G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Av~ Area PER ACRE OUIPUT PER. ACRE COST 
&nil pvca to (lnRs) (lnRs) 
size theaop 

(Acres) (Acres) 
Main By TotiJ Deprecia Socd lrrip- Orp- lncqanic lftledi. 

Pro- tim tioa nic Fcni· cidc 
Duct Maaue u. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 

2.66 0.66 9090.90 606.06 9696.96 111.81 151.51 606.06 4lU4 215.15 151.51 

0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.66 0.66 9090.90 606.06 9696.96 181.81 151.51 606.06 424.24 21S.J5 151.51 

---------- ----- --

Home Hired Total 
Labour LabcJqr I 

' 

0 0 0 

S4S.45 Til:n 31Sl.SI 

0 0 0 

S4S.4S m:n 3151.57 
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Farm = 'Num 
Sille berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 
(Acres) Fanns 

Uplo2 6.96 4 

2·S 28.96 I 

AboYoS 20.32 3 

Total 56.24 15 

TABLE 2.2.60 
. 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(19Q5..96) 

A\UIIII) Ala PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
(lnRs) (In Rs) farm gMmiO 

size lbecrop 
(Acna) (Aael) 

Mlill By TCICII DePrOcia Seed lrrip- Orp- IDorpaic lftslldi-
Pro- - lian llic Ferti- ·. cide 
Duct Manure lize:r 

1.74 2.M 3207.54 0 3207.54 78.86 16.79 0 188.67 143.39 0 

3.62 7.31 325.5.11 0 325~.81 98..22 suo 0 195.52 132.69 0 

6.77 4.66 2693.13 0 2693.13 90.13 81.55 0 124 60.08 0 

' 

3.7.5 14.62 3067.71 0 3067.71 92.13 84.12 0 171.68 111.49 0 

- ---·-· 

Home HUed. Total 
Llbour J.abOur 

! 
I 

' 

; 

528.30 607.,. 16111.49 

432.28 578.65 1513.40 
' 

386.26 49H6 I236.0S 

43.5.02 .5S6.76 1444.0S 
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Farm Net Cui N11111 ·A venae 
Size tivable bcrot firm 

(Acres) Area Crop -(A<:res) FllmiS (Acres) 

Upl02 0 0 0 

2·.5 0 0 0 

Above$ 7.M 1 7.M 

Tocal 7.66 I 7.M 

-

TABLE 2.2.61 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •G' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Area PER ACRE OU1PUT PER ACRE COST 
gillen to (lnRs) (In Rs) 
theaup 
(Acres) 

MaiD By Teal Dcpreeia Seed lnip- Orp- IDorpnic IDiecti- . 
Pro- tiOII Iilla nic Ferti- cide 
Duct MarKin: lila 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 

0 0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1.00 0 0 14600 ISO 3000 240 280 4~ 100 

1.00 0 0 14600 150 3000 :Me) 280 420 100 

- - - ---------- -----

Home Himl Tout 
Labour Labour i 

I 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

3M \ 740 .5290 

360 740 .5290 
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Farm Net Cui 
Sia tMble 

(ACle!). Area 
(Ac:R:S) 

UpiD2 600 

2-S 25.48 

AboYeS 20.16 

TotJI SJ.M 

TABLE 2.2.62 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE ·w OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK Rl)RAL ECQNOMY 

(1995-96) 

., 
' 

Num Avcrac Area PER ACRE OUTPliT PER ACRE COST 
bcrof efknn &iYeR to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
CnJp sia !he crop 

F111111S (ACle!) (Ac:n:s) 
MaiD By TGIII llqJm:ia Seed lrrllrr Olp- lnorpnic IDsec:li- Home Hired 

PIO- tian tioa nic: Fati- clde Labour Lebour 
duct Mammi IIJlCI' 

.. 1.5 4.00 4395 690 5085 122.5 181.25 0 J2S 4S 61.25 S90 sss 

8 3.19 11.31 39')5.57 652.18 4698.49 122.5 168.43 0 120.24 127.32 9.72 431.47 326.25 

3 6.72 11.33 4933.f!O lOIS S94UO 113.17 1~.4& 0 63.25 215.35 0 510.15 . 516.32 

1.5 1.44 16.64 4196.69 9IH$ $281.28 131.50 167.72 0 li.S.49 ,,239 19.03 48.74 416.69 

·- . - ----~--- ~--'--~-- L.__ __ ---- . -'----

TOIIII 

I 

1980 

1601.67 

IS23.83 

1625.17 
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F11t111 Net Cui 
Sizc liYiblc 

(Ac:tes) Area 
(Ams) 

Upto2 3.66 

2-S &0.6S 

AbovcS 0 

Teal 14.32 

tABLE 2.2.63 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VtLLAGE 'H' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

N1m Avena ARia PER ACRE OUTPUT PER. ACRE COST 
berof olirm giwuto (Ia Rs) (In Rs) 
CrDp . aile tbcaop 
FIIIBS (Acres) (Aaa) 

Main By Tocal l.J.::precia Seed lrrip- Orp- ~ IIIIICIIlti- Homo. Hin:d 
Pro- tlon lion nic Ferti- clde Labour Labour 
duct Mf!RUI'e JIDir 

2 1.83 1.33 2857.14 375.93 3233.08 112.78 150.37 0 150.37 16Hl 0 4Sl.l0 781.95 

3 3.55 3.66 2416.33 191~ 26n.SS 112.02 150.27 0 120.21 91.36 0 303.27 .501U9 
.. 

' 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

s 2.86 ... 99 2515.16 240.47 2125.64 112.22 150.29 0 128.2S 116.23 0 350.69 581.16 

-- ----- ----~---- - ----

' 

Total 

1646.61 

1319.67 

0 

l.co6.111 
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Fann Net Cui Nllm 
Size tivablo . berof 

(Aaes) Ala Crap 
(Acns) Fanns 

UP102 6.32 .. 

2·5 28.25 7 

Abovc5 20.13 3 

Total 54.7 14 

TABLE 2.2.64 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'H' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

A"Yellll! Area PER ACRE OlJTPUf PER ACRE COST 
etirm Biven to (In Rs) (In Rs) ., lbeaop 
(Acres) (Acres) 

Maia By TOIII Dcprecia Seed Jtrip- Orp- lftcqlnic ..... Home 
Plo- doll tioll nic Ferti- cidc Labour 
Duct Millin lizer 

I-'ll 2.98 6305.36 8&9.26 7194.62 177.8.5 110.73 0 281.87 449.66 67.11 704.69 

3.40 8.31 675'-71 1064.98 7796.63 178.09 105.19 0 291.21 688.32 S4.1S 671.48 

6.71 4.65 8032..26 192.27 8924.9 161.29 122.58 0 206.45 504.30 73.12 6TT.42 

3.S9 IS.34 7043.91 981.15 8142.14 u,.so 111.66 0 264.74 590.02 .62.11 679.42 

.-

Hired TCIIIII 
·. ·h.our 

1476.51 3268.4.'1 

1797.83 3786.37 

1838.71 3583.87 

1749.611 3653.37. 
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FIOII Ne&Cul Num 
Size' tMible bet of' 

(Acres) Area Ctup 
(Acm) Farms 

Upto2 9.31 1 

2-S 15.U ,. 

AboveS 20.16 3 

TOIII 4-4.62 IS 

TABLE 2.2.65 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VIllAGE 'H' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

'(1995-96) 

AYCiliiC Aiel PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
(In Rs) (ID Rs) linn pea eo 

size die crop 
(Ains) (Aae!J) 

Main By Total Depree Seed !nip· <lip- lnolpnk: lftsccti. Home ,. illioa tion nlc Fcrti- «=* Llbour 
duct Manuse lber 

1.33 3.97 1133.75 917.40 882J.IS 196.47 166.24 710.7& ~.II 730.-47 154.91 S74.30 

).03 3.91 9441.2) 6S326 10100.50 16Ul 16S.I2 S89.9) 311.,; 507.54 125.61 '417.09 

6.n -4.66 7296.13 81HS 8927.03 171.67 I.SS.S7 944.20 242.48 7t/J.69 112.40 489.21 

' 

2.97 12.61 IU4U2 &1139 9264.07 177.63 126.16 m.t6 3M.82 681.99 1SS.83 ' 493.26 

- ---------- -~----

:______ ____ 

Himl ToQI 
Labour 

1136.20 4303.25 

&59.29 3100.$0 

909.87 38SS.I9 

965.16 3~.14 

----- -- ----
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Farm NdCul Num A venae 
Si2le tivablc bcrof tinn 
(~) Area CAip size 

(Acres) Fams (Am:s) 

Uplo2 4.65 3 l.SS 

2·S 23.10 ? 3..30 

AbovcS 20.16 3 6.72 

Total 44.91 13 3.69 

TABLE 2.2.66 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE cH' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(199S-96) 

Area PER ACRE OUTPliT PER ACRE COST 
Jiveato (InKs) (In Rs) 
tbecmp 

(Acres) MaiD By TOial Dcpm; Seed ~nip- ~ laarpnic Wec:ti- Home 
Pro- iation tlon nie fcrti. '* labour 
duct Mlmun: 1il.cf 

1.32 304S.4S 0 304S.4S 113.63 96.96 166.66 21212 166.66 0 409.09 
... 

6 .. 98 2951.29 0 29SI.29 98.71 86.81 6S.90 IJ7.S4 91.69 0 349.50 

3.65 3063.01 0 3063.01 87.67 86.30 &2.19" 147.94 79.45 0 410.95 

11.95 l 299$.11 0 2995.81 96.99 87.78 81.89 148.95 96.23 0 374.85 

~- - -~--

Hired To&al i 

Labour 
! 

606.06 1817.27 

512.89 1357.-44 

460.27 1313.69 

507.11 1401.49 
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Farm Net Cui Num AVCA~C 
Size livable bcrof firm 

(Acral) AJQ Crop -(Aaes) PIDIIS (Aaa) 

Upto2 0 0 0 

2·5 4.00 l 4.00 

AbovcS 0 0 0 

Total 4.00 l 4.00 

.. 

TABLE 2.2.67 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'H' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

' '(1995-96) 

~ PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
aiveo., (In Rs) (In R.s) 
lhec:n., 
(Acres) 

Maill By TOIII Dopreci s.J lrrip- Olp- IDDipoic lnsecti-
Pro- ation tion Die Fcrti- cide 
dues t.tamR liacr" 

., 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1.00 24000 0 24000 200 4000 410 S40 710 200 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1.00 24000 0 24000 200 <1000 480 S40 780 200 

- --- - - -- ------

Home Hired Tom! 
Labour Labour 

.. 

0 0 0 

720 720 7640 

0 0 0 

/ 

720 720 7640 
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Farm NdCul 
Sim livable 

(Acre&) Area 

(Aaa} 

Upeo2 10.26 

2-S 45.76 

Abcr<eS 12.33 

Total 68.35 

TABLE 2.2.68 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF TRADITIONAL MONSOON PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'I' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num A..aage Anla PER ACRE OUfPUf PER ACRE COST 
berot' &rm given to (lnRs) (In Rs) 
Crop - tbeaap 

(Am!) 
FIIIIIS (Aaa} Maim By TOIII Dllpnx:i Seed krip. Orp- laorpnic lnJeaj- HomC HiRd 

Pro- lltioB tim nic Fcdi- cide l..lbo\lr UboW 
due( Mallule liz« 

6 1.71 4.65 4425.80 827.95 S2S3.76 127.74 165.59 0 253.76 116.12 0 666.66 724.73 

13 3.52 2421 3167.12 724.50 4591.62 111.45 163.95 0 132.46 7720 0 433.96 S98.S3 

I 12.33 7.33 4418.40 763.91 S2S2.38 10,.68 1~).75 0 98.22 130.96 0 671.03 723.05 

I 

20 3.42 36.59 40i-+.85 745.56 4808.13 111.96 161.51 0· 141.02 92.92 0 512.43 639.51 

.. --- ---- ----------
L.._ __ L_ ____ ------·-

Tacal 

i 

2036.n 

1525.03 

1902.45 

1668.21 

-·-----
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F111111 Net Cui 
SizJc tMble 

(Acres) Ala 

(Acres) 

Upto2 10.31 

2-S 49.45 

AboveS 5.66 

Total 65.42 

-------- -~---

TABLE 2.2.69 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF·MONSOON TRADITIONAL PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •1• OF TUFA~GANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Num A~ Area PER ACRE OUfPUf PER ACRE COST 
berof &rm pea to (In Rs) (lnRs) 
Crop sa ~crop 

(Aaa) 
Farms (Aaes) Mala By TOIIII llCipla:.i Seed brip- Orp- IJMqll1il: ~ Hume Hirod 

Pro- ation tiall Die Fati- cidc Llbour l..obaar 
duct MillliR ~ .. 

6 1.72 -4.32 21100.92 55'-55 3356.47 115.74 IS2.n 0 206.01 201.38 0 456.01 5411.61 

13 3.110 18.62 2145 . .54 370.56 2518.79 93.23 152.25. 0 127.21 116.86 0 352.30 499.46 . 

I 5.66 2.33 2317.50 316.26 2703.&5 103.00 150.21 0 120.17 90.12 0 412.01 S7S.IO 

:1D 3.27 2527 2273.44 403.63 2676.88 97.91 152.15 0 140.08 128.114 0 375 . .54 SI.U4 

Talal 

1633.86 

.. 

1356.65 

1467.81 

1416.62 
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F3111l Net Cui Num. 
Size tivable bar of 

(Acra) AR:a CniP 

(Aaes) FIIIIIS 

Upto2 831 5, 

2-5 43.79 II 

AboveS 5.66 1 

TOIII 57.?3 17. 

-- ---- -- ------ ------

TABLE 2.2.70 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF PRE-MONSOON JUTE (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE •1' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Awnae Ala PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
firm Kivea 10 (In Rs) (In Rs) 
lim die crap .,, 

(Aal:s) 
(Aaca) Main By Tolal llepreci Seed lrrip- Orp- biolpnic IJISCCb. Home 

Pro- !dian cion "nic ·Fern- ciclc Labour 
duct Mallure lUa' 

1.66 2.31 476&.39 909.09 6677.48 169.26 116.88 0 316.01 891.77 112.55 813.11 

3.9& 10.4& 6044.84 154 6898.84 187.02 116.41 0 200.38 589.69 62.02 901.71 

,,66 1.66 5421.67 90361 6125.30 144.51 96.39 0 156.63 50602 60.24 900.61 

3.39 1·US 5929.06 861.51 6m.s1 178.19 113.41 0 212.52 624.48 69.46 893.39 

-~ 

Hired Tolll 
Labour 

', 

-

1779.22 4268.83 

1656.41 3?44.27 

1506.02 ll13.49 

1648.55 3762.10 
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Fann Net Cui Num 
Size tivable berof 

(Acres) Area Crop 

(Aa'es) FIIIUIS 

·-

Upto2 0 0 

2-S 4.00 I 

AboveS 0 0 

Tocal 4.00 I 
--

TABLE 2.2.71 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER HYV PADDY (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'l' OF TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY . 

(1995-96) 

AVCPBC Area PER ACRE OlTfPUT PER ACRE COST 
farm givcniO (lnRs) (In Rs) 
size lbccrDp 

(Aaes) 
(Acres) Main By TCIIIII Depreci Seed krip- Orp- lrKJrsllnic Jmcdj. fl.ome 

PrD- ation tion Die Fcrti- c::idc l.abow 
duct ~ liz« 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 

4.00 0.66 8484.84 606.06 9090.90 IRS I ISI.SI 424.24 363.63 S4HS 113.63 7Zl.'n 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4.00 0.66 8484.114 606.06 9090.90 151.51 151.51 424.24 363.63 S4H5 113.63 727.'n 
---- ------- --- -- ---

Hired Tocal 
Labour 

0 0 

848.48 3325.7S 

0 0 

848.48 332HS 
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Farm Net Cui Num 
Si1Je ti\'llble bcrof 

(Acrea) Ami Cnlp 
(Mel) fiJIIIS 

Uptol J.66 2 

2-S 31.76 8 

Abovc5 () 0 

Tocal 35.42 to · 

TABLE 2.2.72 

PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER MUSTARD (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'I' OF TUFANGANJ II. BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Avemae Area PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
(In Rs) (In Rs) farm aivento 

size lhccrop 
(Alns) (Aaes) 

Main By Total Dcprcci Socd !nip- ,J,ga. lllorpnic: JDscc;&i- Home 
Pro- ltiora lion Die: Fcni- cidc Llbour 
duct l'damue lizl:r 

1.83 0.66 3560.60 0 3S60.60 136.36 833' 333.33 343.48 0 0 469.69 

3.97 S.64 3296.09 0 3296.09 89.18 86.17 93.97 216.31 203.90 0 3S8.16 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 

3.54 6.3 3323.80 0 3323.80 94.12 BS.S7 119.05 230.16 32.37 0 369.84 
-- ----- -~- . 

I 
I 
' 

Hired Total 
Labour 

S45.4S 1916.66 

428,9') 1494.50 

0 0 

441.19 UJ11.73 
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Farm Net CUI Num Av~ 
Size tiwblo bcrof farm 

(Ao'ee) Area crop able 
(Acres) Fll'IDII (Acres) 

Upco2 3.66 2 1.83 

2·5 ~1.96 s 4.39 

Above5 5.66 I 5.66 

Total 31.27 8 3.91 

TABLE 2.2.73 

'PER ACRE OUTPUT AND COST OF WINTER POTATO (IN RUPEES) 
VILLAGE 'I' OF TUFANGANJ ·u BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Ana PER ACRE OUTPUT PER ACRE COST 
&ivai to (In Rs) (In Rs) 
tbo CI'Dp 
(Aaes) 

Main By TOCIII llcpRici Soed lnip- Orp- lllorpnil: J.bsec:ti. 
Plo- atioo tiaa nic Feni- dde 

- duct MMwe Ji=' 

. 
0.66 21818.18 0 21818.18 2S7.SO 40.90 606.06 636.36 1060.60 0 

4.32 14710.64 0 14710.64 174.76 3634.25 45~33 358.79 759.25 92.59 

1.33 19172.93 0 19172:93 1117.96 4060.15 360.90 270.67 ' 481.20 105.26 

6.31 16394.60 0 16394.(!0 186.19 3771.68 453.24 369.24 732.16 85.57 
- --- - - ---

--~ 

lbDe Hired TCICal 
labour Labour 

I 

"':f>9.M 1363.63 89&4.14 

745.37 986.11 7209.49 

631.57 I02B5 1120.30 

8l9.98 1033.27 7376.38 
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Size 
(in Acre) 

Upto2 

2-5 

Above 5 

Total 

Appendix- 8 

TABLE 2.3.01 , 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR DESI OR TRADITIONAL COW 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

NUMBER OF PER ANIMAL OUTPUT (IN RS.) 
PER ANIMAL COST (RS.) 

Farms Animals Milk Cowdung Offspring Total Feeding and Maintenance 

17 21 3867.00 483.00 533.00 4483.00 2810.00 

36 26 : 3557.00 433.00 482.00 4472.00 2740.00 

4 6 0 3450.00 390.00 450.00 4290.00 2628.00 

' 

57 53 3668.00 448.00 497.00 4614.00 2761.00 

' 

* Only farms owning Desi or traditional cows are included 
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Size 
(in Acre) 

Upto2 

2-5 

Above 5 

Total 

TABLE 2.3.02 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR DESI OR TRADITIONAL COW 
TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

NUMBER OF PER ANIMAL OUTPUT (IN RS.) 
PER ANIMAL COST (RS.) 

Fanns Animals Milk Cowdung Offspring Total Feeding and Maintenance 

13 17 3229 400.00 400.00 4020.00 2610.00 

42 31 3290 361.00 484.00 4135.00 2740.00 

17 29 3330 493.00 513.00 4336.00 2850.00 

72 77 3290 420.00 558.00 4185.00 2727.00 

------ ~ 

I 
I 
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Size 
, (in Acre) 

Upto2 

2-5 

P,.bove 5 

Total 

' 

' 
TABLE 2.3.03 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR DESI OR TRADITIONAL COW 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

NUMBER OF PER ANIMAL OUTPUT (H; RS.) 
PER ANIMAL COST (RS.) 

Farms Animals Milk Cowdung Offspring Total ·Feeding and .Maintenance 

8 II 3410.00 400.00 425.00 4235.00 2708.00 

15 19 3290.00 380.00 480.00 4150.00 2850.00 

7 10 3300.00 420.00 510.00 4230.00 2925.00 

30 40 3325.00 399.00 445.00 4193.00 2847 '."l 

\ 

I 
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? . 

I ''~! 

' Fann 
Size 

I 
(in Acre) 

Upto2 

2. 5 

Above5 

Total 

TABLE 2.3.04 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR DESI OR TRADITIONAL COW 
SUM OF THE BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

Number of PER ANIMAL OUTPUT (IN RS.) PER ANIMAL 
COST( RS.)& 

Fanns Animals Milk Cowdung Offspring Total 
(Feeding and 
Maintenance 

38 49 3632.00 435.00 469.00 4536.00 2730.00 

' 

93 76 ' 3228.00 403.00 480.00 4111.00 278.5.00 

28 45 3299.00 430.00 470.po 4199.00 2871.00 

\59 170 3363.00 419.00 474.00 4257.00 2792.00 

-

I 
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FOlm Nu•nber No. or 
Size of Animal 

(Acre) Fanns• 

Upto2 12 22 

2-5 17 23 

AboveS 3 5 

Total 32 50 

-~~---

APPENDIX-C 
T~LE2.4.01 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR HYV COW (IN RS.) 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

PER ANIMAl OUTPUT (lA R.s ) PF.R ANIMAL COST (In Rs.) 
i 

Guss Strllw COnllcn- Oil Our Hu~of Salt 
Milk Cowdwlg Oft'sJirinl TOCII and lb. !nile Cake : Paddy 

feed (Pule) etc. 

-
13056 15.ZO 1017 IS663 I BOO 1370 2640 416 209 S80 280 

12135 1460 1020 IS31S 1740 1400 2410 400 312 600 300 

12196 1400 1000 14596 1600 1-480 2400 ,20 240 soo 310 

12863 1-480 1047 15396 1752 l39S 2463 419 m S81 292 

• FlltlDS here I'DCII'I ooly animal husbandry fann, • 

J 
Medicine Hoene Hired. Total 

Labour labour 

I2S 2480 0 9960 

140 2400 0 9772 

144 2380 0 9574 

tJJ 2433 0 9835 
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Fann Nwnber 
Size off111'111!1 Number 

(Acre) of 
Animll 

Uplol 17 2S 

2-S 31 66 

At-eS 2 3 

TOial so 94 

--- -----

TABLE 2.4.02 

. PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR HYV COW (IN RS.) 
. TUFANGANJ 'I BLOCK RURAL E;CONOMY 

(1995-.96). 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUJ' (In Its.) PER ANIMAL COST (Ill Rs.) 

Milk CowduR& <>lfspriiJI Tollll On= Straw ~ Oil Gur Husk of Sail 
IUid Hex trate Cake Paddy 

feed (PuRl) ctl:. 

13672 1660 1100 16432 1824 1360 2460 600 180 520 300 

12933 1580 1080 15593 17SS 1392 2400 520 200 540 310 

1080S ISOO 1000 13305 1686 1340 2210 480 190 600 320 

13062 1599 1099 15366 1771 136& 2412 540 194 536 308 

---- -- -- L______---~--· 

MediciAe Home Hired T01al 
Labour Labour 

i 

! 

-tSO 2600 0 9994 

170 2560 0 9827 

180 2440 0 9516 

16$ 2567 0 9861 
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Farm Nwnber 
Size of No. of 
(At:rc) Farms Animal 

Uplo2 s 7 

2-S IS 19 

AbovcS 7 IS 

Total 27 41 

TABLE 2.4.03 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR HYV COW (IN RS.) 
TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-'96) 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT (In Rs.) PERANIMALCOST(In Rs.) 

Milk Cowdq Off- Tocal Grass Straw CcJoccn- Oil Gur Husk Sak Medicine 
spring and tndc c..u of 

lb. feed . (Pure) l'lddy 
etc. 

13548 1600 1080 16728 1860 1400 2800 480 228 480 300 I !SO 

11868 1420 1000 142i8 1680 1560 2420 620 216 620 320 145 

111860 1340 1020 13220 152() 1600 2380 690 200 600 316 165 

. 

11786 1421 1021 1422& 1652 IS47 l470 622 212 589 315 153 

- --- -

I 

i 

I 

' 
Home Hired ' . Total 
lAbOur Labour 

2520 0 10218 

2~ 0 10061 

2400 0 9871 

2457 0 \0018 
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F111111 Number 
Size of No. of 

(Acre) farms Animal 

Upto2 ~ S4 

2-S 63 101 

AbovcS 13 23 

Total 110 185 

TABLE 2.4.04 

PER ANIMAL OUTPUT AND COST FOR HYV COW (IN RS.) 
SUM OF THE BLOCK RURAL ECONOMIES 

(1995-'96) 

- · .... 

i>t.lt ANIMAL OlJTPUT (In Rs.) PER ANIMAL COST (In Rs.) 
.. 

\ 

Milk Cowdlma Off. Total Grass Straw Concaltrllc Oil Ow- Hust. Salt 
sprina and feed em of 

Hex (Pure) Paddy 
etc. 

13405 tm 1092 16092 1819 1369 25n S09 198 . j]9 292 

1272S IS26 1063 1.5314 1739 1-423 2420 Sl2 2Z1 567 310 

-

11143 1374 1013 13530 ISS9 1540 2371 62S 207 S7B 315 

12727 ' 1.527 1065 IS319 1740 . 1472 2460 .525 216 S60 30.5 

---~----

Mc:dicinc Home Hinld TOIBI 
LaboUr Labour 

140 2541 0 9619 

IS9 2512 0 9869 

162 2401 0 97SII 

1.54 2S07 0 9939 

- .. - ~___L 
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Fat'J'U Size 
(Acre> 

NoLuid 
Upto2 
2-5 

AboveS 
Total 

Appendix D · 
TABLE2.S.l 

OUTPUI', COSTS AND MARGIN OF NON-AGRICUL llJRAL ACTIVITIES 
TUF ANGANJ BLOCK lli;JLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

----- -_L_ 

No.ofUnit Fixed Input Current lriput. Total Input Total Output Margin 
(In Rs.) (In Rs.) _(In Rs.) (In Rs.) . (In Rs.) 

7 20000 ' 1,05,000 1,25,000 1,77,000 2,52,000 
6 25,000 1,50,000 1,75,000 4,03,000 2,28,000 
1 80,000 10,0()0 90,000 1,46,000 56,000 
I 15,000 50,®0 60,000 ' 1,00,000 40,000 

15 1,3S,OOO 3,15,()00 . 4,50,000 10,26,00() 5,76,000 

l11t<kr No Land Growo 
{ 2"'"' ...,.__ ....... 1 Ueil s~ aoc1 Tea SlaiJ. 

I Unit Btlb-makiDg. 
I Unit Mlmafldure of C/JitrJ 

Tocal 7 Units are Wortina : I . Unit Tailorina. 
I. Unit tbe Rickshaw-puller. 

UDIO 2 Acr1 a-
{ 2""" ...,""""""" T ...... I UDit Paddy husking. 

ToW 6 Unia arc Wortills I Unit Milkman of milk ll8dill& llld CMe. JTIIIkin&. 
I Unll ClliN Making 
!.Unit Weaving 

Uwlu1.-~Gro. 

I Unit is Working { I Unit Huskiog Mill. 

AbowSAn'l 

{ lUnit Fertilizlcf Shop (Seuonal). 
I Unit is Wcning : 

Tocal No. of Units attosctber IS 

Margin Per Unit 
(In Rs.) ' 
36.000 
38,000 
56,000 
40,000 

3,84,000 

,_ 
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Farm Size 
(Acre) 

NoLand 
Upto2 
2-.S 

AboveS 
Total 

TABLE2.5.2 
OUTPUT, COSTS AND MARGIN OF NON-AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

COOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 
(1995-96) 

No.ofUnit Fixed Input Current Input Total Input .I Total Output Margin 
(In Rs:) (In Rs.) (In Rs.) . . (In Rs.) (In Rs.) 

6 20000 70,000 90,000 2,94.000 2.04,000 
s 60,000 t.oo.ooo 160.000 4.00.000 2.40.000 
I 7.5000 20,~ 9S,OOO 1,37,000 42,000 
- - - - - -
12 I..S.S 000 1,90000 3 45,000 8, 31,000 4,86,000 . 

U1fder No /.Q1fd GrowJ : 

{ 
2 UniiB Petty COIIJIIIOditY Trading. 
I Unit P411Hbop. 

TOial 6 Uoltlll\l Wortinl I Unil Pdly clodlndina (Hil·Daw). 
I Unit BldHullldna 
I.URit AIMrl-mllkin& 

UDIO 2 A~ Grot~P { 2 Units Petty Commodity TradiJii. 
I Unit Petty Sweet Slqls. 

TOial S Uuits ~Worldng I Unit Petty timber-trading. 
I Unit &41 Factory 

U1!!ler 2- s (imp 

I Unit is Wadin& { I Unil Paddy Ht5lcing Mill 

AbovcS Nil 
Total No. of Unns lllfosether 12 

Margin per 
Acre 

34,000 
48,000 
42,000 

-
40,500 
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Fatm Size 
· (Acre) 

NoLand 
U_pto 2 
2-S 

AboveS 
Total 

TABLE2.S.3 
OUTPUT, COSTS AND MARGIN OF NON-AGRICl,JLTURAL ACTIVITIES 

TUFANGANJ II BLOCK. RURAL ECONOMY . 
\. ........... _ ,._,, 

No. ofUnft Fixed Input · Current~ TotallDput T'*' OutpUt · Margin 
(In Rs.) (In Rs.) 

6 14,000 66,000 
5 12,000 . 60,000' 
3 10,000 45,000 
- - -
14 36,000 1,71,000 

lln4fr No fmd(jrgtp 

Total 6 Units are Workq 

([pro 1 Acrr GroJcl 

TOWI 5 UAila ve Wortin& 

(In Rs.) (In Rs.) 

80,000 2,55,000 
72,000 2,52,000 
ss,ooo 1,69.1000 

- -
2,07,000 3,78,000 

3 Unils Pdly COII!DIOdity Tl'ldina (s.onai). 

{ 

l Unil ManufDcnnn Mllrl (P,uffcd Ria:). 
1 Unit ~-trading (Uiepl). 
I Unit BW/i-mki113. 

I Unit llice procaaon and sell it D olhcr places. 

(In Rs.) 
1,75,000 
1,80,000 
1,14,000 

-
4,69~000 

I Unit Milk tradille (MicHiesniD) IIIII millt procasors. . . 

Margin per 
Unit 

29,000 
36,000 
38,000 

-
33,500 

{ 

2 Unia Pelly COIIIIIIOdn) Trading. 

I UDit Petty timber 1llldill& llld CI!IUiily ~il!g at tile Plywood tildlRy. 

Utdu; .?- Hi1'9'1' 

3 Units is Working 

AboveS 
ToUI No. of Units 14. 

{ 
2 UDils l'eUy ClOIIDJIOdity trading. 
I Uuit Hanloeopldl cloac,lr. 

Nil 

I 
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·~ 

Farm Size 
(Acre) 

NoLand 

Upto2 

2-5 

AbOve s 

Total 

~ 
'f 

I 

TABLE2.5.4 
OUTPUT, COSTS AND MARGIN OF NON-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES 

SUM OF THE BLOCK RURAL ECONOMIES 
(1995-96) 

No. ofUnit Fixed Input Current Input TotaiiDput Toal Output Margin Margin per 
(In Rs..) (~Its.) (In Rs.) (In Rs.) (In Rs.) Unit 

19 54,000 2,41,000 2,95,000 9,26,000 6,31,000 
I 

33,210.52 : 
' 

16 97,000 3,70,000 4,67,000 10,55,000 6.48,000. 40,SOO 

s 1,65,000 90,00Q 2,SS,OOO 4,52,000 2,12,000 42,400 

I 10,000 ' 50,000 60,000 I,OO,OQO 40,0oo 40,000 

41 3,26,000 
I 

7,Sl,~ 10,77,000 2S,3~.ooo 15,31,000 37,34l..t6 
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CHAPTER Ill 

REGRESSION PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous Chapter we interpreted the crude schedules organized 

and classified by the three sizes of fanns and the total of the village or the 

block economy. For the crops the inputs were depreciation, seed, irrigation, 

organic manures, inorganic fertilizers, insecticides, home labour man-days, 

hired labour man-days. In case of outputs _from the traditional cows the inputs 

were grazing on non-cropped lands and, specially for_ some, hays_and husks. In 

case of outputs from HYV cows inputs were more numerous such as grass, hay 

or straw, concentrates, pure oilcakes, gur, husks of grains and pulses, salt, 

medicine and rn~dical treatment,Jabour man. days. 

Our interpretation in the preceding Chapter was made on the basis of the 

close scrutiny of the data shown on tabulation against the different groups of 

fanns. In this Chapter we deal with regression functions. Except in the case of 

traditional cows, we built up multiple regression production functions both for 

crops as wel~ as for outputs from HYV cows. For traditional cows which were 

fed in the majority of cases through grazing in whatever non-cropped lands 

were available we use simple regression production-functions. . 

Building and using regression functions have their own problems. We 

have in the first stage prepared production schedules on the basis of data from 

every household production unit. To take the example of crops, for every fann 

we have output per acre and the per acre costs on eight different inputs. Thus 

we have as many sets of per acre outputs and per acre inputs as the number of 

fanns. In the next stage a complete ·array is constructed in the ascending order 

of total costs per acre. Then we reduce the total numb_er of observations by 

grouping on the basis of nearness of the total costs. This way we have about 
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twenty-five observations. For such large data the processing in these days are 

simplied by the services of the computer. 

The fmal results in the fonn of regression coefficients depend, therefore, 

on three distinct processes of the technique. The first process consists in 

fieldwork and writing the entries on the basis o( -the ·infonnat~on provided by 

the infonnants; There is little doubt that enough care has been taken to keep the 

non-sampling error emanating from the fieldwork at minimum. The second 

process includes the various steps of tabulation leading to the production 

schedules that were sent to the computer for the estimated regression functions. 

Non-sampling errors are even ready here also to creep into the production · · 

schedules, which were finally sent for calculation to the computer center. The 

investigator has done his best to keep at bay, these non-sampling errors to the 

best of his ability. The process left for the computer center is beyond his power. 

We must add, however, that the best possible person has been engaged for this 

purpose to make sure that no non-sampling etror enters through this process. 

3.2 Rl::-GRESSION FUNCTIONS FOR CROPS 

Since we would nOt like to depend on any special statistical technique 

we have analysed the crude farm group-wise output-input data for 

supplementary support of fmdings. The mnemonic names are used in the fitted 

regression function tables. So we have to explain how the mnemonic.names are 

used ior the variables. We have two kindsDftotal output functions. The firSt of 

them is the main total output (Rs. ). It is sum of main outputs of all crops 

. expressed in rupees. The second one is the total output including all by 

products, also expressed in rupees. For both types of total outputs we have 

considered the total costs of production for all crops together. Both the output 

and the costs are expressed as per acre, as if an acre is a unit of production. 

The meanings of the mnemonic names are as follows : 

Tomava = · ~er acre total output (main) [Rs.]. 

Tobiva 

Dereva 

Seedva 

= 

= 

= 

Per acre total output including byproducts [Rs.]. 

Per acre cost [Rs.] of depreciation. 

Per acre cost [Rs.] of seeds. 
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Irriva :::: Per acre cost [Rs.] of irrigation. 

Orgava = Per acre cost [Rs.] of organic manures. 

Inorva = Per. acre cost [Rs.] of inorganic fertilizers. 

Inseva = Per acre cost [Rs.] of insecticides. 

Holava = Per acre cost [Rs.] of home labour man days. 

Hilava = Per acre cost [Rs.] of hired labour man-days. 

With mnemonic names we analyse the two· kinds of total output 

functions. Apart from these total output functions we analyse two other crop 

output functions :jute and pre-monsoon traditional paddy. For jute we have 

only one type of output, namely, main output. But for pre-monsoon traditional 

paddy,_ we have two outputs : (i) main and (ii) including by product. The 

mnemonic names for these two crops are as follows : 

Jumava 

Aumava 

Aubiva 

= 

= 

= 

Per acre main output of jute (Rs~). 

-Per acre main output of pre-monsoon traditional 

~ Paddy [Rs.]. 

Per acre output including byprodUct of pre- . 

monsOon traditional paddy [Rs.]. 

We now-analyse, one by one, the output functions. In Table 3.2. I A, we 

~t the estimated values of the co-efficients of the total ,output functiun 

(main) {Rs.] and the imputed values of t with degree of freedom. 

Corresponding to this Table we present the marginal products in Table No. 

3.2.m. 



Sl. No. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 
.. , 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Table : 3.2.lA 

Total Output Function (Main) [in Rs.] 
-(swn of main outputs of all crops) 

Linear Regression 

Variable Coefficient 

' 

Tomava -0.415.9 

Dereva 0.33644 

Seedva 2.5151 

Irriva 19.275 

Orgava 1.6790 

lnorva 1.0713 

Inseva- - 1.1566 

Holava . -0.43923 

Hilava 4.3805 

·R2 = 0.80 
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twith d.f== 19 

-0.57952 

0.12687 

2.0605 

3.4408 

0.72041 

0.45330 

-.093062 

- .1"5228 

2.4250 
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Table: 3.2.18 

Marginal Products Conesponding to Table 3.2.1A 

Variable - Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 0.34 

Seedva 2.58 

Irriva 19.28 

Orgava 1.68. 

Inorva 1.07 

Inseva - 1.16 

Holava -0.44 
i 

Hi lava 4.38 



Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

-
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Table: 3.2.IC 

Total Output Function Main (Rs.) 
(Sum main outputs of all crops) 

Log-linear Regression 

Variable Coefficient 

Tomava 1.3142 

Dereva 0.030951 

Seedva 0.15476 

Iniva 0.21140 

Orgava · 0.14045 

Inorva 0.060871 

Inseva 0.043329 

Holava 0.034479 

Hilava 0.57498 
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t with df== 19 

0.91852 

0.19966 

2.3632 

1.8866 

1.1581 

0.34916 

0.32887 

0.14884 

2.3496 
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Table: 3.2.10 

Marginal Products Corresponding to Table 3.2.1C 

Variable · Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 1.03 

Seedva 2.69 

Irriva .. 11.14 

. 
Orgava 5.15 . 

Inorva 1.04 

lnseva 4.22 t 

Holava 0.38 

Hilava. 4.60 
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Table : 3.2.2A 

Total Output FWtction Including Byproducts (Rs.) Linear Regression 

Sl. No. Variable Coefficient t with d.f= 19 

1. Tobiva -572.99 -0.17460 

2. Dereva - 5.7782 - 1.6221 

3. Seedva 2.8733 1.7112 
,I 

4. Irriva t5.032 1.9977 

5. Orgava 3.1211 0.99697 

6. Inorva 6.8292 2.1513 

7. lnsev~ -8.8094. -0.52770 .. 

8. Holava . 0.96483 0.24902 

9. . Hilava 3.3273 1.3713 

R2 =0.74 
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Table : 3.2.2B 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.2A 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

~ 

Dereva -5.18 

Seedva 2.87 

Irriva 15.03 

· Orgava 3.12 . 

lnorva 6.83 

Inseva -8.80 

Holava 0.965 
•· 

Hilava 3.33 
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Table : 3.2.2C 
. ~~ 

Total Output Function Including Byproducts (Rs)\Linear Regression 

Sl. No. Variable Coefficient twithdf= 19 

1. Tobiva 1.8784 1.1756 

. 
2. Dereva 036244 0.20936 

3. Seedva 0.13648 1.8661 

4. Irriya 0.16204 1.2950 

5. Orgava 0.21586 1.5939 

6. lnorva 0.070165 0.36041 
-

7. Inseva 0.11359 0.77202 
-

8. Holava -0.094812 -0.36651 

9. Hilava 0.56926 2.0831 

R2 = 0.75 
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Table : 3.2.20 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.2C 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 1.37 

Seedva 2.70 

lniva 9.51 

Orgava 8.76 

-Inorva 1.36 

Inseva 13.21 

Holava -1.32 

Hi lava 5.10 



Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Table: 3.2.3A 

Pre-Monsoon Traditional Paddy Output (Main) Function (Rs.) 
Linear Regression 
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Variable Coefficient t with d.f= 19 

Tomava - 1113.3 -0.65267 

Dereva 28.691 2.9472 

Seedva -2.3767 - 0~23414 
" ... 

Iniva 4.6075 . 095779 

Orgava 4.1050 1.0384 

Inorva -. 073175 -0.23272 

Inseva - 14.038 -2.8816 

Holava 3.9272 2.2537 

Hi lava 0.24750 0.15095 
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Table: 3.2.38 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.3B 

-

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 28.69 
-

Seedva -2.38 

Iniva 4.61 

Orgava ·4.10· 

lnorva -0.732 

Inseva - 14.04 

Holava 3.93 
.. 

Hi lava 0.25 



81. No. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Table: 3.2.3C 

Pre-Monsoon Traditional Paddy Output (Main) Function (Rs.) 
Log Linear Regression 
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Variable Coefficient t with df= 20 

Tomava 1.0171 . 044512 

Dereva . 084894 2.09370 

Seedva -.017826 - .{)49629 

Irriva 0.0010621 0.0054932 

Orgava 0.28653 1.5792 

Inorva 0.00054238 0.002464[ 

Inseva -0.35796 -2.8889 

Holava 0.60122 1.9413 

Hilava -0.050244 -0.13849 

R2 =0.66 
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Table : 3.2.3D 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.3C 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 31.82 . 

Seedva -25.69 

Iniva -o;030S 

Orgava 7.30 

lnorva 0.0091 

Inseva -44.5 

~qlava 3.847 

Hilava -0.27 
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Table : 3.2.4A 

Pre-Monsoon Traditional Paddy (Including By-PrOducts) Output Function (Rs.) 
Linear Regression 

Sl. No. Variable Coefficient t with d.f = 20 

1. Tobiva - 1406.3 -0.73211 

2. Dereva -35.442 3.2329 

3. Seedva - 1.9498 -. 017057 

4. Iniva 7.6544 1.4129 

5. Orgava 3.7915 0.85168 

6 Inorva -1.7429 0-~049219 

7. Inseva ··- 15.138 -2.7593 

8. Holava 4.0530 2.0653 

9. Hilava 0.36241 . 0.19627 

R2 =0.66 
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Table : 3.2.4B 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.4A 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva· 35.44 

Seedva • 1.94 

Irriva 7.65 

Orgava 3.79 . 

Inorva .: 1.74 

lnseva - IS.t4 

-
Holava. 4.05 

Hilava 0.362 
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Table : 3.2.4C 

Pre-Monsoon Traditional Paddy (Including By-Products) Output F\Uletion (Rs.) 
Log Linear Regression 

Sl. No. Variable Coefficient twithdf= 20 

1. Tobiva 1.3665 .64124 

2. Dereva .. 83982 3.1133 

3. Seedva 0.010871 0.032454 

. 
4. lrriva 046587 0.25836 

5. . Orgava ' o~2s112 1.4876 

6. lnorva -0.0029627 -0.014436 

7. Inseva -0.33402 -2.8950 

8. Holava 0.57122 1.9777 

9. Hilava -.85395 -.25238 

R2 =0.66 
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Table : 3.2.40 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.4C 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 36.71 

Seedva 0.324 

Iniva 1.56 

Orgava 7.49 

lnorva -0.06 

Inseva - 17.31 
-· 

I 

Holava 4.27 

Hilava -0.57 



' 

Sl. No. 

l. 

2. 

"3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. -

8. 

Table : 3.2.SA 

Jute Output FlUlction (Main) [Rs.] 
Linear Regression 

Variable Coefficient 

Tomava ' -256.01 

Dereva 3.1418 

Seedva -0.69938 

Orgava 1.4262 

Inorva 1.1178 

lnseva 0.84396 

Holava 1.1269 

Hilava 0.93746 
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t with d.f= 20 

-.44351 

1.7443 

-
-.47445 

.,. 

2.1134 

4.6294 

0.84622 

3.0875 

5.7938 
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Table : 3.2.SB 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.SA 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 3.14 

Seedva -0.70 

I 

Orgava 1.43 
-

Inorva 1.12 

lnseva 0.84 

Holava 1.13 

Hilava 0.94 



Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

. 

8. 

Table : 3.2.5C · 

Jute Output Function (Rs) 
. Log Linear Regression 

Variable Coefficient 

Tomava 1.6625 

Dereva 0.12076 

Seedva 0.08548 

Orgava 0.055280 

lnorva .14615 

Ins eva 0~043629 

Holava 0.20792 

Hi lava 0.40377 

R2 =. 086 
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twithdf=20 

1.3445 

1.1792 

0.35119 

1-.4040 

2.8895 

0.83660. 

2.1392 

4.4040 
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Table : 3.2.50 

Marginal Products (Rs.) Corresponding to Table 3.2.5C 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Dereva 2.79 

Seedva 0.906 

Orgava 1.22 

Inorva 0.922 

lnseva 1.047 

Holava 0.919 

I 
Hilava 0.896 

3.2.1C and 3.2.10 given respectively the fitted log linear function and 

the corresponding marginal products. What regression functions can do is to 

show how the inputs have contributed to prodUction during the time in 

. question. We have no power to extra polate on either side. But if properly fitted . 

with due care and due grouping this c~ be a guide for immediate future. Even 

though the fitting for tae linear and the· non-linear function is quite good and 

almost identical, it appears that log linear function has been more appropriate~ 

as there is no negative marginal product. Irrigation and organic manures have 

highly contributed to production. 
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Considering the relevant tables, namely~ 3.2.2A, 3.2.2B, 3.2~2C and 

3.2.20 which relate the total output function including by products, we also 

find that perfonnance of the log-linear function is better and irrigation and _ 

organic manures have contributed- to the heightening of the total output 

including the byproducts. 

On the basis of these two functions in two different forms, especially in 

the log linear form, we can say that small irrigation and organic manures as 

individual inputs have a great role in expanding output and employment. 

We however, present production functions of two individual. crops, 

namely, jute and pre-monsoon traditional paddy. For pre-monsoon traditional 

paddy we present (i) maiD product function and (ii) product including 

byprodu.cts. Each of these functions are fitted both, in the linear and log"!linear 

forms. We present, in addition, also marginal products. 

Even though the perfonnance of individual crops in these lagging rural 

economies is not that good, we do notice, using the argument of the preceding 

paragraphs that irrigation and organic manures have important roles. 

As for the significance test of all the regression functions, we present 

and analyse here our method is that if one factor is significant the entire 

function is treated as significant. Viewed from this important consideration all 

the regression functions presem ~d here are significant. So whatever comments 

we make in viewing them are tenable. 

3.3 REGRESSION FUNCTIONS FOR·HYV COWS 
-

We present in this section the results of the regression output functions 

for the HYV cows. The relevant oUtput functions are of two kinds : (I) milk 

output function and (2) total output functions including cowdung and offspring. 

The mnemonic names of the output and costs of rupees are as follows. 

Tohva = Per animal total output (Rs.) ofHYV cow including 

cowdung and offspring. 

Grava · Per animal; cost (Rs.) of green grass. 

Srava 
I 

= Per animal cost (Rs.) of straw. 

Conva = Per animal cost (Rs.) of concentrate feed. 



Cakva = 

Gurva = 

Husva = 

Labva = 

Satva = 

Medva -

Tomva = 

Per animal cost (Rs.) of pure oilcake. 

Per animal cost (Rs.) of gur. 

Per animal cost (Rs.) of husk efpaddy and pulses. 

Per animal cost (Rs.) of labour man-days. 

Per animal cost of (Rs.) salt. 

Per animal cost (Rs.) of medicine and medical 

treatment. 

Per animal milk output (Rs.) for HYV cows. 

Table 3.3.1A 
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HYV Cow TotaJ Output Function including Cowdung and Offspring (Rs.) 
· Linear Regression · 

Sl. No. Variable Co-efficient t with d.f= 15 

1-. Tohva - 1538.1 -0.71422 -

2~ Grava 2.5810 2.3261 

3. Srava -0.84117 -0.83515 

4. Conva 2.1407 3.3546 

s. Cakva 4.1094 2.1915 

6. GUrva 22.980 6.7774 

7. .. Husva 2.1090 2.3489 

8. Labva 0.42227 0.40406 

9. Satva -2.6475 -0.33216 

10. Med~·a - 19.565 - 1.9212 

= . 095 
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Table 3.3.18 

Marginal Produci Corresponding to Table 3.3.1A (Rs.) 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Orava 2.6 
' 

Srava ·0.84 

Conva 2.14 

Cakva . 4.11 

Gurva 22.98 

Husva 2.11 

Labva 0.42 
" 

Satva -2.64 

Medva -19.56 . 
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Table 33.1C 

HYV Cow Total Output FunctiOn mcluding Cowdung and Offspring (Rs.) 
Log Linear Regression 

Sl. No. Variable Co-efficient t with df= 15 

1. Tohva 1.9288 1.8919 

2 .. Grava 0.32283 2.4736 

3. Srava -0.02425 -0.24389 

4. Conva 0.24529 2.2007 

5. Cakva 0.19962 2.2848 

6. Gurva 0.47091 5.7812 

7. Husva 0.090574 2.0970 

8. Labva ..() .032778 -0.17484 

9. Satva .() .004 7692 -0.024663 

10. · Medva ..0.014443 -1.1477 

R2 = 0.94 
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Table 3.3.10 

Marginal Product Corresponding to Table 3.3.1C (Rs.) 

' Variable Marginal ProdUct (Rs.) 

Grava 3.22 

.. 

Srava -0.263 

Conva 1.64 

Cakva 4.12 

Gurva 21.89 

Husva 2.24 

Labva -0.23 

,, Satva -3.88 

Medva -14.16 



Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 
. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Table 3.3.2A 

HYV -Cow Milk Output Function (Rs.) 
Linear Regression 

Variable Co-efficient 

Tomava - l057.0 

Grava 2.9315 

Srava -- 1.3189 

Conva 2.3791 

Cakva 0.42750 

Gurva 21.241 

Husva 1.9420 

Labva .. - 1.5561 

Satva 8.7889 

Medva - 12.552 

R2 = 0.92 
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t withdf= 15 

-0.41586 

2.2385 

- 1.1095 

3.1587 

0.24605 

5.3078 

L832S 

- 1.0443 

0.93427 

- 1.2601 
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Table 3.3.2B 

Marginal Product (Rs.) CotTe$ponding to Table3.3.2A 

. 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Tohrnava 

Grava 2.93 

Srava - 1.32 

Conva 2.38 

Cakva 0.43 

Gurva 21.24 

Husva 1.94 

Labva -' - L6 
- . 

Satva 8.79 

Medva - 12.6 



SI. No. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
-·-

8. 

9. 

10. 

Table 3.3.2C 

· HYV Cow Milk Output Function (Rs.) 
. Log Linear Regression 

' 

Variable Co-efficient 

Tomava 2.6329 

Grava 0.40610 

Srava -0.094940 

Conva 0.33165 

Cakva 0.012244 

Gurva 0.48766 

Husv_a 0.11252 

Labva -0.36610 
.. 

Satva 0.24642 
~ ' 

Medva -0.046758 

R2 = 0.94 
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t with d.f= 15 

1.8776 

2.2622 

- 0.69419 

2.1633 

0~10189 

4.3525 

_· 1.8939 

- 1.4197 

0.92643 

- 0.27013 
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Table 3.3.20 

Marginal Product (Rs.) Corresponding to Table l.3.2C 

Variable Marginal Product (Rs.) 

Grava 3.45 
' 

Srava -0.896 

Conva 1.84 

Cakva 0.213 

Gurva 19.25 

Husva 2.34 

Labva - 2.131 

Satva .10.59 . 

Medva -38.79 

As in the last paragraph of the preceding section we. take the stand that a 

regression function is treated as significant if one of the regressors is 

significant. For both types of output functions for the HYV cows the ~n 

grass, concentrates, husks and gur have been consistently used for increasing 

outputs. 
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3.4 REGRESSION FUNCTIONS OF OUTPUTS FROM DESI COWS 

.The Desi cows reared in the households surveyed are not looked after 

with any business care. They are taken to whatever common or fallow lands 

available and allowed to eat grass. An estimate has been of the man hours of 

the family spent up for this purpose of grazing and of occasional costs of some 

more feeds. 

The two output functions are : ( 1) milk function and (2) total output 

covering milk, cowdung and offspring. Only simple regression functions used. 

Even though the functions are significant and hence the regressors of the· both 

functions. 

The productivities of the inputs are just positive. The relevant tables are 

presented in what follows. The mnemonic names of variables are as follows : 

TODV A - Per animal total output (Rs.) from 

Desi cows including cowdung and 

offspring. 

TOFVA 

TOMVA 

= Per animal total cost of feeding and 

Maintenance (Rs. ). 

Per animal milk output (Rs.) of desi 

cow. 

Table: 3.4.1A 

Desi Cow Total Output.FWiction (Rs.) including eowdWlg and offspritig 
L1near Regression , 

SI. No. Variable Co-efficient twithdf=28 

I. TODVA 1122.8 2.7615 

2. TOFVA 1.0821 9.0183 



Table: 3.4.1B 

Marginal Product (Rs.) Corresponding to'3.4.1A 

Variable Marginal PrOducts (Rs.) 

TOFVA 1.08 

Table: 3.4.1C 

Desi Cow Total Output Function (Rs.) including Cowdung & Offspring 
Log-Linear Regression 
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St. No. Variable CO-efficient t withdf= 28 

1. TODVA 2.4043 3.6685 

2. TOFVA 0.74674 9.2283 

R2 = 0.75 

Table: 3.4.10 

Marginal Product (Rs.) Corresponding to 3.4.1C 

Variable Marginal Product 

iOFVA 1.07 



Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 

Sl. No. 

1. 

2. 

Table: 3.4.2A 

Desi Cow Milk Output Function (Rs.) 
Linear Regression 

Vari~le Co-efficient 

··TOMVA 300.27 

TOFVA 0.98997 

R2 = 0.67 

· Table : 3.4.28 

Marginal Product (Rs.) Corresponding to 3.4.2A 
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t with df= 28 

0.67490 

7.5399 

Variable Marginal Product 

TOFVA 

Table : 3.4.2C 

Desi Cow Milk Output Function (Rs.) 
Log-Linear Regression 

Variable Co-efficient 

TODVA 0.66261 

TOFVA 0.92722 

R2 = 0.70 

1.07 

twithdf=28 

0.71195 

8.0690 
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Table : 3.4.20 

Marginal Product (Rs.) Corresponding to 3.4.2C 

Variable Marginal Product 

TOFVA 1.01 

3.5 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

On the basis of the significance of the estimated regression functions, 

we have specified, in the body of this chapter, the inputs, which have been used 

to raise the production of crops and milk, and milk and other products from 

HYVcows. 

These specified inputs would be of immediate help for bringing out 

additional outputs. The result will also be of use to plan complementaly 

activities for the milk sector we seek to plan for in this study. 

The inputs which have been found output raising in the case of HYV 

cows have not in general been used to get output from Desi cows. As a result, 

output from the Desi rows has been unimpressive. ButJf more inputs- were 

used for output from Desi rows such output would have been greater. . 

One point that should be made here is that in the estimated cost of 

outputs from Desi cows we did impute the cost of family man hours. This 

labour is free and is indeed the cause of rearing Desi cows. If we eliminate this 

from maintenance cost the residuals inpUts become more productive. 

However, we have simultaneous pictures o_f better and worse care. With 

better development planning the operators can do incredible things. 



CHAPTER N 

RELATIVE PROFITABILITY OF MILK 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the hypotheses we enlisted in the first chapter for testing through 

this study is that the North Bengal Division of the state of West Bengal is 

ideally suited for being selected for development as a specialized area for dairy 

complex for the whole of the state of West Bengal and beyond. We have 

discussed ' great deal of natural endowments specific. to the North Bengal 

Division and the e~ence of plentiful land and labOW' reserves allowing such 

land ~es being used for setting up activities complementary to milk 

fanning and milk processing. Data cited in the first chapter (I) about the 

natural endowment and (2) about the existence of land reserves support · 

sufficiently our main hypothesis. 

In the course of the study we have shown in the second chapter that the 

total cropped area as the number of times of operational holdings is on average 

merely 1.23. On the basiS of the existing technology of agricultural processes 

of production and with &"little of crop plarining this quantity can be. raised. to 

3.0. So we find a colossal land reserve which can be exploited through proper 

policies for various activities complementary to activities of produCing fresh 

milk as well as of various sorts of milk processing and multivarious milk 

products. For example, miles of pastures can be built up with cooperative 

reorganization of fanns, keeping the boundaries· and. individual land assets of · 

fanners intact. 

Thus the support of the main hypothesis centered around making the 

most North Bengal Division as whole a specialized area for milk complex is 

strengthened by the data we have collected and analyzed in this study. 
. . . 

The second main hypothesis mentioned in the fiiSt chapter is that 

fanners have a great role both as producer of fresh milk and cooperative 
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producers of processed milk and milk, products. We shall mention in a later 

stage about this scope of cooperative production of sorts of processed milk and 

milk products on the basis of experience inside and outside the locale for the 

data frame. 

The third hypothesis mentioned in the ftrSt chapter is intimately linked 

with the second hypothesis. We should devise some test as a result of which 

both these. hypotheses get support. 

This is the objective of this chapter. Our motivation is simply to know, 

on the basis of the reorganization of data on ( J ) the relative profitability of 

milk, (2) who the people are who have reacted to the full to whatever 

oppm'lunities are so far thrown open banking on the special endowments of the 

Division of North Bengal. For this purpose the reorganized data are being 

presented in the following three sections. Then on the fifth section of this 

chapter a valid support for the hypotheses that the area is especially endowed 

with natural factors ideal enough for enterprises for fresh and processed milk 

and milk products of various sorts. We shaH find a group of the energetic part 

of the tiny fanners have admirably made use of the opportunity, testing 

positively the. hypothesis that fanners do have role exploiting the natural 

endowments as well as the hypothesis that the area has the necessary natural 

endowments for the purpose. 

4.2 MILK INCOME FROM HYV COWS 

The relevant tables of this section are presented in the tables 4.2.0 1 to 

4.2.10. The pure marketing picture finds itself in the tables 4.2.07 to 4.2.10. 

-Even though for the sum of the three block rural economies margin per -litre of 

milk declines with the size of fanns (in acres) in just one block economy the 

highest fann group of which only two fanns raise milk of HYV cows has better 

margin. 

It ~as been possible that highest size groups have concealed their legal 

and illegal incomes through other occupations. Their land assets entitle them to 

some occupations like money lending and shops. So whatever small 
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opportunities have come for milk raising has not attracted these relatively 

larger fanns in a perceptible way. 

As a resu.lt, we· find that of the tiny farms those who own HYV cows 

have earned impressive income from milk from such cows per acre of their 

farms. This portents very significantly future course of events. If the 

opportunities. and infrastructures for milk sector go. on increasing the relatively 

large fann families will certainly seize the opportunity enriching them and may 

eventually play a crucial role as producers of both fresh and processed milk. 

Fann 
size Fanns 

(in acre) 

Upto2 12 

2-S 17 

Above 5 3 

Total 32 

Table: 4.2.01 

INCOME (A) FROM HYV COW 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(19: .. 5-1996) 

Number of 
Income per capita Per acre income of owning 

Animals Offspring owning animal family from HYV cow 
(Rs.) (Rs.). 

22 23 5,703 17,426 

23 19 5,543 7,748 

5 6 5,022 4.191 

50 48 5,561 8,868 



Fann 
size 

(in acre) Fanns 

Upto2 12 

2-5 17 

Above5 3 

Total 32 

Fann 
size I 

(in acre)_ Fanns 

Upto2 s 

2-5 IS 

AboveS 7 

Total 27 

Table : 4.2.02 

INCOME (B) FROM HYV COW 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 
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Number of lncQme per capit~ Per acre income of owning 
-owning animal family from HYV cow 

Animals Off~n~ (RsJ_ _(_Rs.)_. 

22 23 8,183 25,004 

23 19 7,943 I 1,099 

s 6 7,402 6,168 

50 48 7,994 12,733 

Table : 4.2.03 

INCOME (A) FROM HYV COW 
TUF ANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Number of Income per capita Per acre income of owning 
owning animal family from HYV cow 

Animals Offspring (Rs.) (Rs). 

7 8 6,010 ll,2SO 

. 

19 26 4,227 4,639 

15 14 3,349 3,179 

41 46 4,210 - 4,947 



Fann 
size 

(in acre) Fanns 

Upto2 5 

2-S 15 

Above 5 7 

Total 27 

Farm 
size 

(in acre) Fanns· 

Upto 2 17 

2-5 31 

Above 5 2 

Total 50 

Table : 4.2.04 

INCOME (B) FROM HYV COW 
· TUF AN'GANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

( 1995-1996) 
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Number of Income per capita Per acre income of owning 
owning animal family from HYV cow 

Animals Offspring (Rs.) (Rs.) .. 

7 8 8,530 26,776 

19 26 6,707 7,362 

15 14 5,749 5,458 

41 46 6,668 8,020 

Table : 4.2.05 

INCOME (A) FROM HYV COW 
TUF ANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Number of Income per capita Per acre income of owning 
owning animal family from HYV cow 

Animals Offspring (Rs.) (Rs.). 

25 23 6,438 13,390 

66 62 5,766 8,789 

3 3 3,789 3,123 

94 88 5,882 8,375 



Fann 
size 

(in acre} Farms 

Upto2 17 . 

2-S 31 

Above 5 2 

Total 50 

Table : 4.2.06 

INCOME (B) FROM HYV COW 
TUFANOAN1 II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 
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Number of Income per capita Per acre income of owning 
owning animal family from HYV cow 

Animals Offspring (Rs.) (Rs.) 

25 23 9,038 18,798 

66 62 8,326 . 12,691 

3 3 6229 5,134 

94 88 8,448 12.028 

What we mean by the last sentence of the preceding paragraph is that 

when all round infrastructures would be built up and there would be no lack of 

demand determinants of processed milk products, milk sector will attract not 

only the most enterprising of the tiny farms but also the rest of the fann 

operators of the relatively higher echelons. In the course of the later part of this 

disSertation we shall be in a better situation to lay' down the details of the 

infrastructure, including various definitions and the definition of the word 

'infrastructures' itself. 

It is perhaps in order to explain a little bit the column head 'per acre 

income (Rs.) of owning families from HYV cows'. Since all of the tiny fanners 

do not own HYV cows we have divided total income from HYV cows of these 

owning families only by the sum of their operational holdings. 



Farm No. of No. of Toll! Tocal 
Si1JC Fanus ani- Oulput 11131\eced 

(Am:) mals (L~). amount 
(Litres) 

Cllflo 
sUmer 

Upto2 . 34 S4 stl232 421110 17200 

2-S 63 108 I ISIS! 93980 30350 

AbovcS 12 23 19598 13000 4900 

Toul 109 115 184981 149160 S2450 
--- --~-- - -- ----

TABLE 4.2.07 

MARKETING OF MILK FROM HYV COWS 
SUM OF BLOCK RURAL ECONOMIES 

(1995-1996) 

Market of First Sale 
AVefliiC Price of A veraae cost or 

Amounl bOught by produaim JX'I)dudion per litre 
(in Litres) per litre of milk ofmilk · 

(Rs) (Rs) 

Midi~W- Ocher pro Assocille Asenc:Y 
mao cessors. (HIMUL) 

1-4860 5100 sOoo 10.00 6.10 

' 
32(i00 ISOOO 16030 10.00 5.63 

S800 2300 0 10.00 5.67 

53260 22400 2IOSO 10.00 S.TI 
L__ ----

Margin 
Market ofSeoond 

pet' Sate 
litre Amount sold by 
(Its) Middleman 

lin Litres\ 

c- Ocher pro-
cessors 

3.90 7180 7700 

4.37 19300 13100 

4.33 2800 3000 

4.22 29280 23800 
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Farm No. of No. of TOIII To!BI 
sm: Farms ani- Oulput markekd 

(Aae) mals (Litres} lll1lOUIIl 
(l.iR$) 

Con-
sumer 

Upto2 s 7 3,618 3,600 2.500 

2-S IS 19 16,421 11,800 S,OOO 

AboveS 7 IS 7,793 3,100 1,000 

I 

local 27 41 24,537 19,100 8.500 

TABLE 4.2.08 

MARKETING OF MILK FROM HYV COWS 
TUFANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Market of First Sale A verDi1C Price of Avf~CaF cost of 
Amount boughl by productiua produdioo pel" litre 

(in Litres) per litre of milk of milk 
(Rs) (Rs) 

Middle- Other pro Associalc Agency - c:essors {HJMUL) 

1,100 0 0 10.00 5.91 

S,OOO 1,800 0 10.00 6.19 

2.000 700 0 10.00 5.15 

8,100 ~ 0 10.00 5.99 
. 

- --

MargiD Market of Second 

I per Sale 
litre Amount sold by 

I 

(b) Middleman I 
I 

'in Litn:s\ 

Consumer Olbl:rpro-
cessars 

I 
4.03 600 soo I 

I 

' 
3.11 8(J(J 3,000 

4.25 1,000 1,000 

4.01 2,-400 4,500 
---~ 
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Farm No. of No. of Total Total 
Size Farms uni- Output marketed 

(Acre) mals (Litres) lllllOIIIIt 
(Litres) 

Con-
sumer 

-
Upto2 17 25 31128 26580 10700 

2-S 31 66 76372 65580 20350 

4200 
AboveS 2 3 5200 2000 

Total so 94 112700 96360 33050 
---- -~- ------

TABLE 4.2.69' 

MARKETING OF MILK FROM HYV COWS 
TUFANGANJ II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Market of First Sale Average Price of Average cost of 
Amount bought by production production per litre 

(in Litres) per litre of milk of milk 
(Rs) (Rs) 

Middle- Other pro Associate .Agency 
man cessors (HlMUL) 

9780 3100 3000 10.00 5.83 

25380 8000 11850 10.00 5.39 

2200 0 0 10.00 6.00 

37360 11100 14850 10.00 6.23 

Margin Market of Second 
per Sale 
litre Amount sold by 

(Rs) Middleman 
tin Litres) 

Consumer Other pro-
cessors 

4.17 5080 4700 

4.61 ssoo 9880 

4.00 1200 1,000 

3.77 11780 15580 
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Farm No. of No. of Total Total 
Size Farms ani- Output marketed 

(Acre) mals (Litres) amount 
(Litres) 

Con-
sumer 

Upto2 12 22 15486 12000 4000 

7:-5 17 23 22358 16600 5000 

AboveS 3 s 6600 5100 1900 

Total 32 so 44444 33700 10900 

TABLE 4.2.1 0 

MARKETING OF MILK FROM HYV COWS 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK·RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Market of First Sale 
Av~e Price of Average cost of 

AmoiDltboughtby production production per litre 
(in Litres) per litre of milk of milk 

(Rs) (Rs) 

Middle- Other pro Associalc Agency 
man cessors (HIMUL) 

4000 2000 2000 10.00 6.47 

2200 5200 4200 10.00 5.84 

1600 1600 0 10.00 5.30 

7800 8800 6200 10.00 6.05 

Margin Market of Second 
per Sale 
litre Amount sold by 
(Rs) Middleman I 

fin I .itTM\ 'j 
Consumer Other pro-

cessors 

3.53 1500 2500 

4.16 3000 2200 

4.70 600 1,000 

3.95 5100 5700 
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I 

4.3 INCOME OF MILK FROM DESI COWS 

The tables 4.3.1. to 4.3.3 presented in this section show without 

exception that the margin per acre or net income per acre of the tiny farmers 

who own desi cows from milk of these cows js the highest of all farm groups. 

With one exception; the farmers who are in the farm group '2 - 5 acres' and . 

own desi cows for milk. perform better than. the fanners who are in the farm 

group 'Above 5 acres,. 

That the income of milk from desi or traditional cows is also important 
\. 

in these days for families ·who do not have enough lands does not need 

overstressing. Some of the milk producers from desi cows have move to HYV 

cows through artificial insemination of desi cows. That we find a ·uniform 

phenbmenon of high performance of some of the· tiny farms earning high 

income of milk from both desi and HYV cows firmly point to the emergence of 

a· class of rural entrepreneurs, the widening of which class is the responsibility 

of national development planners. 

Size 
· (Acre) 

Upto4 

2-5 

AboveS 

TotaJ 

Table : 4.3.01 

INCOME (A) FROM DESI COW 
KOCH BIHAR II BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 

Number of 
Margin per Acre of Income per 

Fanns Ani- Offs- capita animal the owning family 
Owning mals Prings (Rs.) (Rs) 

17 21 21 2073 4264 

36 26 32 1732 1292 

4 6 6 1610 1207 

57 53 59 1853 1756 



Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-5 

Above 5 

Total 

Size 
(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-S 

Above5 

Total 

Farms 
Owning 

13 

42 

17 

72 

Table : 4.3.02 

INCOME (A) FROM DESI COW 
TUF ANGUNJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-96) 
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Number of 
Income per Margin per Acre of 

Ani- Offs- capita animal the owning family 
mals prings (Rs.) 

17 23 1410 

43 47 1395 

29 31 1506 

89 101 1458 

Table: 4.3.03 

INCOME (A) FROM DESI COW 
TUFANGUNJ II BLOCK RURAL EC0NOMY 

(1995-96) 

(Rs) 

4133 

1238 

1138 

1395 

Number of 
Income per Margin per Acre of the 

Farms Ani- Offs- capita animal owning family (Rs) 
Owning mals prings (Rs.) 

8 II 9 1527 2968 

15 19 19 1300 I 179 

7 10 14 1305 1024 

'30 40 42 1346 1359 
I 
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4J. RELATIVE MARGIN FROM MILK 

Table 4.4.01 
. Relative Profitability of Milk 

Tufangani I . Tufangani II Koch Bihar II · 
Margin (Rs) Margin(Rs) Margin (Rs) 

Farm Per Kilo Per Litre Per Kilo Per Litre Per Kilo Per Litre 
Size of Monsoon of Milk of Moi1S09Il of Milk of Monsoon of Milk 

(Acres) Paddy Paddy Paddy 

lipto2 3.06 4.03 2.73 4.17 2.73 3.53 

2-S 2.75 3.81 2.94 4.61 . 2.92 4.16 

Above 5 3.24 4.25 2.90 4.00 2.68 4.70 

Total 3.05 4.01 2.89 3.77 2.79 3.95 

The table 4.4.01 is deduced table from tables which were presented in 

Chapter II. The table gives a picture each for three different Block Rural 

Economies namely, Tufanganj I, Tufanganj II and Koch Bihar II. 

The income tables for the total output of all crops are given in table_s 

4.4.02 to 4.4.09. The income concept is given in two different forms : Income 

A and Income B. Income A is obtained deducting the total costs from the total 

receipts. But Income B is the total receipts minus all actual payments. The 

actual payments are simply total costs minus the imputed values of home 

labour. That is to say, in Income B, we include what the family labour in effect 

earns from the crop enterprise. 

In respect of income from totaJ output of all crops as exhibited by tables 

4.4.02. to 4.4.09 both per acre Income A and Income B varies inversely with the 

fann size. This is what is expected in tenns of analysis of crude production 

schedules in Chapter II. 



Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

. Upto2 

2-5 

AboveS 

Total 

Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-5 

AboveS 

Total 

Table : 4.4.02 

INCOME (A) FROM ALL CROPS 
KOCH BIHAR ll BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

33.62 S6 S370 

83.27 86 4708 

43.99 22 Sll6 

160.88 164 49S7 -

Table : 4.4.03 

INCOME (B) FROM ALL CROPS 
KOCH BIHAR ll BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

( 1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

33.62 S6 6292 

83.27 86 6112 

43.99 22 6057 

160.88 164 613S 
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Income 
per fann 

(Rs) 

3224 

4SS1 

4863 

623S 

Income 
perfann 

(Rs) 

3774 

5918 

12111 

6018 



Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

·Upto2 

2-5 

Above5 

Total 

Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-S 

AboveS 

Total 

Table : 4.4.04 

INCOME (A) ·FROM ALL CROPS 
TUF ANGANJ I BLOCK RURAL ECONOMY 

( 1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Fanns per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

19.14 12 7930 

92.33 29 . 5572 

112.89 16 5078 

224.86 57 5530 

Table : 4.4.05 

INCOME (B) FROM ALL CROPS 
TUFANGANJIBLOCKRURALECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

19.14 12 9064 

92.33 29 6399 

112.89 16 5805 

224.86 57 6334 
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Income 
perfann 

(Rs) 

12979 

17740 

35828 

14561 

Income 
perfann 

(Rs) 

14835 

20373 

40958 

24986 



Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2:-5 

AboveS 

Total 

Farm 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-S 

Above5 

Total 

Table : 4.4.06 

INCOME (A) FROM ALL CROPS 
TUFANGANJITBLOCKRURALECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

22.63 32 5158 . 

93.59 67 4 i06 

52.81 29 3479 

169.03 128 4051 

Table : 4.4.07 

INCOME (B)FROM ALL CROPS 
TUFANGANJITBLOCKRURALECONOMY 

(1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

22.63 32 6212 

93.59 67 4848 

52.81 29 4047 

169.03 128 4780 
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Income 
per farm 

(Rs) 

3648 

5136 

6335 

3914 

Income 
per farm 
. (Rs) 

4393 

6772 

7370 

6312 



Fann 
Size 

(Acre) 

Upto2 

2-S 

AbovcS 

Total 

Fann 
Size 

· (Acre) 

Upto2 

2-S 

AboveS 

Total 

Table : 4.4.08 

INCOME (A) FROM ALL CROPS 
SUM OF BLOCK RURAL ECONOMIES 

( 1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

1S.89 34 S139 

2S9.19 S1 . 4699 

209.69 2S 4626 

SS4.11 116 4729 

Table : 4.4.09 

INCOME (B) FROM ALL CROPS 
SUM OF BLOCK RURAL ECONOMIES 

(1995-1996) 

Net Cultivable No. of Income 
Area Farms per Acre 

(Acre) (Rs) 

75.89 34 61SS 

259.19 S1 S6SI 

209.69 2S S3S9 

SS4.n 116 SS90 
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Income 
per fann 

(Rs) 

12810 

14706 

3966S 

20821 

Income 
per farm 

(Rs) 

IS077 

2S696 

44949 

26734 



4.5 . NET FINDING 

On the basis of our analysis in this chapter, it is abundantly established 

that the milk producers among the lower size farms surpass all others in these 

rural economies. When we consider this fact along with the finding of the 

preceding section, namely, that tiny farms as a whole perform better than any 

size group of fanns in respect of crop raising, we find that an especial class of 

rural entrepr~neurs have seized the opportunity of producing and marketing of 

milk. Whatever imperceptible infrastructural opportunity has come has 

attracted this class of entrepreneurs to exploit the special local natural 

endowment for the purpose. If the demand creating infrastructure (defined in 

wide sense of inter-activity dependence) develops eventually, it is but natural 

that many other entrepreneurs among the rural level producers will get into the 

bandwagon There is no compulsion to believe that a stream of unending flows 

of foreign investors or national corporate sector should step in, as desired by 

the motive of acceptance of globalization, to bar the rise of rural lower sector 

into the fold of competitiveness. 

We prove in this Chapter that the area has natural endowments for 

creating a well-developed milk sector which has been rightly exploited by 

those of the rural entrepreneurs who were the first to notice and who were 

benefited by availability of family labour. In other words, we have positive 

testing of two hypotheses. (I) Some producers have shown readiness to react to 

have a role in expanding milk production. (2) They could do this only because 

the area is endowed with required natural endowments. 

We must submit that as yet created endowments in the form of 

complementary activities are almost nil. We have only showed in this chapter 

that without even the support of valid infrastructural network, milk farmers 

here perform relatively better on milk, only as a result of some natural 

advantage. We indicate in a later chapter the prospect of founding a strong 

supporting infrastructure for milk for most of North Bengal districts. 



CHAPTER-V 

PRESENT SET-UP OF MARKETING OF MILK 

5.1 SUPREMACY OF MARKLTING IN A PRODUCTIVE SYSTEM 

I . I . . d h l)-Uo..Ytuf'Ll:~~c\ 11· f . h - . n agncu ture, as m m ustry, t e ,_.A --- se mg o output IS t e mam 

instrument of enhancement of inputs and outputs. If selling of expanded output 

is not possible no producer will spend on inputs to expand production and 

suffer losses in the form of price cut or inability to dispose of an important 

portion of output. 
ho..vt. 

As things stand, in abse!Jce of new activities, that could ~upport each 

other by releasing pressure of demand for each other's output and through 

spread effects could heightened everybody's income in the system, demand for 

all commodities within the village system has been low indeed. Present demand 
-

for milk of village families producing milk from HYV cows vary from 133 mi. 

to 23 6 mi. per year. 

Fanners of crops who do not produce milk ~eluding fanners owning 

more than 5 acres cannot afford to spend on milk. Such is the restriction 

imposed by their incomes on consumption of milk. With the deplorably low 

shape of these lagging rural economies the producers of milk here depend 

naturally for sustenance of their production on outer external demand, that is, 

demand outside these villages. 

The agencies which may buy from the producers may be of different 

types. Such agencies that pay immediately in cash become useful for milk 

producers of_these lagging rural econo\nies·. The middlemen who travel farther 

to other markets and more distant processors are favourites to these producers 

because they always pay in cash and are specialized in re~~-:_~~,~~g the quality 

of milk without putting to it any lactometer. Only when they cannot _sell all 

their output to these types of middlemen, they turned to other methods of 
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selling in cash and would themselves move still farther to more distant Bengali 

sweet-makers for the purpose. 

Only when they cannot find these two kinds of buyers namely, 

middlemen and distant Bengali sweet-makers, they will tum to agents of other 

systems of buyers who buy on credit and would. every time use lactometers. . . . 

Producers need not mind the use of lactometers but· are disturbed by not getting 

the cash payment for days. It is natural that due to the absence of buyers of 

their milk in cash that prevents them to further expansion of their output of 

milk. 

5.2 MIDDLEMEN 

In the less developed rural economies, the middlemen occupy a pivotal 

role in the marketing of the rural products. They specialize in re(e.~~~i:·~·'} the 

quality of commodities they market. In case of every commodity they trade in 

none can grade the varieties of the commodity as efficiently as them. They sell 

them to different buyers on the basis of the grades they determine. Since the 

middlemro ha'!S· to work full time in collecting and selling the commodity, he 

is naturally induced to maximize his collection and sale. It so happens that his · 

margin over the cost of collection per litre of milk is larger than the milk 

producer's margin over his cost of production. Producers of milk may bear 

some grievance against the middlemen, but they. are their greatest friend 

because the middlemen give them cash at the time of collection and they try to 

collect as much as they can sell through their travels. Producers can sell to 

them as much as they sell to consumers in market places near the villages. 

Middlemen,· in their turn, sell more to consumer in different market 

centres and semi-urban places than to processors. This turns our attention to the 

role of consumers of fresh milk produced by the rural economies we surveyed. 

5.3 ROLE OF PURE CONSUMERS 

We find from the data presented in tabular form in the preceding chapter 

that about 80 per cent of fresh milk produced in these lagging rural economies 

are consumed unpasteurised fresh milk in different habitations. No sort of 

processing of this fresh milk for their preservation for a number of days exists 
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for the benefit of these producers. A chart is produced in the following section. 

There we fmd that barring the use of a portion of milk used for making Bengali 

sweets and production of Ghee and Dahi by local makers, most milk is 

consumed as fresh milk by consumers. By and large these consumers are 

confined to adjacent rural and urban areas. So these consumers and their 

demand are the prime movers of production of milk in the villages we 

surveyed. If infrastructural facilities such as refrigerated vehicles and new 

technology of processing exist, we might have already seen more processing of 

milk and as a result a great expansion of milk products for the consumers. 

5.4 PRESENT EXTENT OF PROCESSING 

Traditional Bengali sweets made in the urban centres of the districtS, 

most notably, the Koch Bihar tow~provide as yet the maximum demand 

offered by the processors of milk. Producers of Bengali sweets, on the other 

hand, do not get the benefit of canning their products. No infrastructure of 

canning industry has been set up for the benefit of the makers of the Bengali 

sweets in the Koch Bihar district. A commensurate export link of transport 

network and selling centres and export shops for milk sweets made here are 

wholly absent. Nor is the technology of producing Bengali sweets with 

minimum of sugar is mastered to cat<?h the fancy of all sorts of tastes. 

Apart ii-om Bengali sweets, primitive production of Ghee and Dahi 

hardly releases any pressure of demand for milk. A meticulous study of table 

· 4.2.07 of the preceding chapter reveals that at least 70 per cent of milk 

produced by 109 . producers of 180 households ·is consumed as fresh 

unpasteurised milk by consumers mostly outside villages. Again, about 46 

thousand litres are directly or through the medium o~ middlemen sold to the 

makers of Bengali sweets of urban centres and primitive makers of Ghee and 

Dahi. That is to say, about 24 per cent of the milk produced by these producers 

is sold to primitive makers of milk products. And nearly whole of the residual 

that 6 per cent went to pasteurization agencies. 
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The existing demand for fresh milk from the traditional producers of 

milk products is still at a level that signifi~e are as .yet too far from 

exploiting the natural advantage of the distric~ to tum it into a modem milk 

. complex of unusual importance. 
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5.5 PRESENT LEVEL OF PASTEURISATION 

The data presented in the last chapter show that of the three Blocks 

surveyed, one Block, namely Tufanganj I does not get any benefit of any 

demand of fresh milk from any agency of pasteurization.,.{)niy in two Blocks 

namely, Koch Bihar II and Tufanganj !)producers of milk could sell a little 

milk to the commissioned agents of these pasteurization institutions. Village 

milk producers have been able to sell a little milk to HIMUL. One organization 

of Koch Bihar named HIMUL III also bought fresh milk from the milk· 

producers via commissioned agents. This project as a result of Indo-Bhutan 

Cooperation using packages for storing pasteurized milk so that the same could 

be marketed in far away places for consumption as fresh milk has stopped since 

we finished survey work. 

Conditions improved to some extent by the move ofthe Government of 

West Bengal in setting up a pasteurization plant at Nilkuti adjacent to Koch 

Bihar toWn in 1998, three years a1 .er our survey work. As_ a· result of the 

coming of this new organization it is possible some more village . level 

producers ofmilk of the district of Koch Bihar are now in a position to produce 

additional milk for selling to this new organization named 'Koch Bihar Dairy'. 

So far the Torsha Milk Pack and Torsha Ghee in plastic container are being 

sold by this new organization . .As we have come to know.) this new dairy has 

now been selling its products in the urban areas of Dhubri district through 
.. 

commissioned agents. As this development took place after our survey work, 

we are not in a position to give any idea of its impact on the production of the 

village level milk producers. Before the appearance in the scene of both the 

Indo-Bhutan Project of HIMUL III and Koch Bihar Dairy, a Project of West 

Bengal Government HIMUL of Matigara area of the district of Darjeeling 

started, for quite a number of years, collection of mi_lk from villager~~~ 
commissioned agents. 

HIMUL, · however, was originally set up to cater to the needs of the 

Darjeeling hills. As tilll911. Calcutta was the capital of India and Calcutta was. 
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also the head quarter of English businessmen till the mid-sixties of the 

twentieth century. Till 1911, however, Darjeeling town was the summer capital 

of the Governor General of India. British businessmen, businessmen of 

Calcutta and members of well to do middle ~lass families . all frequented 
\ 

· Darjeeling hill town from April to October. British businessmen and others 

induced to rear high-breed cows from Europe to increase supply of fresh milk 

. and milk products. Under the Nehruvian regime of commanding heights of the 

public sectors, most British ·businessmen sold their business or appointed 

agents and started living in England. Consequently, there appeared a threat to 

the continued supply of milk and milk products on the Darjeeling hills. It was 

to cope with this threat that HIMUL, the full name being Himalayan Milk 

Cooperative Producers' Union Limited, was originally a cooperative, union of . / 

a number of milk producers' cooperative societies, all located on the hills of the 

Darjeeling district. This was set up in the year 1972 in collaboration with 

World Food Programme through the National Dairy Development Board 

(NDDB). Indian Dairy Corporation (IDC) finances to HIMUL to develop milk 

cooperatives on the pattern of AMUL in the same year. 

S<n1'h after the HIMUL Dairy started functioning the Government of 

India initiated the first Operation Flood (1970-1981). It appears that during this 

Operation Flood HIMUL Dairy did not get the benefits of foreign milk powder 

and butter oil. Milk procured from the Darjeeling Hills were sold initially by 

aluminum measures of litres. 

During Operation Flood III HIMUL' s activities were extended to the 

plains of the Darjeeling and other districts of .North Bengal namely, Siliguri 

Sub-Division of Darjeeling district, Sadar Sub-Division of Jalpaiguri district 

·and Islainpur Sub-Division ofNorth Dinajpur.District. With the help of foreign 

milk powder and butter oil under a contract the selling of milk by HIMUL 

Dairy through its numerous selling agents increased. 

In the nineties all contracts . for foreign milk powder and butter oil 

lapsed. HIMUL looked for collecting milk from different villages as a result 

HIMUL could achieve its target during Operation Flood III inspite of all 
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efforts. It aimed at organizing 5 hundred village milk societies but it failed to 

manage not more than 350 village milk cooperatives~ _- Actually, only 233" 

societies are functioning. The most surprising fact is that HIMUL could 

achieve only 45 per cent of its milk procurement target. 

We have described the background of the foundation of HIMUL and its 

role in Operation Flood for sometime. None of the people concerned with the 

development of the districts ofthe North Bengal Division of the State of West 

Bengal was concerned so far in making any of the districts of this division as 

specialized dairy complex. Its origin was the· need of replenishing milk supply 

for the hills. Midway it was a part of Operation Flood and catered to just the 

fresh milk needs of increasing urban areas of the districts .of the division. 

When the contract for foreign supply of milk powder an4 butter oil 

expired HIMUL' looked for increase of sources of fresh milk to villages 

through-·" the appointment of commissioned agents. It started operating a plant 

producing concentrate named _ Himuldana. Of late it is producing Ghee and 

11. . . I . . v . I p ~~ ~b"'f:.'J.O..XL- ld . h . . se mg 1t map ast1c contamer. ery recent y, aneerA· emg so m ygtemc 

packets. 

· We mention here some of the defects of the working of the HIMUL 

Dairy of Matigara. The plant never took up seriously the task of allowing the 

rural people produce more. milk, earn more income and get more employment 

and move gradually for high productivity. Obviously this ·can be done only if a 

plan is ready for using surplus milk for producing various milk products for the 

·needs of other areas and also for exports. 

If we set aside for the moment the question of selecting most parts of 

the division of North Bengal for various sorts of milk processing, the demand 

for plastic packs of pasteurized milk in the_ neighbouring districts of Assam· 

remains unfulfilled. This means enough fresh milk is not being collected and 

pasteurized. 

There are two main causes for this. Firstly the.HIMUL Dairy does not 

keep enough cash to· buy from the villagers on cash. They encourage their 

commissioned agents to buy on credit and pay to the producers days after they 
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get milk from producers. Secondly, attempt of the HIMUL to barter 

Himuldana, the cow feed, for fresh milk from producers has a thoroughly 

depressing effect on the prospective milk producers. 

Apart from these two immediate causes of insufficient collection of milk 

from village level producers there are fundamental causes for the absence of ' 

motivation among the productive workers of the villages to emerge as good 

producers of milk. The HIMUL has not been instrumental in setting up 

cooperative societies of milK producers in any set of villages. As· a policy 

supported by the · State Government these members of the lower level 

prod.ucers' cooperative could have obtained loans from banks through HIMUL. 

HIMUL could have recovered such loans by getting milk on· fair price. 

Another fundamental defect of the HIMUL Dairy from the beginning 

was that it was run by non-specialized, non-professional bureaucrats. A non

professional management of such a productive system deadens dynamism and 

closes the opening for innovation. This might be just one reason, though not the 

whole reason, fo.r the non-discovery of the potential of any of the North Bengal 

districts as a possible areas of milk complexes for consumption in wide areas 

outside North Bengal including some foreign co~tries. 

5.6 . PRESENT LEVEL OF -COOPERATIVE MARKETING 

Cooperative marketing has created wonders in the formative years of 

many of the countries which are now recognized as developed countries. Ideas 

generated in country moved to another country like wild fire engulfing one 

forest after another. The British administration in India, howsoever, they might 
btt..'h 

have A unfriendly for a century, wanted to introduce diverse system. of 

cooperative societies. They had no plan to appoint a Government administrator 

in any cooperative society. If any cooperative society could not progress the 

society had the option to close down. One of the rural models of cooperative 

.societies was the celebrated Raiffeisen model. This created wonders in many 

European countries. Although, its origin was in Germany it changed the face of 

rural economy of Holland. The British Government enacted for some sort of 

. diversity of cooperative organization. The Br:itish officers who moulded the 
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British cooperative policy in the first part of the twentieth century were well

versed in the .story of cooperative movement in Europe before the First World 

War. Economic development in Europe began especially in countries which are 

now known as well-developed began before the sevent~~ffcentury. By the 

time, democracy in modem sense began absymal poverty in any part of the 

country almost vanished. Shop-keepers and owners . of petty businesses m 

towns were iarger in number than the whole set of owner - operators m 

agriculture. The political favouring in any the farming community was likely to 

receive poll thrashing. It was imperative for the political parties, therefore, to 

follow a policy of pure non-intervention. The British Administration in India 

exactly did the same for India. But the twentieth century was the year. of -·· 

national struggle in India against the British rule. Political leaders in general, 

were not interested to cooperate with British by following the British lead in 

cooperative movement. 

· Raiffeisen model of cooperative credit society is a society of members 

with unlimited liability. One of the cooperative societies built in Bengal under 

the early-British Indian Cooperative Law developed into perhaps best 

independent cooperative bank of the whole of Asia. This bank namely The 

Sridharpur Cooperative Bank later in free India became a subject of great deal 

of politicking and there were many atte1)1pts to restrain it legally and 

politically. 

In free India, there has been a general attempt throughout India · to 

increase the participation and control of the State Governments in cooperative · 

societies. This has been thwarting the motivation of pe_ople to work hard and 

increase productivity. 

Of late, under the system of globalization there has been steady decrease 

. of the rate of interest under the united operations of the Finance Ministry in the 

Centre and the. Reserve Bank of India. This is happening when tht vast per

centage of rural people are under employed and are absolutely and relatively 

poor. It is, therefore, necessary that they should be kept autonomous against the 

onslaught of the Central Finance Ministry and Reserve Bank of India and 
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allowed full freedom to have. diverse form of free cooperatives without 

government participation. · 

. The defects of the government dominated cooperative banks are many. 

General meeting of members are not held regularly and if these banks are 

allowed to accept deposits from the people the government might be free to 

transfer the same from the rural sector the money thus collected. Besides, the 

officers of the cooperative department in many cases dominate over decision

making and rural people do not develop leadership and, what is more, are 

deprived of advice from enlightened self-less noble souls. 

Curiously we have seen some un-registered cooperatives of special 

commodities which are not located within one or two kilometers of the 

residence of members. So the members cannot attend general meetings of 

members. As a result bad people are appointed secretaries and chairmen. 

Members' interests suffer thereby. 

5.7 ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT 

In some of the advanced states the state governments have their own 

marketing corporation for some agricultural comniodities. These corporations 

buy commodities for farmers or farmers' cooperatives and se11 them through· 

private network of sellers or exporters. No such marketing corporations have 

been set up in West Bengal. Regulated markets have, however, been set up in 

West Bengal, as in other states of India. 

But in the case of milk and processing of milk, everything may be done 

by the farmers or their cooperatives. The Government has so far failed to take 

any initiative of allowing the launching of new. activities in the villages and 

provide extension of all sorts and arrange for marketing network and export. 

5.8 LACK OF OPERATORS' FREEDOM ORIENTED REFORMS 

So far reforins galore in India for flow of continuous foreign inves~ment 

into India. There is no urge of reforms in interest of raising an efficient army 

of productive workers and the growth of investment by them for raising their 

productivity to the height .of international level. This explains why the present 
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set-up of marketing of milk especially on the basis of natural endowment ofthe 

North Bengal districts is almost as good as absent. 

5.9 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

The marketing set-up for milk producers of villages surveyed is limited 

indeed. Producers themselves go to markets to sell to consumers. Middlemen 

are important traditional marketing agents. Agents of Koch Bihar Dairy and 

HIMUL Dairy have to a very limited extent caused expansion of milk output of 

a section of milk producers. A network of cooperative processing of milk and 

milk products and marketing with professional management right in the 
. I . 

villages would have established the area as strong milk and milk product 

exporting area. 



CHAPTER VI 

MACRO-MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Part One 

6.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Unlike other chapters of this study, this chapter is divided into two parts. 

We have already seen in a previous chapter how low the paddy equivalent per 

acre in these rural economies is. The part one of this chapter is devoted to other 

appalling features of these lagging rural economies. There may be differences 

in the use of natural endowments in various areas ofthe country. Yet in each of 

these so much of improvement and expansion pf output and employment is 

possible that political parties and general economists are un~ble to conceive. 

6.1.2 ANALYSIS OF INCOME 

We analyze the income and employment data of the villages surveyed to 

have idea of the massive efforts required to usher in full. employment and, in 

stages, seek to raise the value of this full employment through rounds and 

rounds of re-investment in newer activities and matching institutional reforms 

and infrastructures and move to successively higher peaks of efficiency. 

As we take up the income data first, it is in order to consider the 

fundamental identi_ty of GDP or GNP : 

C+I+G + (X-M) = GDP = C+S+T+R. (1). 

The symbols here have their usual meaning, namely, 

C =Sum of Consumption expenditure 

I = Sum of investment expenditure 

G = Government purchases of goods and services 

(X-M) =net exports of goods and services 
' [X = exports; M = imports] 

S = Gross private saving (business saving + personal saving 

depreciation) 

T = net tax revenues [tax revenue - (domestic transfer payments + net 

interest paid+ net subsidies)] 
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R = private transfer payments to foreigners. 

Now excluding the foreign sector, th~ identity turns into 

C+I+G =Y= C+S+T, 

Y=GDP ............ (II) 

We may deduct capital consumption allowances from I to determine net 

investment and from S to find net private saving. fdJ.h~Llj II becomes an 

identity Y = NNP. 

Then when we evaluate C and net I and G at factor prices, deducting 

IBT (indirect business taXes) from . both sides of the identity, tlv-i\1!;.~ II 

. becomes .an identity for Y = NI. 

. All income data and figures here under are annual. We present first four 

tables. 

Table 6.1.1 

Distribution of Annual Income of Earners (Males) 

Income (Rs. In Hundreds) Midpoints Frequency 

20-29 24.5 29 

29-35 32.0 31 

35~43 39.0 30 
. 

43-47 45.0 30 

47-52 49.5 29 

52~60 56.0 30 

60-72 66.0 31 

72-92 82.0 30 

92-100 96.0 31 

100-600 350.0 27 

Total 298 
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Table 6.1.2 

Distribution of Annual Income of Earners (Females) 

Income (Rs. In Hundreds) Midpoints Frequency 

14-20 17 4 

20-30 25 4 

30-50 40 4 

50-60 55 4 

60-80 70 4 

80- 100 90 4 

100- 140 120 4 

140- 160 150 4 

160-200 180 5 

200-360 280 3 

Total 40 

It can be seen from tables 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 that the highest average income 

of the highest group is Rs. 35,000. Even though it represents the group of 

the highest income earners, an earner, especially a good earner in these 

rural economies, earns for all his family members and the family size is often 

high for; the better earners. Consider the family size is 6. Then, the per capita 
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income in the family becomes Rs. 5,831 only. In terms of dollar this roughly 

turns out to be US $ 116. If inflation accounting is done ·properly in 

geographically big countries 

Table 6.!.3 

. Distribution of Anriual Family Income 

Family Income (Rs. In Hundreds) Midpoints Frequency 

30-50 40 18 

50-70 60 19 

70-90 80 18 

90- 110 100 19 

110-120 115 17 

/ 

120- 140 130 18 

140- 160 150 17 

160- 180 170 19 

180-200 190 17 

200-480 340 18 

Total 180 
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then this dollar income equivalent is quite low enough for the upper sector of 

income earners. 

Table 6.1.4 

Distribution of Per Capita Annual Income in the Family 

Per Capita Income of the Family (Rs. In Hundreds) Midpoints Frequency 

6- 10 8 18 

I 0- I2 II I9 

I2- I4 13 I7 

-

I4- I6 IS 19 

I6- I8 17 - I8 

18-20 I9 17 

20-22 2I 18 

22-24 23 I9 

' 
24-30 27 18 

/ 26-34 30 I7 

Total - I80 

When we consider· the distribution of annual family income, as 

presented in table 6.1.3, and distribution of per capita annual income in the 

family, as presented in table 6.1.4, the picture becomes even more concrete. 
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The average family income in the highest group is Rs. 34,000 only. Taking 

again family size as 6, the per capita income in the family in the highest group 

may be computed as 113 dollars. In our judgement the entire village population 

may be considered as staying below the poverty line. Especially because the 

super high potential of productivity of land endowment coupled with the 

potential for raising the productivity and skill of labour, it is strange that such 

appalling income picture of our lagging rural economies did not so far raise the 

concern of responsible patriots. 

Of the two tables mentioned in the preceding paragraph the last one 

appears as the sharpest. Here families are ordered according to per capita 

annual incom_e in the family. We notice from this table viz ... table 6.1.4, that the 

average highest per capita income in the family for the highest group is Rs. 

3000 only. The dollar equivalent is 60 dollars per annum. So our conclusion to 

treat the people struggling in these rural economies as below the poverty line 

gets strengthened, more than adequately. 

To complete this analysis of income, we present three' figures of dual 

concentration curves. In figure 6.1.1 we have concentration curves of annual 

income of earners for males and females separately. These curves stress the 

measurement of inequality only. The inequality is shown as larger in the case 

of females. In the figure 6.1.2 we find that the ·mequality is larger in the case of 

family income than in the case of per capita income in the family. This is 

consistent with our discussion· on the different sorts of measurements of annual 

incomes. We have already found on the basis of table 6.1.4, that this table 

detailing the per capita annual income in the family is the sharpest of all 

income tables. On the basis of the figure 6.1.2 we get the further support that 

the villagers are more equally poor when we consider the per capita annual 

income in the household. 

·The step by step analysis of income leading to the proof that people 

living in these rural economies are living below the poverty line naturally raises 

multiplicity of questions about their employment. 
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6.1.3. ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Table 6.1.5 

Distribution of Man days of Employment 
(Males) 

Man days of Employment Midpoint 

10-40 25 

40-60 50 

60-70 65 

70-80 75 

80-100 90 

100-140 120 

140-160 150 

\ 

160-200 180 

200-,ZSO 225 

250-300 275 

Total 
-

197 

Frequency 

31 

34 

31 

29 

31 
' 

33 

29 

33 

30 

29 

310 

As for reporting on unemployment, under-employment and low-value 

employment, we present two tables, one giving distribution of man days of 

employment of males and the other giving distribution of man days of 

employment of females. Thus table 6.1.5 gives the distribution of man days of 
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employment of males. ~~ls~::-. who have not completed 15 years of age are not 

included in this table. 

Among the males 29 persons are wholly employed throughout the year 

in regular services. Of them 10 are school teachers. The rest are officials in the 

government, panchayat, gramin bank, settlement office, post office and medical 

units. Of the female ... employed persons only four may be treated as employed 

for the whole year. Two of them are in teaching and the other two make bidis 

round the year. Excluding these males and females fully employed persons, we 

make rough computation of -the total number of man days (male as well as 

female) employed in the rural productive activities. A very small portion of 

these· man days may be employed in work outside rural productive activities. 

But this may be neglected for calculating the man days required by the rural 

productive process. 

For calculating the number of man days employed in present rural 

productive processes we multiply the midpoints of intervals _of man days of 

employment by the corresponding frequencies and then sum the products. We 

certainly ignore· the highest group in each of the tables, because the persons 

covered a!(dreated as fully employed (outside rural proquctive· activities. On 

calculating we find that in total 32A 1 %" man days from males and females are 

used by the rural productive activities now being run in the villages. If we 

regard employment for 160 days a_!reasonabl~ full employment then roughly 

203 persons can be given full employment. But currently 315 persons of men 

and women share these employment opportunities offered in the villages. But 

granting tliat. with freedom of operators more-:-efficient people will be given 

more than average full employment it is even possible that of the 315 

persons who are in some sort of employment under rural enterprises are mostly 

-miserably under-employed. Besides, we can see from table 6.1. 7 and table 

6.1.8. 6.1.8 actual number of males and females of persons 15 years and above 

and classification of persons of 15 years or more according to educational 

status as described in table 6.1.8. 



Table 6.1.6 

Distribution of Man days of Employment 
(Female) 

Man days of Employment Midpoint 

10-20 15 

20-30 25 

30-40 35 

40-50 45 

50-60 55 

60-70 65 

70-80 75 

80-90 85 

90-180 135 

180-300 240 

Total 

199 

Frequency 

4 

4 

4 . 

3 

4 

' 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

38 
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Table 6.1.7 

Age Sex Distribution of Persons 15 Years or More 

Age Male Female Total 

15-35- 144 130 274 

35-60 190 170 360 

Above 60 32 20 52 

Total 366 320 686 

Table 6.1.8 

Educational Status of Persons 15 Years or Mor~ 

Status Male Female Total 

No Schooling or below 6 Years 25 22 47 

6 Years of Schooling 24 22 46 

Above 6 Years but not Passing Secondary 28 20 48 

Secondary and Higher Secondary 94 54 148 

Post Higher Secondary 10 4 14 

We have also known that 90 per cent of women who are 15 years or 

-more are willing to accept any full time paid work and at least 50 males who 

are not sharing any employment under rural enterprises now are willing to 
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accept any work under rural household productive activities. Th~s-another (2$8 

women + 50 men + 112 persons in some sort of employed but considered 

surplus) or 460 completely unemployed males and females are to be given 

full employment. So we see of the available persons of ,.2&3 persons,~ , 
1'}-n<:Nt... I h evn 

persons are completely unemployed. That is to say ~;;::.:;~-'two-thirds of 
!\.. 

employments seeking persons are unemployed even at generally low value 

full employment. So demand for full work demands massive production plan 

for the countryside. Fortunately our land endowment and resources have 

enormous promise for great employment potential. Only thing to stress is that 

we must be up and doing for great plan and great reforms for implementing 

higher output and employment in every stage without cessation. It is time that 

since a minority are getting better employed under household enterprises a vast 

majority of those enjoying employment in household productive activities are 

having too low-value employment. 

This need not dampen us, because with correct planning, proper reforms 

and matching infrastructural facilities it is even possible to shift the main 

productivity centre from towns to villages, because technicians and experts 

may move to countryside to enrich the professional management of 

cooperatives. 
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Part Two 

6.11.1 INTRODUCTION 

The massive unemployment and utterly low value employment and 

underemployment in-the midst of highly valuable land and natural endowment, 

(inCluding climate) undoubtedly call for massive programme of production and 

employment. The areas from the activities of which these data come, represent 

one . of the richest land endowments of the country and we have already 

introduced, the _discussion of take off in these areas on the basis of a lead sector 

of milk and milk processing. We take the stand that our country is truly rich in 

respect of land resources and on the basis of local climates we shall find one or 

the other lead sector in respective areas. The inter-area division of labour 

among different areas of this vast country would, as we stated 'in the caurse of 

the preceding discussion, would go a long way to our true discovery of what 

agricultural and industrial goods we eventually excel in. 

6.11.2. TABLEAU E.CONOMIQE 

With a view to devising a 1nethod to usher in massive production, 

employment and efficiency and productivity heightening programme we fit a 

'Tableau Economique' on the basis of data collected in a time-restricted work

budget. It is of first importance to acknowledge immediately that to fit a 

tableau of this type or input-output table or inter-industry accounts fed with 

data with any respectable accuracy is difficult as it needs a great deal of 

specialist knowledge and ·a team well-trained for the purpose. We can cite 

Leontief's estimate of India's national efforts in the sixties in respect of a 

countrywide input output table by P.C. Mahalanobis, whose contdbutions in 

the field of pure statistics and statistical. organizations are unique in the world. 

Indian Statistical Institute and under its influence the Statistics Department of 

the University of Calcutta have been well known in the world for producing 
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some of the greatest Statisticians of the world. P .C. Mahalanobis has also been 

the founder ofthree most important statistical organizations in India. They are : 

( 1) Indian Statistical Institute; (2) Central Statistical Organization, and (3) 

National Sample Survey. But, as far as we know, as yet-no organi~ation or 

bureau of the Central Government exists that is fully fit to collect the data for 

compiling ~ national input-output table in intervals of a number of years. 

Precisely for this lack of an organizational arrangement to compile a 

'Comprehensive, detailed and quite accurate' national input-output table for 

our country, Leontief commented in his 1963 article entitled 'The structure of 

development'- in the Scientific American that 'Others, having just entered the 

field, have not yet advanced beyond rather sketchy compilations of limited' 

accuracy.' Perhaps Leontief received some copies of mimeographed working 

papers produced in the Indian Statistical Institute cited by Hollis B. Chenery 

and Paul G. Clark in their chapter on 'A survey of inter-industry research' of 

their book- Inter industry Economics published by John Wiley & Sons, New 

York, in 19~, 
r 

Under this circumstance, what is being presented here as an input-output 

table for a set of small villages which are among the most undeveloped of the 

wor.ld has certain special points to count Of the three blocks we have surveyed, 

the input-output table being presented here, is constructed of the data of one of 

the blocks only. Incidentally, this block is the best of the three blocks in respect 

of activities. Firstly, no one has sought to compile an input-output table in these 

types of rural economies. Secondly, Leontief kind of input-output table of a set 

of villages can be a time consuming special subject of study, whereas this is}n 

this dissertation, only a part of a set of a number of quantitative studies bearing 

on the planning of the milk economy in the districts of the North Bengal 

Division of the state of West Bengal. Therefore, a gap in the collection of one 

important item causes the exclusion of an _important item elsewhere in the 

table. The impoSsioility of tabulating net investment figures for different 

activities has caused the abandonment of figures of capital in the primary 

inputs. Thirdly, we have not included land as a natural resource because of the 
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fact that land's properties as an agen~ of production in special sectors depends 

on putting in resources into the land. Fourthly, while figures on net investment 

in enterprises, however small, are found positive, degradation of land does 

occur because of, among other things, absence of _crop covers throughout the 

agricultural year. We have, however, made no attempt to deduct the loss, ·if 

any, of the land resource. Fifthly, the exports have been entered into and 

included in the figures for final uses, whereas a row has been used for 

recording the values of imports. Since the villages covered are not sovereign it 

needs to be investigated how much of these imports make up imports for the 

country as a whole. It has not been possible to do so and consequently to divide 

each of the imports and exports into two to indicate clearly . the values of 

imports into the country and ~xport from the country. As a result of this want of 

distinction of two types of each of imports and exports, what we find is that the 

balance of trade of this set of villages is balanced. 

We also present another variation of the input-output table on the basis 

of which also solution for the total output for targeted final demand and import 

too can be found. 

6.11.3 INPUT OUTPUT TABLES 

Despite these limitations, the input-output table that we compile here is 

being developed as a basic input-output model an·d might throw considerable 

insights for further action for determined planning in stages for these villages in 

particular and for·our countryside "in general. We have divided the productive 

activities of the villages into four broad activities, namely, agriculture or 

production of crops, animal husbandry or output from animals mainly from 

HYV cows, irrigation and non-agricultural productive activity. Even though 

one particular activity may have non~homogeneous commodities, but their 

values are added together and the combined output in value terms is treated as 

the given ·product. This is also true of non-agricultural productive activities. 

But in the other two sectors the commodities are, more or less, homogeneous. 
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Table 6.11.5 

Input Output Table 
(Second Adaptation) 
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- 13,541 
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. 5,000 1261,471 1491,81 

- 2,000 35,000 

20,000 516,919 583,384 

18,000 513,459 545,000 

502,000 2293,849. -

545,000 - 2655,029 
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These beginnings with . the compilation of input output . table are 

important. Special or general solution might be used for estimating 

requirements for total output and other magnitudes on the· basis of targets of 

final demand. But with the present level of institutional arrangements the 

continuous increase of production in these lagging rural economies is not 

possible. If it were possible, these lagging rural economies would not have .. 

been in this shape. So we take up in the eighth chapter the institutional reforms 

and planning requirements for expanding growth in the countryside. 

With the institutional reforms carried out, we shall be in a position to 

carry out special and general solution of this type of input-output models in 

different years, monitor further improvement of the models and seek 

integration with different regions· of the country and the neighbouring foreign 

economies with whom we can have the minimum of transport costs. 

-SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 

On analyzing the income data we find that all families· living in these 

lagging rural economies are considered by us as living below the poverty line .. 

Similarly, on analyzing the employment data of males and females we find that 

we have the immediate need of providing full employment to double the 

number of those who may be treated as being in full employment. That means 

that the present level of rural productive activities can give some sort of a full 

employment to only one third of those who need full employment on a very 

. modest average value of employment. 

We conceive Leontief type of macro-mathematical model to deal with 

the challenge of low employment and low income. 



CHAPTER VII 

INCOME ELASTICITY OF DEMAND 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

We have made efforts to show that the districts of the North Bengal 

Division of the state of West Bengal have sufficient natural endowments for 

modernized milk complexes. This chapter is devoted to the consideration of 
·, 

prospects of these projected milk complexes in respect of fresh pasteurized 

milk packs and processed milk products for consumption needs of the rest of 

the state of West Bengal and beyond. Already we have seen in a previous 

chapter that even in families owning five acres of cultivable lands milk 

consumption is at a very low level. Various sorts of existing demand theories, 

implicitly or explicitly, directly or indirectly, are based on calculation of 

satisfaction. Whether such theories are simple, semi-advanced or advanced, use 

of some calculation of satisfaction remains one of the possibilities in such 
~ 

theories. It is necessary; therefore, on our part to point out that a consumer's 

· calculation of satisfaction is a function of accumulated knowledge of 

consumers. The importance of use of various media by the _government for the 
' ' 

purpose of driving hollJ.e many benefits of consuming milk can hardiy ·be 

overemphasized. Some consumers who are in darkness, often .are found to 

accentuate rather remove this darkness of fellow consumers. Often some 

uninformed consumers preach that cow milk is meant for calves only and not 

for humans. In the introductory chapter we . have described numerous 

advantages of milk as human food. It has been tested ,in many civilizations that. 

milk and milk products are causes of high longevity of citizens. We would Ilke 

to add here that consumption of milk acts as a cnative for a host of stomach 

diseases and prevents the occurrence of great many diseases. Watery content of 

fresh milk is so much that it reduces, to the offtake of some amount of water in 

a day. A normal intake of water on average is three litres a day. With concerted 
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dissemination of knowledge by the government agencies and milk marketing 

.centres the consumers will be enriched by knowledge. So the demand curve of 

milk will shift upward. Or if dissemination costs are used as independent 

variable, additional market demand might show an increasing range or positive 

slope upto a point. 

While this is true both for the North Bengal Division and the areas to 

which the specialized milk areas of North Bengal will sell milk and· milk 

products, we presume that if every area is developed- keeping in view its 

comparative advantage, the expanded income will cause additional demand for 

milk and· modernized milk complexes of the North Bengal Division to be 

sustained by demand from areas which have no special advantage in setting up 

milk complexes. 

In the previous chapter, we have focussed attention on the massive level 

of under employment and the low level of activities in our lagging rural 

economies. These lagging rural economies will make up a_ very vast area of 

Indian countryside. The massive effort to increase production to make them 

fully employed in ,quick stages warrant the discovery of comparative 

advantages of these different areas and ba.Se the immediate development of 

these areas on the basis of inter-area division of labour. Only when the different 

rural areas will develop fully on the basis of natural and created advantage, 

India will be in a position to discover her true comparative advantage in foreign 

trade. We shall argue that, in the whole of India's countryside, alongside the 

main natural endowments other activities are possible to diversify the income 

earning sources of the productive rural population. This might require 

increasing the use of resource upgrading technology and gradual relocation of 

cultivable lands so the comparative advanta~e commodities may have their full 

scope assuring and at the same growing of products which make the area self 

sufficient and people fully employed. However, eve:-y area must find one or 

more commodities for marketing outside on the basis of natural and created 

· advantage. 
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7.2 A HISTORICAL NOTE ON THE USE OF INCOME ELASTICITY OF 
DEMAND IN INDIA. 

The use of income elasticity of demarid for the purpose of successive 

Five-Year Plans in India began under the leadership of Professor P .C. 

Mahalanobis at the Indian ~; tatistical Institute in Calcutta. The work began in 

1954 by Professor Mahalanobis with his 'Note on Studies Relating to Planning 

for National Development now being conducted at the Indian Statistical 

Institute in collaboration with the Central Statistical Organization', Studies 

Relating to Planning for National Development, No.1, Indian Statistical 

Institute. 

Some of the earliest works were (1) Roy, J. and Laha, R.G. (1960) : 

Preliminary Estimates of Relative Increase in Consumer Demand in Rural and 

Urban India, Studies in Consumer Behaviour, Indian Statistical Institute. (2) 

Roy, J., Chakravarti, I.M. and Laha (1960): A Study of Concentration Curves 

as Description of Consumption Pattern, Studies in Consumer Behaviour, Indian 

Statistical Institute. 

A paper entitled 'A New Method of Forecasting Demand for Rice in 

India' was published in full in the 1969 Conference Volume of the Indian 

Econometric Society. This paper summarizes all the methods pursued till then. 

The traditional method of estimating demand for a specific commodity has 

been built on the findings of the demand theory as well as on the statistical 

technique of regression. The development of demand theory since Coumot via 

Marshall and Hicks has led to the acceptance of a relationship between demand 

for a commodity and certain determining variables. As simplifications of 

existing theories the demand for a particular commodity may be regarded as . 

dependent on consumer's income, price of the commodity, prices of other 

commodities and preference map of the consumer. 

Making this relationship still simpler, preference map of the consumer 

. and relative price ~evel are held constant. The consumer's demand for a 

commodity is then related solely to his income. Following Wold, H. and 
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Jureen, L. (1953) : Demand Analysis, John Wiley and Sons, Inc, New York, 

the {;ommon simplest model ~as been of the type. 

E 
d =uJl 

Where d stands for demand for a commodity ~d J..l for income of the 

consumer. The parameter E is the income elasticity of demand. When the data 

are fitted to this model this means that if income rises by 1% then the demand 

for the commodity will increase by E% .. t>n the basis of family budget survey 

an investigator is able to arrange expenditure on commodity against different 

income levels. This is taken as a substitute of the consumer's or the 

household's average expenditure on the commodity through his own increased 

levels of income. E is then derived by means of least squares approximation on 

a linear relationship. 

The Indian experiments on this model were solely conducted till the 

seventies by the Indian Statistical Institute (lSI}. In the first work consumer's 

income has been replaced by his total expenditure, the reason being that time 

series data of family consumption against family incomes were not available 

for any sufficient length of time. NSS cross section data were also not available 

for meticulously collected incomes of households. 

The demand curve thus fitted is ofthe form 

C=AEP 

Where E is the per head· total expenditure and C is the per head 

expenditure on the commodity. The parameter ~ is defined as 

E . dC = d (log C) 
C dE d(logE) 

and, as is evident, is called expenditure elasticity. In the lSI estimates the per 

centage of persons covered by different expenditure groups are used as weights 

in the least squai·es approximation. It is found that preference maps of 

consumers vary between urban and rural sectors. The lSI statisticians, 

therefore, measure expenditure elasticity for rural Indian and urban Indian 

separately and then take the weighted average as the expenditure elasticity for 
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the country, the weights being the proportions of persons covered by rural and 

urban sectors. 

Simple algebraic formulas have b~en used for estimation of demand. 

The quantities necessary for this purpose are expenditure elasticity of demand 

for the community, the increase in per capita total_ consumption and the 

increase in population. 

In symbols, 

Where, 

c, = c<> < 1 + k ) j}t 
100 

C, = Per capita consumption of the commodity in t years hence, 

Co= Per capita consumption ohhe commodity at the base period, 

..k = The rate per cent of the increase of per capita total consumption per year. 

Similarly, 
100 

Where, C, = total demand after t years 

C0 = total demand at the base period. 

I! = rate per cent of the increase of population. 

Dissatisfied with traditionally measured expenditure elasticity of 

demand at the Indian Statistical Institute Puspam Pant and Ashok Rudra 

applied the Linear Expenditure System devised by ·Richard Stone to the _ 

National Sample Survey Data. This system makes a convenient classification 

of all consumer commodities into n categories. The demand in value is 

expressed as 

n 

qiPi = q -iPi + bi (E- LJliqi) 
i = 1 

Where qi =demand for the ith commodity in quantiry, 

PL = price ofthe ith commodity, 

q -i= committed expenditure on item i irrespective of prices and irrespective 

of the total amount of consumption expenditure, 
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bi = fraction of the uncommitted part of the expenditure which is devoted 

to the ith commodity with the result that 

n 

y b· = 1 
'- I 

i = 1 . 

Pant and Rudra themselves admitted that there were difficulties about 

the prices to be used. Since there are equations for separate commodity groups 

instead of separate commodities the problem of suitable weights exists. 

National Sample Survey investigation periods varied considerably among. 

different rounds. Range of a particular period has even been eight, ten or · 

twelve months. The element of season naturally came as a disturbing element 

within the same round. Retail prices were not available. Even if they were 

available spatial and seasonal differences were to be taken into account. Yet 

when they found that elasticity of demand for food grains computed. On the 

basis of these equations was around 1.0 instead of around 0.5 they call it 'very 

satisfactory result'. One of the reasons assigned was that their-hypotheses. As 

for the testing itself the only thing furnished to the readers was a table of 

product-moment correlation co-efficients between the observed values of 

demand and. the corresponding expected values. The readers were denied a -

picture of the values themselves. · 

N. Bhattacharya had the good fortune to try this model in the company 

of the original author Stone himself and with full cooperation from Pant and 

Rudra. His calculations were naturally done in a more thorough manner, 

though there was scope for further improvements and lie found' that the most 

plausible estimates were closer to the cross-section elasticities rather than to the 

figures arrived at by Pant and Rudra. The result of application of the Linear 

Expenditure System, therefore, has not yet got anything to commend itself for 

use in India. 

A vigorous activity then centered round an indigenous method of 

computing Engel Elasticity. As an alternative to derive expenditure elasticity 

on the basis of semi-log, double-log or probit relation of Engel curves, P.C. 
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Mahalanobis started experiments with concentration curves. As an essential 

step in the evolution of this method J. Roy, I.M. Chakravarty, and R.G. Laha 

distinguished among three types of concentration curves : ( 1) Lorenz Curve 

where cumulative proportions of total expenditure ·are plotted against 

cumulative proportions of persons spending upto a given level of per capita 

total expenditure, (2) Commodity Concentration Curve where cumulative 

proportions of-total consumption of'a specific commodity are plotted against 

the cumulative proportions of persons- spending upto a given level of per capita 

total expenditure, (3) Relative Concentration Curve where the cumulative 

proportions of consumption of a specific commodity are_ plotted against the 

cumulative proportions ·of total expenditure accounted for by persons· spending 

upto a level of per capita total expenditure. This last curve can be obtained 

from the first two curves. Roy and co-authors found that elasticity is the 

product of three factors (I) the ratio of the rate of increase of the slope to the 

slope of the concentration curve, (2) the slope of the cumulat_ive distribution 

function of the per capita expenditure and (3) the per capita expenditure level. 

In symbols, 

d2q/dp2 
J3(x)= --

dq/dp 
X 

dp 

dx 

N.S. Iyenger took this development further ahead. He took a bivariate 

log-normal distribution for per capita total expenditure, and _ per capita 

expenditure on the specific item. The equation of the Lorenz Curve was 

previously known as 

tq = tp-€ 

Iyenger derived the equation of the commodity concentration curve as 

tq=tp-€ J3 

These two curves were used together and Iyenger found elasticity 

tQ;J>=l /2 
f3=--

tq;J>=l/2 
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Although the figures arrived at conform more or less to the. figures 

obtained by the traditional method the scientists of the Indian Statistical 

Institute admired two of its advantages. There is a saving in time, particularly, 

when concentration curves are available in laboratories which make use size 

distributions and concentration curves as general analytical tools. Secondly, in 

the traditional method some biases come about because of the fact that 

logarithms of the group means are used in lien of group means of logarithms~ 

These biases do not enter through the method of concentration curves. 

P.C. Sarkar argued in his aforesaid paper that two things are essential for. 

·the suitability of a predicting method. Firstly, the method must be one that must 

have strong conceptual bases. If in some studies logarithms of group means are 

taken as a proxy for group means of logarithms, the fault does not lie in the 

traditional method. It merely means that consumption studies and consumption 

surveys may be conducted on more ad-hoc basis rather than -allowed to be 

connected with multi-purpose surveys. Besides, an element of bias alone 

cannot be a sufficient ground to call for doing away with an otherwise 

conceptually sound method. Again, if a method has negligible or weak 

conceptual basis then some computational advantages cannot add to its utility. 

The investigator concerned worked out his method for estimating 

demand for food grains during the session ·1967-68 a year upto which India 
. I . . 

experienced considerable shortage of food grains. In forecasting demand for 

food grains, a new element, namely, a demand for net hoarding for the .second 

year was ·introduced. This proclivio/ to hoard for the second· year - the year 

following the production year concerned- was a traditional method of farmers' 

own insurance against loss of production in the following year. The paper was 

written for preparing correct production targets for Five Year Plans and more 

specifically the Fourth Five Year Plan. Demand for ho;.'rding and increased 

demand as a result of rise in income were to be added for the building of the 

target of production of food grains. On the basis of a sample of households 

income elasticity of demand for rice for the whole sample was found to be 
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0.81. The income elasticity· of demand for rice of different occupations. was 

also collected. Thus the income elasticity of demand for rice of farmers was 

found as 0.63 and of factory workers and service holders was also 0.63. But the 

income elasticity of demand for rice of farm labourers, non-farm workers, 

· transport drivers, artisans and vegetable tradca;s was 1.38. 

Estimates of demand on the basis of income increase, of net hoarding of 

rice and other adjustments (including effects of price change) were calculated. 

then estimates of total demand for rice were calculated for a number of years. 

7.3 THE ENGEL LAW 

When the study described m the preceding two paragraphs, was 

conducted some good works in empirical econometrics were either not 

published or not availabie, although H.S. Houthakker's 'An International 

Comparison of Household · Expenditure Patterns, commemorating the 

Centenary of Engels Law' was found on the journal pages (Econometrica, Vol. 

25, 1957 pp. 532-51). The book 'The Analysis of Family Budgets', Cambridge 

University Press, London, 1971 was not published till then. The German 

Statistician Ernst Engel ( 1821-1896) established a regularity in the variation in 

family expenditure with variation in income. Family budgets at time were 

already used for construction of cost of living and consumer-price index. 

Family budgets were used to fit Engel's income expenditure curve. As an 

example of specific expenditure Ernst Engel focussed attention on food 

expenditure and he related ·consumer's expenditure on a commodity to his 

income. As for a specific commodity a consumer will not buy this commodity 

if his income is below a certain level. Similarly he will not increase his 

purchase of the commodity once he reaches a level of satiety, howsoever large 

income 'he may have. So the curve for the expenditure on a consumption good 

will begin from a threshold or floor income and will get a level of income as 

asymptote to the curve. Some econometricians have expressed Engel's law in 

terms of the per centage of income SJ?ent on consumption good. Thus they state 

that the per centage of income spent on a consumption good falls as income 

rises. For our purpose we want to view the law in terms of former presentation 
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implying the persons with lower income will demand more of the commodity 

when their income rises. 

With the ceteris paribus· assumption the ideal test is to conduct a 

controlled experiment selecting a number of families as a sample who m 

previous occupations were surveyed for their · family budgets. Sample 1s 

selected from those who have changed to full time factory workers as a result a 

new large factory being located near their habitat. They are now employed 

throughout the year with higher income. It is certain that higher income with 

security. of employment their food expenditure will increase. The result, for 

example, with a sample often such families, is produced in the form of a graph 
I 

in the following figure 7.3.1. . 
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Assuming that all the ten families enjoyed roughly an e·q-ual monthly 

income of Rs . .4000. Now they earn much more than Rs. 4000 a month. Their 

incomes now vary as a result of the variation of incentive bonuses they earn. So 

we find, as depicted by graph, food expenditure increases for all the incomes. 

Here none of incomes are high enough to approximate a satiety level and, 

therefore, an asymptote. 
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But this accidental controlled experiment is usually not possible in the 

discipline of Economics. Economists have, therefore, resorted to the collection 

of data in two different ways, namely, (1) time series and (2) cross-sectional. 

Henry Schultz in his path breaking work used aggregative time series samples.· 

R. Stone and H. Wold used time-series as well as cross-section data. Engel 

-used cross-section data. 

Econometricians who have fitted Engel curves include K.A. Fox and 

H.S. Houthakker. In respect of actual fitting few have included such high 

income on which a satiety is reached or income which will be asymptote to an 

Engel curve. But it has been acknowledged that consumption expansion path 

· based on increase in household income and parallel upwarding shifting budget 

lines is a counterpart of the Engel curve for a single consumer. 

We have already seen in the previous section that income elasticity of 

demand may vary among occupations. So with increase of consumption of 

human energy the demand for a commodity may increase. Al~o if the size of 

the family varies the family with_ a higher size may have more consumption 

expenditure on a commodity with given income. One of the pioneer 

econometricians (L.R. Klein) by implication. regarded race also as a factor 

affecting consumption expen~iture. Religious practices, no doubt, a~ect 

expenditure on specific commodities. Local tradition may also have effects on 

the consumption of specific commodities. 

L.R. Klein has shown, on the basis perhaps of Houthakker's survey of 

family budgets of white families living in large cities in the North of the USA 

in 1950, that in general family size ha:' bearing on total · food exp~nditure. 

Houthakker used number of persons in the family as a factor affecting 

consumption. 

7.4 DIFFERENCE IN MODERN INDIAN TOWNS 

In India the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes have been enjoying 

reservation for government and government-funded e~ployment for a long 

time. After the rise of caste based politics in many states especially in the 
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southern states of India and more particularly after the implementation of the 

Mandai Commission recommendations in India some of the provincial toWJ)s 

are now inhabited by large number of families who were used to low level of 

living before getting the benefit of reservation in government and semi- · 

government jobs. Many of these families, in continuation of previous habits, 

consume very small amount of milk even with very high income of Rs. 

20,000/- per month. In our time bound programme of collecting and analyzing 

multifarious data it has not been possible to relate highly promoted families of 

earlier lower levels to consumption of milk. 

It is acknowledged that there is normal difference of tastes among 

consumers. But the difference of the kind described in the preceding paragraph 

is not found in any other country. In none of the co~unist countries there was 

ever any reservation of the kind now in practice in India. We mention the 

phenomenon because this affects our calculation of income elasticity of 

demand. It is. often found that there occurs a big time-lag for adjustment of 

consumption habits. Often it is also· found that some consumers suffer from 

more or less pre-conceived hesitation to consume fresh milk. But they do not 

hesitate to. consume sorts of milk products. One reason accounting for a big 

time-lag for adjustment of consumption habits for those_who rise to substantial 

higher Iivi.ng suddenly from a very low level are that they prefer owning urban 

properties as quickly as possible and sacrifice consumption of milk and milk 

products. 

7.5 LEVEL OF CONSUMPTION OF MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS 

We present in this section a visual picture, in the ·form of graphical 

figures, of the level of consumption ·of milk and milk products in urban and 

rural areas. They come very handy for understanding differences in the levels 

of consumption of milk and milk products in rural and urban areas separately. 

At the same time, in two figures we have the opportunity to see the variation-of 

consumption of milk and milk products with the change of the income level. 
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The expenditure on milk and milk products (Expenditure here is always 

animal) is calculated in two ways. In the first place, the expenditures in Rupees 

of all the families of a group are summed and then this sum is dhrided by the . 

number of families of the group. We call this per family expenditure on milk 

and milk products.· Secondly, the sum of expenditures of all families of the 

group, on milk and milk products is divided by the sum of family sizes of this 

group. We call this per capita expenditure OQ. milk and milk products. In terms 

of these-definitions it must be clear that both these concepts are in Rupees. 

We must mention another feature of these graphical figures. In all the 

graphical figures the horizontal axes represent always income classes in Rupees 

in thousands. But the vertical axes are riot always the same. When the vertical 

axis -represents per family expenditure this is always in Rupees in thousands. 

But in case of per capita expenditure (on milk and milk products) the 

measurement is in Rupees in hundreds. Thus in figures 7.5.3, 7.5.4 and 7.5.6 

the vertical axes represent per capita expenditures in hundreds. 

With this arrangement of the scales of the axes of the first two graphical 

figures of this section we can understand a number of features. Firstly, rural 

consumption of milk is on average deplorably lower than urban consumption. 

This is -true both for family ·consumption and per capita consumption. 

Secondly, the difference in the levels of rural an~ urban consumption of milk is 

mostly caused by differences in the income levels. Thirdly, the whole of the 

difference is not· caused by differences in income. If we look at figures 7.5 .1 

and 7.5.2 carefully we find unmistakably that with mid-points of income

classes from 60 to 120 the per family expenditure on milk and milk products in 

the rural area is for the most part less than Rupees five thousand per annum 

whereas in urban area the same is on the .whole not less than Rupees six 

thousand. Some will say that some vegetarian families are· _disposed to consume 

relatively more milk than non-vegetarian families. Even allowing some 

concession to this argument, all the families of the span of income-classes 
. . 

described cannot be vegetarian families. We cannot but be disposed to lend 
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support to t~e hypothesis that relatively greater amount of knowledge accounts 

relatively greater preference for milk. 

On considering the _per capita annuat expenditure on milk and milk 

products in the graphical figures 7.5.3 and-7.5.4 it appears that consciousness 

of the people in general is weak both in urban and rural areas ofthe Koch Bihar 

district. We have found in a previous section of this chapter that in America 

consumption expenditure increased with increase of family size. In the 

American sample there was no specific fitting of consumption expenditure on 

milk and milk products with different level of income. But those of us who 

have had intimate experience of life in rich western countries bear testimony to 

the fact that consumption of milk is universal in all age-groups. 
' 

In figure 7.5.3 which displays the rural behaviour there is a jump in per 

capita expenditure on milk and milk products after a certain point. But this 

jump is not maintained subsequently for higher incomes. In figure 7.5.4 the 

initial jump has been still more severely broken subsequen: ly with higher 

incomes. Although the average level of per capita expenditure on milk and 

milk products is higher in the urban areas, in both rural and urban areas there is 

certainly a declining trend of per capita annual expenditure on milk and milk 

products after a point. This supports the hypothesis that people covered in both 

rural and urban areas here do not feel that milk is a protecti\·e food for all ages. 

The'ruralurban combined picture is displayed in figures 7.5.5 and 7.5.6. 

We find that in respect of per family expenditure the graph 7.5.5 can be divided 

into two halves. Each half has a rising trend. This is not so in figure 7.5.6. If we 

divide the graph here into two halves around about mid-point of Rs. 108 

thousands, the trend of the second half is decidedly not a rising one. The 

conclusion is decisive that milk here is not bought for consumption of all ages. 

However in the combined figures we find as a whole a general rising 
·, 

trend if we do not divide them into two halves. This indicates that, milk and 

milk products not being consumed by all age-groups, the consumption of milk 

and milk products increases with income. 
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7.6 OUR FAMILY BUDGET SURVEY 

The object of our measurement of income elasticity of demand is to 

. examine the case of building up a specialized area of milk complex in the 

North Bengal Division of the state of West Bengal. We need to compare the 

income elasticity of demand for milk with that· for some other commodities. 

We are not interested in the projection of demand for milk or other 

commodities .. 

Since this study is based on a new theory of comparative advantage of 

different areas of the country we seek to examine the case of the North Bengal 

districts having a comparative advantage in milk and processed milk products. 

Comparative advantage in milk and processed milk products does not mean 

other commodities will not be produced. On the contrary, it has been found that 

the real specialization in one industry somewhere means massive all-round 

increase of production so that the milk sector gets the full cooperation of all 

other activities of the area. There has to be, so to say, a Rostovian take-off in 

the districts of North Bengal based on the upsurging of the milk sector. With 

this object all other sectors has to develop as rapidly as possible. In a later 

chapter we shall deal with the task of devising methods to accomplish the work 

with the maximum speed. 

Mention has been made in the foregoing discussions that the North 

Bengal districts will cater to the ~eeds not only ofthe.state of West Bengal and 

.. areas adjacent to the districts of North Bengal but also f~r exports to possible 

countries. For this purpose we are interested to measure an indicator of the 

growth of demand for milk and processed milk products produced within the 

North Bengal districts. 

In total 50 urban families of the district town of Koch Bihar and 100 

rural families from the villages have been surveyed f<?r the purpose of family 

budgets. The lowest income class in rural area begins from Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 

12,000 per annum per family. The highest income class from the urban area is 

Rs. 480,000 to 540,000 per annum per family. Five families have been covered 
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for each of the income classes. As there is account of family budget of five 

families in each of the income groups, the family with medium income is 

allowed to represent the group when_we used them in graphs. 

For measurement of elasticity in each of rural and urban areas separately 

we selected 20 real observations in a methodical way. The results improve with 

better grouping to reduce the number of obserVations. When the grouping is not 

done to reduce sufficiently the number of observations the results are not that 

encouraging. But drive home this point we present results with large number of 

groups also to illustrate a methodological point. 

7.7 MEASUREMENT OF INCOME ELASTICITY OF DEMAND 

As we have demonstrated in a previous section that neither in rural nor 

urban areas does a family buy milk for members of all age-groups. So we do 

not keep family size as one of the factors affecting family consumption of milk 

and milk products. We use the basic non-linear regression equation of Wold,· 

namely, 

with the difference that we use income, instead of total expenditure as the 

regressor. Taking logarithms of both sides we tum this basic eq~tation into an 

equatjon of log-linear regression: 

Log C = log A + ~ logY 

. We fit this type of log-linear regression to different sorts of groupings of 

our data. First of all we present the essential information and graphical figures 

of 100 . observations without sound grouping of the data. With these 

observations we fit only three equations: ( 1) for annual expenditure on cereals 

and cereal products, (2) for milk and milk products, and (3) for vegetables. 

(1) Log-linear regression where dependent variable is . annual family 

expenditure on cereals and cereal products ( Rs.) 



Intercept 

Cu·eal and 
Cereal 
-Products 

No. of Observations 100 

R2=0.44 

Co-efficients 

7.1935 

0.19677 

The graphical figure is presented-in figure 7. 7.1 
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T with d.f. = 98 

26.118 

8.8545 

(2) Log-linear regression where dependent variable 1s annual family_ 

expenditure on milk and milk products (Rs.) 

Intercept 

Milk and 
Milk 
Products 

No. of Observations 100 

R2=0.90 

Co-efficients 

0.19677 

0.75657 

The graphical figure-is presented in figure 7.7.2 

T with d. f. = 98 

- .33603 

29.973 

(3) Log-linear regression where dependent variable IS annual family 

expenditure on Vegetables (Rs.) 

No. of Observations 100 

R2=0.85 T with d.f. = 98 

Intercept 

Vegetables 

Co-efficients 

1.8027 

0.54963 

The graphical figure is presented in figure 7.7.3. 

6:1724 

23.325 
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We take the stand that if.any one co-efficient is significant the whole 

regression equations is significant. Accordingly, all the three fitted equations 

are significant. The goodness of fit of milk is very good. We move to fit the 

data on rural and urban areas separately with more scientific grouping of the 

d·ata. 

MAINLY RURAL AREAS 

Now we deal with the measurement of income elasticity of demand for 

specific commodities including milk and milk products on the basis of 

scientific arrangements of groups of families of respective income levels of 

mainly rural families. We present here income elasticity of demand for fiv_e 

groups of expenditure. 

(I) Log-linear regression where dependent variable Is annual family 

expenditure on cereals and cereal products. (Rs. ). 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

R2=0.43 

Co-efficients 

Intercept 6.4460 

Cereal and Cereal Products 0.27116 

T with d.f. = 18 

7.9246 

3.6439 

(2) Log-l.inear regression where dependent variable is annual expenditure on 

milk and milk products (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

Intercept . 

Milk and Milk Products 

Co-efficients 

- 1.8910 

0.9154 

T with d.f. = 18 

~2.1702 

11.47 
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(3) Log-linear regression where dependent variable is annual expenditure on 

vegetables (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

R2=0.91 

Intercept 

Vegetables 

Co-efficients 

-0.49651 

0.76415 

T with.d.f. = 18 

-0.810f3 

13.629 

( 4) Log-linear regression where dependent variable is annual expenditure on 

education (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

R2=0.80 

Intercept 

Education 

Co-efficients 

-4.3094 

1.1404 

T with d.f. = 18 

-2.8946 

8.3731 

(5) Log-linear regress10n where the dependent variable is annual 

expenditure on Health- Care (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

R2=0.80. 

Intercept 

Health-Care 

Co-efficients 

-3.2653 

0.99075 

T with d.f. = 18 

-2.5617 

8.4966 

The graphs covering these five cases are found in figures 7.7.4 to 7.7.8 

MAINLY URBAN AREAS 

We now take up the study of the sample families of the mainly urban 

areas whose family budge~s have been collected. They also have been so 

grouped as to make up 20 observations. 
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( 1) Log-linear regression where the dependent variable is annual expenditure 

on Cereal and Cereal products (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

Intercept 

Cereal and Cereal products 

Co-efficients 

1.2044 

0.68279 

T with d.f.~ 18 

0.84698 

5.8500 

(2) Log-linear regression where the dependent variable is annual expenditure 

on Milk and Milk products (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result of grouping) 

Intercept 

Milk and Milk products 

Co-efficients 

-1.5174 

0.88607 

T with d.f. = 18 

- 1.4173 

10.059 

(3) Log-linear regress inn where the dependent variable- is annual expenditure 

on Vegetables (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result ofgrouping) 

R2=0.73 

Intercept 

Vegetables 

Co-efficients 

0.60113 

0.64731 

T with d.f. = 18 

0.53847 

7.047) 
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( 4) Log-linear regression where the dependent variable is annual expenditure 

on Education (Rs.) 

No. of Observations= 20 (as a result ofgrouping) 

R2=0.61 

Intercept 

Education 

Co-efficients 

-6.5758 

1.3204 

T with d.f. = 18 

-2.1718 

5.3001 

(5) Log-linear regression where the dependent variable is annual expenditure 

on Health-Care (Rs.) 

No. ofObserv~tions = 20 (as a result of grouping) 

R 2=0.68 

Intercept 

Health-Care 

Co-efficients 

-8.7440 

1.4591 

T with d.f. = 18 

-3.0246 

6.1343 

The graphs covering the five cases of mainly urban areas are found in 

figure 7.7.9 to 7.7.13 

7.8 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 

We should now summarise the findings of the chapter. Measurement of 

the income elasticity of demand for several commodities have shown that 

income elasticityof demand for milk and milk products is consistently higher 

than that for cereal and cereal products as well as for vegetables. 

Income elasticity of demand for education as well as that for health-care 

is both higher than that for milk and milk products. We have already indicated 

in section 7.6 that if we want to develop districts oi· the North Bengal division 

of West Bengal on the basis of true upsurging of the sector of milk and milk 

products, massive devdopment of all other sectors of the area must be initiated 

in quick successive stages to provide to the. milk and milk product sector all the 

cooperation it needs from them. In a subsequent chapter we propose to write in 

more details about the requirements. 
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CHAPtER VIII 

REQUIRED PLANNING PATTERN AND REFORMS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Mention has already been made that we want a take-off with milk as the 

lead sector in the whole of the North Bengal Division of the state of West 

Bengal. So to begin with,, it becomes necessary to discuss in greater details the 

requirements necessary for the ushering in of this take-off. The concept of take

off is a theory of W.W. Rostow. Rostow's ·hypothesis on take-off flowered in 

his Economic Journal article 'The Take-off into Self-sustained Growth' 

publiShed in 1956. His first writing on the subject was a book entitled - The 

Process of Economic Growth (New York, 1952). Subsequent development of 

the subject, his second stage of thought on the subject, was l~id down in his 

book 'An American Policy in Asia', published in 1955 in New York. Even 

though the main motive behind writing his 1956 article was to impress the 

donor nations that if take-off could be brought in, then this take-off centres on 

a relatively 6rief time interv~1 of just two to three decades during which the 

economy and the society make the decisive transformation of perpetuating the 

steady rise of real output per capita. His hypothesis was that if take-off is 

brought about, the subsequent economic growth is more or less automatic. 

Even though Rostow limited activity of the take-off stage to two to three 

decades, he has clearly stressed that the process of economic development is 

sufficiently long to admit of just three periods. The period for preconditions for 

take-off may be long. Although he said that this period of preparation for take

off may be very long and may indeed be more than one cent~1ry, it was indeed 

beyond any one thinker's power· to keep apprised of the wide diversity of 

special circumstances of various countries~ The economic histories of the 

countries he specially studied were the Western countries of two types. The 
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countries of Western Europe were those whose surplus population were 

absorbed in America, Australia and New Zealand during the formative period 

of high rate of growth of population. The case of United States was marked by 

occupation of new territories by immigrant families by what was known as . 

. homesteading. The historical role played by slave trades in exploiting the 

geographical endowments in the earlier stage .cannot be minimized. 

It is however, true that despite continued poverty and subsistence 

farming, the progress in shipping, roads, canals and communications and 

transport took place right during the regime of princes in the Western European 

countries before agriculture, dairy, horticulture and market gardening_ made an 
':""•, 

upsurge making steady progress_ towards intensified production. 

Even the seventeenth century progress· in naval power and m the· 

building of empires took place with continued lack of progress m the 

countryside. Two of the European countries with highly specialized agriculture, 

namely, Netherlands and Denmark, made innovation in agricultural policy 

when in the 1880's cheap grain from U.S. appeared in torrential flow to 

Europe. They resorted to production of milk, milk-processing, animal produce, 

pig breeding, poultry fannin& potatoes, sugar-beats, vegetables, tomatoes, 

mushrooms, grapes, high quality flowers and flower bulbs each offering export 

to areas involving low transaction costs. 

The preparation for take-off -in India cmil<r not begin in right earnest 

before the exit of the Englishmen in 1947.· It is true that the English 

administration in the twentieth century revitalized the autonomy of the rural 

republics. They set up union boards and district boards and an elaborate system 

of relief through them and also kept up publicity through mobile film vans· with 

their commentators. Some ofthe beneficiallegislation.c; on cooperative societies 

were unheeded by the Indian intelligentsia as a result of intensity of freedom 

struggle. But the basic f :ct was that British administration was still dependent 

on profits from revenue from land. The rent racking hierarchy remained, the 

fanners were not directly brought under the state and there were no land 

reforms. In most parts of United British India there were farms with monsoon 
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crop only. There were exception in places in East Bengal, which were flooded 

during the monsoons to facilitate the growth of jute and special kind of paddy. 

Such lands produced good crops during the dry season since river. waters 

. brought and dumped fertile silts during the flooding time. 

The post independence years in what is now India saw the abolition of 

intermediaries and uneven land reforms in the states. Even in states where the 

ceiling on land holdings has not been low, the break up of the farms among the 

descendants reduced the size of holdings. This has been to some extent 

neutralized by some sorLof joint farming among some descendants. In the state 

of West Bengal a land reforms bill passed before the present Left Front 

Government appeared in 1977 was, in general, implemented by the Left Front 

Government. This reduced the average size of farms in the state. Some western 

authors who in the thirties and forties of the last century pleaded for 

industrialization of the surplus population had eventually changed their opinion 

in favour of land reforms. One of the reasons for this change <?f opinion is the 

realization that the countries of these authors would be obliged to offer aids the 

extent of which is not to their liking. At one time land reform was conceived in 

a very wide sense. This wider use of the term not only included redistribution 

of land, regulation of rents and system of tenancy and fixation of farm wages 

but also took within it all sorts of· things which we rightly treat as 

con;prehensive agricultural policy. 

As for pure land reforms, writers from many different disCiplines 

including economics, geography, history, anthropology, sociology, law and 

even political myths entered into the field in some regions in South Asia where 

the middle class urban interests even the other day earned enough rents from 

cultivable lands. In West Bengal the extent of this earning of rent was more 

limited than in other regions of South Asia. The Operation Barga in this state 

is, however, being credited by some as a real incentive to tenancy farmers who 

are protected in respect of legal rights to such farms. In this study no attempt is 

made to discuss the effect of this much publicized reform. Whatever effect for 
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increase in productivity was generated was through earlier land reform acts and 

supplementary official and institutional aids to farmers. 

In some states there was some reform legislation for consolidation of 

holding. The -Government of West Bengal passed no such legislation. One 

argument could be advanced against any bid for consolidation of holdings in 

that consolidated holdings could be broken when such holdings are divided 

among descendants after the death of the owners of these holdings. But the 

descendants might also share the joint cost shared investments. 

Some upward revision of agricultural wages was done in the state of 

West Bengal. But this state has so far not demonstrated the determination of the 

government to usher in really great· demand for wage earning labourers. This 

could only be done by massive production plan to exploit the full potential of 

natural endowments of land resource. 

Precisely this is the great defect of the whole of Indian planning. The. 

real planning began, as the planners claimed, with the Second Five Year Plan. 

Even some official agricultural economists pleaded that the agricultural sector 

was a purely bargaining sector meaning that the sector could be developed . 
according to will. The industrial development, according to these agricultural 

economists, could not wait. Mahalanobis foundation, or as others had different 

nomenclature as Nehru-Mahalanobis. foundation, gradually moved in stages, 

through various policy resolutions, inter-governmental trade agreement with 

·· Russia,· peace and friendship treaty with Russia resulted in major investment 

being made only in public sectors during the seventies of the last ce~tury, as 

measured by P.C. Sarkar on the basis of the data of the Central Statistical 

Organizations for the seventies. His measurement also led to the discovery that 

the productivity of investment in the public sectors was less than a third of that 

in private sectors. 

All the progressive taxation regime, foreign aid and deficit financing 

resorted to by the central government could not be used for exploiting the great 

potential of the land endowments of the country. A great deal of these benefits 

were enjoyed by the public sectors and in locating the public sector and private 
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companies certain areas were more preferred to than others. In the.name of new 

agricultural strategy some selected western areas were showered benefits for 

excess agricultural production during the difficult years of post-1965 Kashmir 

War. 

One great difficulty for Indians was that Indians were by and large 

unaware of the great potentiality of its land endowments and of the relevant 

empirical method to exploit the spread-effects of the advance of faster use of 

our land endowments. That explained the lack of urgency ·in the minds of some 

high placed economists, as we state in a preceding paragraph, for preparation of 

. a well-concerted move for take-off in the countryside and then for take-off of 

·the country as a whole. 

The alternatives open to the early national administration of independent 

India were many. The early lead of industrialization and national regeneration 

could be achieved in numerous ways. One of the ways might have been to 

depend on foreign- investment for the development of steel sector and use the 

best of the national entrepreneurs for steel and basic industries. Instead of 

trying to persuade such nations like Japan, whom India is supplying even now 

with iron ores, to set up their operating plants in India for all sorts of steel, 

India continued to throw away the advantage of owning substantial iron ores. If 

from the early fifties India welcomed foreign investment in basic industries and 

limited to such investmentto not more than 20 per cent of national investment, 

· Indian capital could have been correctly used by now for determined bid. to 

activate, educate and develop the productivity of operators and working Class 

of the countryside. 

Rostow in his 1956 article made a basic mistake by assuming that 

India's take-off stage began in 1956 with the launching of Second Five Year 

Plan. He mistook Indian exports of cotton textiles as an indication of 

completion of preparation for take-off. 

One example of India's lopsided development IS the massive 

development of Delhi at the cost of other areas. So much advantages are now 

showered on the people of Delhi, that people of Delhi have now, as it were, 
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developed as a separate race or a separate country. Even upto the early sixties 

Calcutta was leading in industrial production and cultural activities. Gradually 

Delhi has been allowed to develop into such.~ big thing that it is now one of the 

most polluted cities of the world. Side by side we see high proporti~nal growth 

in Bombay and western India. Even in the early sixties Bombay was smaller 

than Calcutta. One consequence of this concentration in western areas of the 

country has been causing slow but steady migration of productive workers 

away from eastern areas. 

It is possible to tum the tide. The countryside of the eastern and even the 

western areas could be restructured to work out new means of ushering in the 

ups urging of new· lead sectors in separate rural areas. But the task requires 

steady and continuous accumulation of savings from within the country. The 

policies ofNDA leaders and propaganda ofthe Economic and Political Weekly 
I 

in favour of still lower-interest regimes supported by Leftist government's own 

economists is a real obstacle to the right and punctual preparation for take off 

in our countryside. 

8.2 URGENCY TO AMEND VAJPAEE-SINHA TYPE GLOBALISATION 

The preparation for take-off in the countryside cannot begin unless the 

country side is made completely free from the coercion of the central finance 

ministry and the Reserve Bank of India in respect of fixation of interest. The 

intellectuals in this country are unaware of the true potential of our country

side. Nor are they are aware of the unemployment, under-employment and low

value employment being ceaselessly caused by the falling interest regime 

motivated by NDA leaders to reduce the ·cost of servicing very large internal 

debt. Serious study of Korean economy has shown that many business 

corporations were so much corrupt that dependence of Korean economy on the 

basis of these corrupt companies n:tay lead Korea into new crisis. A serious 

investigator even suggested that state sectors might be set up to put the 

business corporations . in shape. Even with so much of reduction of rate of 

interest (In fact within a span of two years the rate of interest in small savings 

has fallen ·from 13 per cent to 9 per cent) the production of the business 
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corporations has not been increasing. When there is an expectation of further 

fall in interest rate the businessmen owning big business corporations may even 

wait till rate of interest falls to 5 per cent per annum. Instead of clearing the 

debris of corrupt corporations profitable public sect-Or enterprises areiJeing sold 

out for money. 

What has been precisely the western or American motive of what is 

called globalization ? The motive of America and western allies is to get more . 

investment income without pause from the developing countries so much so 

that eventually the Indian operators and productive workers from the 

countryside will be turned away from their homesteads as the East Pakistan 

refugee c~ltivators were turned away by the Indians from the Dandak. This 

might the reason why Economic and Political Weekly has been publishing the 

American funded research of the ill-effects of burning wood, while America is 

the main cause of global pollution through high-heated carbon dioxide. 

Naturally, foreign entrepreneurs who want to take the position -in the 

countryside would be happy to work in an atmosphere of universal use of gas 

fuel in the countryside. 

The motive of western design was made amply clear ever since the first 

structural reform began in the late eighties. It would be in order if one quotes 

from the 'Monterrey Consensus' adopted in March 2002 in Monterrey. 

Mexico at the ~u.N. International Conferences on Finances for Development: 

. . . nothing will work without good governance; respect for the rule of la'· . 

policies and institutions that unlock the creative energies of the people and 

promote investment - including foreign direct investment'. 

This conference refused to accept (I) outright debt cancellation; (2) use 

of innovative sources of finance such as SDRs; (3) to tax to discourage short

term capital movements; (4) to tackle the issue of global public goods; (5) 

gl<:)balizing the western instruments like IMF, World Bank etc. 

the scheme of 'globalization' is amply clear. America and western · 

countries are the clear-cut targ~t groups of the benefits of globalization. Global 

slowdo.wn is synonymous with the slowdown of the rich countries. These rich 
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countries are interested only in direct foreign investment and bars alternative 

means of financing that may lead ·to the full flowering of some of the 

developing countries like hidia. 

Under the circumstance one ~!lUSt seize every opportunity to prove the 

impossibility of reaching the full potential of our· countryside with the decree of 

the central finance ministry and its wing, the Reserve Bank of India, in respect 

of interest. 

8.3 GENERAL RESTRUCTURING 

Having laid down an essential condition for ushering in take-off in the 

countryside, namely, the rural institutions be freed from the diktats of Central 

Finance Ministry and the Reserve Bank in respect of the rate of interest on 

which the rural institutions receive deposits from the public as well the rate of 

interest on which they lend to rural productive people ·including landless 

agricultural and other rural labourers, it remains to-sp.ecify the kinds of reforms 

we need for the speedy preparation for take-off in the countryside. 

These reforms will cover a number of directions. The first of these 

reforms must take place in respect of designing ·of new productive activities. 

The more numerous these new productive activities become the more self

sustained the increase~ total production will become. Again, the rate of growth 

of the number and intensity of production of the new activities will determine 

the rate of growth of total additional output and employment caused by these 

well-designed activities. 

Before we take up the marketing of activity wise output which remains 

surplus· after the internal supporting of each other through mutual demand, we 

have to deal with an important aspect of reforms. This is the role of an agency 

of the government of the state in . extending extension (advice) to the 

prospective rural entrepreneurs, from among the productive working people of 

the villages, in respect of new activities. Great care is recommended in 

designing these new activities. The important point is that a producer of crop or 

milk or any other commodity will not himself produce all the inputs he has the 
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need· to use. He will buy them from producers in the locality. So a· .new 

· reproducible capital or productive service necessary for products of existing 

enterprises, say like crop and milk, might be the basis for a new productive 

activity. 

The restructuring of roads and transports needs to be effected in 

reasonably quick stages. Two considerations may be uppermost in the minds of 

designers ·in respect of this restructuring of roads and transport. We shall make 

the countryside most attractive by making it pollution-free through minimizing 

the use of petrol using vehicles. The use of buffalo cart from the village .to 

country town and in inter-country town travels will not only minimize pollution 

but also will generate a freedom from avoidable tension of having to travel in 

the crowded petrol using vehicles. The second consideration is that only the 

local resources will be used to build up the roads. We shall very soon argue that 

this rural road . building can be done without the government having to 

contribute even a paisa. 

We must at the same time devise absolutely new products. It is of 

paramount importance that we seize every opportunity of increasing the 

incomes of the rural people. Even though. we seek to specialize in milk and 

milk processing we must not fail to explore the introduction of as many 

products as possible to facilitate the growth of incomes and consequent growth 

or demand. Some of the new activities must be pig rearing, poultry farming, 

fish raising, fruit and flower cultivation in confonn.ity with 1ocal endowments. 

Apart from new activity in farm forestry to cater to the needs of rural 

energy and rural housing, special cultivation and rubber and mulberry plants 

and locations; respective ·mini industries with vertical and horizontal spreading 

of m tputs may promote directly and indirectly to growth of new activities and 

growth of the lead sector of the take-off. 

8.4 LESSON FROM HISTORY OF COOPERATIVES 

We have to select the most self-sustaining growth causmg form of 

cooperative. Our selected modd of cooperative should be one that will play the 
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dual role of mobilizing savings and investments with in-built high en_ergy. The 

choice may be made from three landmarks of the history of cooperatives. 

A pioneering attempt in cooperative dairying commenced around 181 0 

at Goshen, connectiant. A cheese dairy was built up of South Trenton, New 

York about the same time. American cooperatives processing dairy products in 

different Counties numbered more than four hundred by 1867. Denmark 

founded many dairy cooperatives during previous decades but they failed. An 

official Danish delegation visited America in 1876. The -operating method of 

the American dairy cooperatives impressed them. Stiller Anderson studied this 

report of the Danish delegation which was circulated in all Danish agricultural 

schools of Denmark.· After completing his equcation at the agricultural school 

at Tune he founded the first successful cooperative creamery at Hjedding in 

1882. 

Another new movement occurred in England with the industrial 

revolution centring on cotton textile. The workers of these lead sectors who 

considered themselves as weavers and suffered from occasional unemployment 

and low level of living were dependent on the truck system of shops run by the 

employers. They paid high prices and often got short weights. 

A bold bid to get out of this situation led to the foundation of the first 

cooperative st()res in history in the name of -Rochdale Society of Equitabk 

Pioneers by 28 weavers in the 1844. Ther-e was -express declaration in their 

statutes to mean that the ends of production were to satisfY ·the consumption 

needs of the society. Eventually, the ends more than the narrow interests of 

mere cooperative stores were taken up exclusively by the trade union 

movement. 

However, the five cardinal principles of this highl; · successful 

cooperative were as follows : 

( 1) The membership of the cou perative is open to all who would accept 

the aims and rules of the Society. 

(2) · The supreme authority of the Society was vested in the General 

Meeting of the members. This meeting not only elects the Board of 
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Management but. also has the power: to approve or reject the 

decisions of the Board of Management. Every member had one vote. 

(3) Members enjoy equal facility in respect of purchase. Every member 

has to purchase on cash payment and at the ruling market price. 

· (4) Surpluses left after reservation for working capital are divided 

among members on the basis of their purchases. 

( 5) Members get interest at fixed rate on the capital they subscribe. 

The third novel experiment in the history of cooperatives is a new 

conception of a model of farmers credit bank, the liability of members of which 

is unlimited. This provides an unusual security to depositors -because members 

do not fail to be present in the general meeting which retains the supr~me 

power of appointing the Board of Directors an~ approving or rejecting the 

decisions of the -Board. Non-members also may get loans against sureties of 

members as well· as against collaterals. This system was most successfully 

implemented in the Netherlands from 1896. 

This system caused wonders in the Netherlands and- was the main' 

instrument for the intensive and specialized production in· agriculture for the 

marketing in such countries with which they had low transaction costs. The 

great increase in their capacity to import through sale of agricultural 

specialized goods enabled them to import w~at is necessary to set-up modem 

industries. After the devastation caused by Germany in the Second World War, 

the Dut~h reorganized their industries to make their country the home of three 

world famous multinationals. In our country, the example of the Sridharpur 

Cooperative Bank is the shining example of what the Raiffeisen model of 

Cooperatives can do to our countryside. 

It is in order to recount here the history of our cooperative legislation in 

this country in the twentieth century. We have already said in the section on 

introduction that some of beneficial legislations on cooperatives in British India . 
remained by and large unheeded as a result of intensity ofthe freedom struggle. 

We feel amazed that the British administration introduced theRaiffeisen- model 

of rural credit societies by the Cooperative Credit Societies Act of 1904. The 
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urban credit societies, however, were to be limited. The Cooperative Societies 

Act of 1912 made specific improvements. The agricultural cooperative credit 
-~-'. 

societies remained of unlimited liability. In these societies one member was 

given one vote. The non-agricultural limited societies a member could have 

more than one vote. The British administration had no need to interfere with 

the working of these cooperatives. But since the British Government in India 

was aware of the deplorably low level of literacy in the villages there was 

. provision for inspection. It was provided that the government would exercise 

its power to make arrangements for thoroughly enquiry about the working of a 

cooperative and if the conditions so warranted could order liquidation of the 

society. 

From 1940 the Indian political parties came to power in the provinces. 

Yet the Bengal Cooperative Societies Act of 1940 did not prevent the 

registration ofRaiffeisen type of rural ~redit societies-. Subsequent Acts in West 

Bengal in 1973 and 1983 not only prevented the registration of-free cooperative 

of Raiffeisen model but provided for a great deal of intervention. They 

provided for taking over a cooperative for some duration by the government 

and getting it run by an administrator. Some sort of politicking with the 

cooperatives is not unknown in the world. But the government take over of 

cooperatives for periods howsoever short is unknown in countries where 

cooperative were a big cause of their rise to prosperity. 

8.5. RAIFFEISEN MODEL AS TijE PEOPLE'S INSTITUTION 

Raiffeisen type of Cooperative Credit Bank is capable of doing all sorts 

of development move for the village or villages they work for. When they were 

introduced in the Netherlands the meetings were held in the premises of some 

"individual farmers. The size of farms in the Netherlands was uneven. The 

average size was higher than the average size of farms in India in the twenty

first century. So every cooperative of the Raiffeisen type must have their own 

set of buildings and halls for.board and general meeting and office work. 

- The most important thing, however, is to have a sufficient number of 

educated men as members. Fortunately conditions in respect is changing. 
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Except in the poorest group among the agricultural landless labourers the 

incidence of literacy and number of years spent in education is on the rise. 

Even though results tabulated on the basis of one time, response about the type 

of number of years spent for education may not agree with measurement of 

such education with some tests we feel, on the basis of our data on 

measurement of income elasticity of demand for education, that there is an 

increase in the demand for education. 

The presence of ene or two self-less edJJcated spirits m the villages 

concerned will be a great advantage for the full flourishing of the Raiffeisen 

cooperative. But inclusion of persons without real moorings in the villages 

might be a_ great source of politicking. Thus it should be. specifically provided 

in the law that perso~s who are not originally residents of the village are not 

allowed to be members of such cooperative. 

Members and non-members would be required· to offer collaterals for 

loans. Persons with no immovable property cannot be members of such 

cooperative. But non-members can take loans against two societies who will 

guarantee their repayment. These societies must be members of the cooperative 

whose assets and properties are not fully covered by their own loans. 

Women who will get new enterprises by the new dispensation of 

proportional allotment among men with wo-men will get loans on the basis of 

hypothecation of their enterprise to the Raiffeisen Cooperative. The latter will 

take the full responsibility of marketing their output and getting repaymen~ 

from such marketing. Women's enterprises individual or cooperative, can 

build buildings and assets from their profits and from loans from the Raiffeisen 

Cooperative. 

Raiffeisen Cooperative can itself undertake new enterprises and services 

on which it can engage only women or men and women giving them benefits of 

prO\ ident fund and other securities. Women employees could also earn interest 

from deposits on the Raiffeisen credit bank can resort to. 

There is almost no .limit to areas of activity which the Raiffeisen bank 

can resort to. Yet there is need of some autonomous corporations or private 
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enterprise to participate in district circular railways and electricity generation 

and distribution. The State Government must have strong and wholly 

transparent cooperation between them and such business houses . 

. 8.6 BALANCED BUDGETS OF GOVERNMENTS 

The governments, both the central and state, must balance their budgets 

reducing their internal debt to zero. When this will implemented in full the 

governments will have no motive to reduce the rate of interest perpetually. The 

country will be fully free to allow Raiffeisen Coe>peratives to offer high rate of 

interest in branches opened outside their villages to amass huge investible 

f~nds for development of the countryside. 

8.7 SUMMARY 

We have enunciated in this chapter t~e crucial role of the Raiffeisen 

Rural Credit Bank as the people's planning authority for determined 

development with the motivation to make milk and milk processing as lead 

sector. Simultaneously. we ..emphasise the role of the gevernment in setting up 

extension agency as well as in developing a system of transparent cooperation 

between the ,government and houses providing such services like circular 

railways and electricity. Above all, all governments must gradually reduce their 

internal debt to zero. 



9.1 SUMMARY 

CHAPTER-IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

\' 

Even though some writers in the West now seek to preach against milk, 

milk is the time tested Ideal food for man. In India throughout ages 

consumption of cow milk has been recognized as the greatest c·ause of human· 

longevity. Thus it i~onder that in the Mahabharata, the great Indian epic, the · · 

cow was regarded as the best among· the quadrupl:ds. 

The cow milk has significant quantities of protein, fats, vitamin A and 

minerals. Even though higher amount of protein per ·1 00 grams of edible 

portion are found in. other foods, milk proteins have advantages over proteins 

of other foods. In the first place, milk is full of rich minerals. Protein food with 

such rich minerals is rare in nature. Secondly, of the 23 amino acids found in 

proteins, most essential amino acids are found in milk protein. Thirdly, these 

amino acids in milk protein are greater in amount than in proteins of eggs, 

meats and beans. 

The ratio of calcium and potassium to magnesium and sodium as found 

in cow milk approximates the ratio of. these minerals in the human system. 

Calcium which is important not only for the building of the bones but also for 

the functioning of muscles is found abundantly in cow milk. Some scientists 

say that the calcium content of cow milk is four times that of human milk. 

When publicity campaign about the benefits of the consumption of cow 

milk will fully enlighten the people, more. and more people will consume 

greater amounts of milk and milk products with the growth , of income. 

Therefore, the location of the sector of milk and milk products in the most 

suitable countryside is of paramount importance. 
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The average heat of the districts ofNorth Bengal Division of the State of 

West Bengal is lower than in other areas. Within these districts again there is a 

wider variety of different temperature zones otTering scope of rearing different 

kinds of breed. Besides, the state of agriculture is still now under-developed 

and since the region lacks opt,imal heat for paddy in every part of the yeai·, the 

region is fit for diversion of areas for the building of expansive pastures and 

intensive culture of special products and crops in the remaining cultivable 

areas. The area is most suitable for production of all sorts of animal feed. No 

other area of the country can match the districts of the North Bengal Division 

of the state of West Bengal in this respect. 

A representative district of this Division, namely, Koch Bihar, is 

selected with a suitable design for the purpose of field study. The productive 

activities of a household is divided into sectors. The household schedule used 

for the purpose of collection of data are divided into as many parts as the 

number of sectors. Besides the household scheclule has also a part for 

identification of members; sex, education, primary and secondary occupations, 

agrifulturalland holdings, homestead land and elaborate demographic data. 

On the whole the productive units of the village surveyed are under very 

low input regime. In this situation we find that both for crops as well as for 

milk the tiny farms are bette-- organized. Relatively greater amount of family 

-labour is put iri by the tiny farms. On the whole they also put in the best 

combination of inputs. An analysis of the village data of only three of blocks 

shows that two husking mills earn, for the two separate owners, more than what 

they earn from their farms. If we do not take these two husking -mills, all the 

non-agricultural units of production suffer from incomes lower than even low 

level farming. 

Productivity of inputs of enterprises of crops and milk have been found 

. on the basis of an analysis of regression productio·n functions. Analysis also 

shows that with proper development planning the operators can do incredible 

things. 
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On analyzing rhe relative profitability of milk we find that an especial 

class of rural entrepreneurs from/among the tiny fariners have seized the 
'lh.M. . 

opportunity, however meagerf\has·arrived for producing and marketing of milk. 

If the demand creating infrastructures (defined in the widest sense of structural 

or inter-activity dependence) develop, many other rural level producers will get 

into the bandwagon. There is no compulsion to believe that a stream of 

unending flows of foreign investors or national corporate sector should step in, 

as desired by the motive of acceptance of globalization, to bar the rise of rural 

lower sector into the fold of competitiveness. We win positive testing of two 

hypotheses ( 1) private producers may have big role. This is supported by the 

· fact that some .,mall entrepreneurs have come forward to expand milk 

production despite insufficient facilities. (2) They could do this only because 

the area is endowed with necessary natural endowments. 
fk 

If Kelling of expanded output is not possible, no producers would spend 

on input to expand production and suffer losses in the form of price cut or 

inability to dispose of an important portion of output. In absence of new 

activities that could support each other by releasing pressure of demand for 

each others output directly and indirectly, demand for all commodities within 

the vill~ge system has been low indeed. Present demand for milk of families 

producing milk from HYV cows vary from 133 ml. to 236 ml. per year. 

Farmers of crops who do not produce milk ·including farmers owning 

more than 5 acres cannot afford to 'spend on milk. Such is the restriction 

imposed by their incomes on consumption of milk. With such miserable shape 

of these lagging rural economies the producers of milk here depend for 

sustenance of their production on demand outside these villages. 

Formally the producers make direct sale to four types of people ', 

consumes of fresh milk, makers of Bengali sweets, middleman arid 

pasteurization agents. The middlemen, in their turn, sale to processors of 

Bengali sweets and primitive processors of Ghee and Dahi and to consumers of 

fresh milk. The pasteurization agents here sell the collected milk as pasteurized 
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fresh milk to urban prople in the district of Koch Bihar and neighbouring · 

Assam. 

Of the total milk produced· in these villages 70% is sold as non

pasteurised fresh milk to consumers, 24% to makers of Bengali sweets and 

primitive makers of Ghe~ and Dahi, 6% to pasteurization agents. 

No network of cooperative processing of milk and milk products and 

marketing with professional management right in the villages has been set up. 

So far reforms galore in India for flow of continuous foreign investment 

into India. There is no urge of reforms in the interest of raising an efficient 

army of productive workers and the growth of investment by them raising their 

productivity to the height of international level. This explains why present set

up of marketing of milk especially on the basis of natural endowment of the 

districts of the North Bengal Division is almost as good as absent. 

We have analysed individual incomes on the basis of frequency of 

incomes earned and . concentration curves. We find that average highest per 

capita income in the family for the highest group is Rs. 3000/- only. The dollar. 

equivalent is 60 Us dollars per annum. On the basis of a concentration curve 

analysis we find that villagers are more equally poor when we consider the per 

capita annual income in the household. 

Our elaborate analysis of employment in the sixth chapter has led us to 

the conclusion that of the ~3 persons seeking full employment only 26!3 

persons can be given full employment through the present level of operation of 
~ <N"d.-11,""" 

the existing rural productive activities. That is to say, ·-~ · two thirds of 
t\.. . 

employment seekirig persons are unemployed even at generally low value full 

employment. 

Fortunately our land endowment and resources have enormous promise 

for great employment potential. Only thing to stress is that we must be up and 

doing for great plan and great reforms for implementing higher output and 

employment in every state without cessation. With correct. planning, proper 

reforms and matching infrastructural facilities it is even possible to shift the 

main productivity centre from towns to villages because technicians and· 
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experts may move to countryside to enrich .the· professional management of 

cooperatives. 

We fit Leontief input-output system for possible special and general 

solutions. The Leontief models can be fitted in intervals of years, as special and 

general solutions of the model can help the Raiffeisen Cooperative to plan and 

develop new activities maximizing the use of local resources. 

In the seventh chapter on income elasticity of demand we recount a 

history of use of this concept in India with the launching of the second plan of 

the Government of India. Before computing income elasticity of demand for 

milk we seek to study the trend of consumption expenditure on milk and milk 

products among different incomes. Western data have shown _a steady rise in 

expenditure on milk and milk products with rise in income. With graphical 

representation of the data we collected, we analysed the graphica_t figures for 

urban and rural areas. For income elasticity studies we collected data for family 

budgets for both urban and rural areas. We notice a number of features. Firstly, 

rural consumption of milk is on average lower than urban consumption. This is 

true both for per family consumption and per capita consumption. Secondly, 

while difference in the levels of r:ural and urban consumption of milk is mostly 

caused by differences in the income levels, whole of the difference is not 

caused by difference in income. for example, with midpoints of income classes 

from 60 to 120 the per family expenditure on milk and milk products in the 

rural area is for the most part less than Rs. 5000/- per annum whereas in urban · 

areas the same is not on the whole less than: Rs. 6000/-. Some will say that 

some vegetarian families are disposed to consume · relatively more milk. 

However, it is difficult to accept that all the families of the span of income 

classes described are vegetarian. So it is possible to be disposed to support the 

, hypothesis that knowledge might be factor affecting the consumption of milk. 

Even though the average level of per capita expenditure on milk and 

milk products is higher in urban areas, the §.::- give strength to suspicion that 
A 

milk is generally not bought for consumption by all ages. Despite these side 
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observations, on averagelonsumption of milk and milk products does increase 

with increase of income. 

We find that income elasticity of demand for milk and milk products is 

consistently higher than that for cereal and cereal products as well as for 

vegetables. Income elasticity of demand for education and health care are still 

greater.· ~ 

In the eighth chapter we make elaborate recommendations for the 

required planning pattern and institutional reforms. The motivation is to 

quicken the process of preparation for take-off in the North Bengal districts for 

an upsurge of milk and milk processing sector. We have critically reviewed the 

reasons for neglect ofrici1 endowments of our countryside. 

We then. explain why Vajpaee-Sinha type globalization IS bent on 

· continuous reduction of the rate of interest. The essential condition for 

generating quick take off in our countryside is that the rural institutions be 

freed from the coercive control of the central, ministry of finance and the 

Reserve Bank in respect of fixation of rate of interest. 

We recommend the installation of a Raiffeisen type of Coperative Credit 

Bank as the planning authority for a= ·-'h.~~~;_~~ villages. 

9.2 CONCLUSION 

The state government may have well-defmed responsibilities. They must 

install a basic agency of extension in designing of new activities of production. 

They must also make sure that rural Raiffeisen has no difficulty to choose its 

technologists and managerial experts for their multifarious activities of getting 

products and services produced. The government also has the responsibility of 

appointings autonomous busuness houses to produce such services as the 

·association of Raiffeisen Cooperatives of the district needs. Production and 

distribution of electricity and setting up of district circular railways might be 

examples. Legal restructuring (Restructuring in terms of new sets of 

legislation) in consultation with the Raiffeisen Cooperatives would be 

necessary on some fronts. One such front is proportional employment of men 

and women on newer activities. But the most important thing is the government 
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must balance its budget as early as possible reducing its internal debt to zero. . 

The next most important thing is that the cooperation between the government 

and autonomous houses installing infrastructural services must be transparent. 

One advantage of the Raiffeisen Cooperatives is that there would be built-in 

checks against any deviation from the transparency . of such cooperation 

between the government and the business. 
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